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Thomas Maguire, CSSp 

THE NEW PRESIDENT of St Mary's was Fr Thomas Maguire. A product of Blackrock, 
he joined the Holy Ghost Fathers on leaving school and was ordained priest in 

1929 after studies in UCD and Blackrock College. He was successively professor in 
Blackrock, Willow Park and St Michael's before coming to St Mary's in succession 
to Fr Peter Walsh. During his presidency Kenilworth Square was acquired and turned 
into a magnificent sporting arena and he was involved in the rugby club's acquisition of 
new playing fields in Fortfield. At the end of his presidency in St Mary's, Fr Maguire 
was appointed to St Michael's College, Ailesbury Road, until he succeeded Dr Harnett 
as National Director of the Holy Childhood in 1959, a position he held until he retired 
in 1971, when he was replaced by Fr Hourigan, Dean of St Mary's Junior School. He died 
in 1974 at the age of 76. 

Fr Fred Fullen 
Fr Fred Fullen, was one of three brothers from Coalisland, county Tyrone, who 

became Holy Ghost Fathers. The others were Fr Paddy who spent his entire priestly 
life in Kenya, East Africa, and Fr Joe, who was a missionary in Nigeria before going to 
Blackrock College, where he became a noted trainer of football teams. Both Frs Fred and 
Joe were medal winners on Blackrock SCTs, Fr Fred in 1925 and Fr Joe in 1934. Fr Fred 
came to St Mary's in 1940 where, as Dean of Discipline he assisted Dr Joe Whelan in the 
training of teams while completing his degree in UCD and following this with the H. DrP. 
In 1945 he became Bursar in succession to Fr Dowling, a position he held until 1950 when 
he fulfilled the wish of most Holy Ghost Fathers, namely, to go on the missions. He was 
appointed to Bishop Whelan's Diocese of Owerri where he was Principal of two Teacher 
Training Colleges in succession, Umuahia and Azaraegbelu. When war came to Biafra he 
stayed on and was one of the few who spent the entire war without a break. With Bishop 
Whelan and the others who were still in Biafra as hostilities ended he was jailed for his 
involvement before being deported home in January 1970. He then went to the United 
States to a parish in Florida where he still serves with the same zeal and enthusiasm with 
which he did everything in his life. 

1947 was one of the severest winters ever experienced in Ireland. Four weeks of snow in 
January and February, accompanied by overnight freezing, were followed by 5.9 inches of 

Fred Fullen, CSSp George Lahiffe,' CSSp Austin Seagrave, CSSp 
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rain in March during which spring planting was impossible. Famine genuinely threatened 
and seemed a certainty when the harvest in the following autumn seemed doomed. In an 
unprecedended move the Government called on people from every walk of life to help 
in saving the crops and Dublin in particular saw the extraordinary sight of lorry-loads of 
office workers and students, male and female, being conveyed from central points in the 
city to out-lying farms to help in harvesting the crops that had not already been destroyed 
by the torrential rains. It generated a camaraderie in society which had previously been 
felt only by the survivors of air-raids during the war and did wonders to cement the 
relationship of rural and urban dwellers. However, the weather did little for games that 
year and they were practically written off. There was a heavy snowfall even in May 1947! 

On December 3, 1947, Canon Fleming, parish priest of Rathmines, died. He was a 
faithful friend of the school and a staunch advocate of the re-opening of the school in 
1926. When the parish was replacing the church organ in May 1936, remembering the help 
given by St Mary's at the time of the fire in 1920, Canon Fleming offered the old organ to 
St Mary's. As there was no space for such a large instrument in the small college chapel, 
it was suggested that the organ might be given to Kimmage Manor for the new church 
being built there at that time. And that was what happened. 

On July 20, 1948, Fr Michael Sexton, one of the pioneers who re-opened the school 
in 1926 died peacefully in his sleep. He had come to St Mary's from Blackrock and was 
Bursar for two years before undertaking the post of Dean of Discipline from 1928 until 
1936. A native of county Clare, he had served in Sierra Leone for eight years after his 
ordination until ill-health forced his return to Ireland in 1923. He spent two years on the 
staff of Blackrock before coming to St Mary's where he is remembered for the work he 
put into the training of rugby teams and for the interest he took in all games and physical 
development. It was he who revived the interest in gymnastics that had been a feature of 
the school's activity in earlier years as we have seen, and which culminated in the winning 
of the National Gymnastic Shield in 1935, the last year it was competed for. He was a 
confirmed 'tinkerer' with machinery and with his own hands he built a side-car for his 
motor-cycle and used it for hauling equipment about. The ill-health that had forced his 
retirement from the missions dogged him throughout his life, forced his early retirement 
from teaching and all active participation in the school affairs in 1939, but when he was 
~ble to leave his room he was always delighted to move among the boys and share their 
mterests. 

The college had seen the electrification of the tramway system in 1896 and the end of the 
horse-drawn tram. Now it was to see the end of the trams when the last tram on the No 14 
and No 15 line rattled down the Rathmines Road on October 31, 1947, closing a chapter in 
transport history for Dublin. On November 1, the first double-decker buses began to ply 
the routes they have served ever since, the only change being the ever-extending length of 
the route as the city eats ever more into the countryside. 

With the death of Dr ('Doc') James O'Neill on December 21, 1947, another link in the 
chain joining the school with its pre-closure days was broken. As a prefect in St Mary's in 
1896 the 'Doc' made a name for himself as an outstanding cricketer and even into the '30s 
showed he never lost the gift with the bat. He spent his entire priestly life in education, 
first in Blackrock College and then for twenty years in Rockwell College where he was 
Dean of Studies before the famous Dr Murphy. When the decision to re-open St Mary's 
as a day school was made, Dr O'Neill was chosen to be the first Dean of Studies in order to 
make sure of its scholastic foundation. Every boy who went through the school under him 
as dean and professor has his own favourite memory of the power of his withering glance, 
and not one tale has lost in the telling. He was taken to hospital on Sunday, December 19 
with congestion of the lungs. Other complications set in and he passed peacefully away 
at just about midnight, Monday the 20th, answering the prayers for the dying right up to 
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the end. Bishop Whelan, who was home from Nigeria after his episcopal consecration, 
sang the Solemn Requiem in Kimmage Manor, assisted by Frs Kennedy and Barry. A 
large crowd of past and present students were present. 

Fr Gerry McCarthy was appointed to St Mary's in September 1949. He was born and 
reared in Rathmines although he went to school in Colaiste Mhuire, Parnell Square. While 
he was in St Mary's he interested himself especially in the scouts and under his chaplaincy 
scouting made great strides as we shall see. After five years he was chosen as one of small 
band of Irish missionaries who went to found an English-speaking Province of the Holy 
Ghost Fathers in Canada. After ten years at that work, during which he was variously 
novice-master and superior he went as one of the first missionaries sent on the missions by 
the new Province and worked in the diocese of Lokoja in Northern Nigeria for a number 
of years before returning to Canada. 

When Fr Fullen left in 1950 for the missions, he was replaced as Bursar by Fr George 
Lahiffe who had come home from Nigeria on leave and was asked to take over temporarily. 
Fr Lahiffe was an outstanding sportsman at Blackrock as a boy, excelling in rugby, hurling 
and athletics. Anyone reading that last sentence will quickly pick out the odd man. It is 
not a mistake. In the 1930s Gaelic games were played in Blackrock along with rugby, as 
they were, and still are, in Rockwell College, and Blackrock College won the Leinster 
Colleges Hurling Championships in 1935 with people like Fr Lahiffe, Fr Frank McMahon 
and Fr Michael Doheny, who had already played in the schools rugby cup. Fr Lahiffe was 
a prefect in St Mary's in 1936-38. For the two years he was Bursar, Fr Lahiffe made his mark 
as rugby coach with the school and the Club and did an amount of work with Fr Barry and 
the prefects on the development of Kenilworth. 

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT 

The only change in the Rathmines campus was the erection of the railing on top of the 
wall along the Military Road to make the perimeter of the grounds uniform in appearance. 
Hitherto only the front wall along the Rathmines Rd had a railing. However, the really 
momentous development was in the purchase of Kenilworth Square for the College. We 
have already noted the huge jump in numbers occasioned by World War II. This had 
necessitated the building of a new senior school classroom block which relieved the 
classroom congestion but did nothing to alleviate the congestion in the playing area. 
The rugby club facilities in Kimmage Grove, primitive though they were, were used 
occasionally by the SCT, but it was essential that grounds nearer the school be acquired, 
and quickly. In a built-up area like Rathmines, this was no easy task. What open spaces 
were there, like Grosvenor Square, Belgrave Square, Brighton Square, Mountpleasant 
Square, and some smaller areas, were already being used by tennis clubs or bowling 
clubs. Before the war, the Department of Defence offered the College the option to buy 
the large field adjoining the back field, but the numbers then foreseen did not warrant this 
outlay. With the onset of the war and the consequent expansion in the regular army and 
the volunteer militia called the LDF (now the FCA), this space became very precious to 
the army, and there was no way they would agree to part with it. Then Kenilworth Square, 
which had been acquired by a Mr White from the residents who were the rightful owners, 
came up for sale when Mr White failed to get the necessary planning permission to build, 
for which he had acquired the land. Mr White had paid £500 and was willing to sell for 
£1000. Without planning permission it was next to worthless to a speculator. Word of this 
came to some of the past students and, in fact, some of them were contemplating buying 
it themselves. The college authorities were infonped and were immediately interested. Mr 
Anthony Dudley, a past pupil and partner in a firm of solicitors was approached and 
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Playing fields in Kenilworth Square, Rathmines, acquired in 1947. 

delegated to negotiate on behalf of the College. The sale was agreed and a loan secured 
by the college for the purchase. 

The acquisition of Kenilworth was only half the battle. What had previously been a 
private park with a couple of nondescript tennis courts, had to be transformed into 

· rugby, cricket, tennis and basketball areas. For a year nothing was done and then, in 
1949, a contract was signed with a firm to level and terrace the ground, and remove 
some trees and shrubs. The laying of a drainage system should have been included but 
was not. The top soil was removed and placed to one side, but before proper levelling 
could be done, unprecedented wet weather came which not only suspended all work 
for four weeks but flooded the exposed undersoil, from which it took a long time to 
recover. Eventually it was possible to level and replace the top-soil, but this was done in a 
most haphazard manner, four inches here, a foot there, and the stones were not removed. 
Then, early in 1950, the whole was steamrolled by a very heavy roller which compacted 
soil and stones, making it a poor bed for grass seed. That summer, Fr Barry, with Fr 
George Lahiff e and some of the Prefects, laid down the first cricket crease with the aid 
of an 18-foot plank. However, he was permitted only the cheapest of grass-seed, perennial 
rye, and the result was not altogether satisfactory. Still, cricket was begun in Kenilworth 
the next season, 1951. With its proximity to the school, and the facilities it provides for 
rugby, cricket, tennis, basketball and athletics, Kenilworth was a gift from heaven and 
provides a wonderful arena for such events as the Annual Sports Day and Union Day. It 
is a most picturesque setting, particularly in the Summer with the trees and shrubs in full 
leaf, but it is the result of back-breaking effort, mainly by the successive groups of prefects 
who worked there for many summers, sifting soil, removing stones, filling in hollows, 
levelling bumps, painting pavilions and repairing them. In the words of Fr Barry: "They 
did a tremendous job, one could not praise their dedication too much". 

FEES 

When the School re-opened in 1926, the fees charge?d were 18 guineas a year for the Senior 
School and 15 guineas for theJ uni or. Younger generations should know that a guinea was 
£1.1.0 in pre-decimal currency, or £1.05 in today 's. In 1946, war-time inflation forced the 
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authorities to raise these to 23 guineas and 17 guineas, while post-war soaring inflation 
caused a further rise in 1948 to 26 guineas and 20 guineas respectively. The figures will 
appear ridiculously small to us today, but one must remember the purchasing power of 
the pound in those days, when a newspaper cost 2p, ten cigarettes 6p, a seat in a city 
cinema 9p, and a three-course lunch in Clery's 2 shillings. Multiply by 30 and you have 
some idea of what the equivalent would be today. 

ACADEMICS 

Results in the public examinations continued to improve. In 1947 fourteen got the Leaving 
Cert and 36 the Inter, 24 with honours. In 1949 it was 14 again who got the Leaving, 
while 32 got the Inter, 21 with honours. Des Moore won an Inter Cert Scholarship. 
In 1950, 17 out of 19 got the Leaving, 10 with Honours; 38 out of 39 got the Inter, 
18 with honours. Michael Corcoran, Richard Lewis and Ken Sparrow got University 
scholarships. Fred Kelly got First Place in Ireland in French in the Inter and was awarded 
the French Government Prize. In 1951, 25 were presented for the Leaving, 21 passed, 7 
with honours, although all but 5 of those who passed got hons in one or more subjects. 
Jim Byrne gained a university scholarship while Des Moore got 10th Place in Ireland in the 
Civil Service Junior Executive exam. 45 were presented for the Inter and 39 were successful, 
18 with honours. Fred Kelly gained a scholarship and 14th place in Ireland overall. Patrick 
Dowling got Ist Place in Arithmetic in the Inter with full marks. 

In 1947 the 5th Form boys in the Junior School sat for the Primary School Certificate 
for the first time, and that was the practice from then on. For a number of years it had 
been advocated by some of the staff as a means of ensuring that those who advanced to 
the senior school were capable of benefitting from it, and also as an incentive both for 
students and staff. The following are the tabulated results of the Leaving and Intermediate 
Certficate: 

LEAVING CERTIFCATE 

Year No. Sitting Hons. Pass 

1946 15 2 (13%) 3 (33%) 
1947 16 6 (37%) 4 (62%) 
1948 18 1 (5%) 11 (66%) 
1949 19 2 (10%) 11 (68%) 
1950 20 10 (50%) 7 (88%) 
1951 26 7 (27%) 14 (80%) 

Michael Corcoran Richard Lewis 
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Ken Sparrow Fred Kelly 

INTERMEDIATE CERTIFICATE 

1946 32 17 (53%) 11 (87%) 
1947 30 17 (56%) 10 (90%) 
1948 39 25 (64%) 12 (69%) 
1949 33 22 (66%) 11 (100%) 
1950 39 18 (46%) 20 (97%) 
1951 44 18 (40%) 21 (88%) 

As some indication of the academic level of the students in the school, at least as 
represented by the written exams of the time, the following makes interesting reading: 

Between the years 1935 and 1953 288 boys sat for the Leaving Certificate. 
232 or 80% passed, 153 or 53% with honours. For a school not noted for 
'cramming', and where extra-curricular activities had a prominent place in 
the education of the 'whole man', it was by no means a bad record, as indeed 
the future careers of the boys showed in time. 

Patrick Dowling Calm Caffrey 
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AN REALT 

The success of the first-ever College Annual brought out by Dr Joe Whelan to mark the 
Golden Jubilee of the school in 1940, fired everybody with the desire to repeat the effort in 
the following years, but the restrictions of World War II with its paper-rationing foiled the 
attempts. At the war's end in August 1945 many of the restrictions which had prevented the 
publication of an Annual were lifted, but there remained severe shortages for quite some 
time, so that it was not until 1946-4 7 that any attempt was made in this direction, and then it 
was decided that a more modest production than an Annual should be attempted and thus 
An Realt was born as a bi-annual 16-page periodical with all the school news and articles 
by students in the senior school, both prose and poetry, serious and humorous. Beginning 
at Easter 1947 it appeared with reasonable regularity until 1953, and is a valuable record 
of the events of those years, with an insight into the personalities of the time, past and 
present. It circulated among the past at home and abroad and did much to maintain and 
promote the St Mary's spirit and the bond between the past students and the college. 

. bl" hed by the students 
fl Magazine plul rs ( S Sp Rathmines. 

S M 'sCo ege · · ., 0J t, ary ' C~RISiM l'S TERM , 1948. 

CIRCULATION PRIVATE 

DRAMATICS 

Christmas 1945 saw Fr Barry continue with the classical dramas with Moliere's The 
Would-be Gentleman, with Seamus Cronin in the lead, aided and abetted by Paddy 
Funge, Junius Horne, Ray Joyce, Des Dempsey, Charlie Ward-Mills, etc. The summer 
operetta in 1946 was The Magic Ruby, produced by Fr Gilmore, aided by Mr Sean Shine 
who did the stage and settings as well as the choreography. Fr Barry's next production 
was Sheridan's The Critic, a difficult play admirably acted by a very large cast. 

The 1947 offerings were A Royal jester and Pinero's The Magistrate. The cast of the 
latter contained David Judge, son of famed Abbey actors, F. ].McCormick and Eileen 
Crowe. But the find of the day, according to the producer, Fr Barry, was Gay Dempsey, 
'a born actor'. 

1948 opened with a gala concert by the college scout unit, the 7th Dublin which 
included camp-fire songs, games and stunts, short playlets, including an extract from 
Dickens's Christmas Carol with Dermot Ryan and Colm Brady, and conjuring tricks by 
Dougie Thornton and Billy Fitzgerald. The operetta that year was The Golden Amulet 
with Vinnie McGovern as the Emperor and Noel Banahan as the Princess, while the 
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'Private Secretary' 
B. Daish, E. O'Toole, E. Salmon 

"I'm Charlie's Aunt from Brazil -
where the nuts comes from" 

Christmas play was a break from the classics with Wodehouse's Leave It To Psmith, 
·, in which Gearoid Lynch was a hit as Psmith, but Larry Gogan stole the show as Miss 

Peavey. 
1949 saw another break with tradition when instead of an operetta, a one-act play in 

Irish by Douglas Hyde, Pleusgadh na Bulgoide, preceded a concert, which featured the 
Junior School Verse-speaking choir that had won the gold medal in the Father Mathew 
Feis, trained by Miss Cranny, choral and solo songs, violin solo from Savino Agnoli and 
a piano solo from Ray Joyce, recitations and Irish Dancing. The Christmas presentation 
was probably the most successful production ever staged in the College, Charlie's Aunt. 
There were superb performances from Austin Healy as the 'fake' aunt, Eamon O'Toole 
as the real aunt, Vincent McGovern, Brian and Terry Gogan, in fact from the entire cast. 
It was customary that admission to the plays be by invitation only, but because of the high 
performing fee charged, Fr Barry put the play on for a further night's showing, charging 
admission. With little advertising, the hall was only half full but a profit of £20 was made 
which went towards the fee. 

The operetta was back in favour in 1950. This time it was Christopher Columbus with E. 
McNamara, R. O'Connor and M. Staunton in the leads. In January of the year, the scout 
troop put on another concert as a fund-raiser, with the usual mixture of items, only this 
time including a very well rehearsed gymnastics display, which was well received. The 
Christmas play was another modern drawing-room comedy, The Private Secretary by 
Charles Hawtrey, which went down very well at its four performances. Larry Gogan again 
won the plaudits, with Eamon O'Toole, Barry Daish and Frank O'Beirne among others. 

GAMES 

Rugby 
The 1945-51 era was not a golden age for football in the School, but neither was it a 
depression era. The Under-13 Provincial's Cup was won twice, in 1948-49 and 1950-51. 

According to Fr Barry, 1946 was the highlight of Fr Seagrave's career in St Mary's when 
the SCT reached the final once more of the Leinster Cup. "It was a fine team, superb backs 
with an average pack. If they got the ball they were sur~ to win". Belvedere had eliminated 
Blackrock on the way to the final. St Mary's had accounted for St Andrew's (captained by 
R. Dawson, future Irish and Lions captain, IRFU administrator). 
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The St Mary's backline read: Ulick O'Connor, Michael Waters, Gerry 
Fearon, Tommy Donnelly, Charley O'Flanagan, Cormac Cairns and, at 
full-back, Willie Scott. In perhaps the most breath-taking semi-final ever, 
we defeated Clongowes 12-11. In the first 8 minutes Clongowes got two 
dropped goals - 8 points. We retaliated with a try and a goal - 8 points. 
Then, in the second half, Clongowes laid siege to our line and, getting 100% 
of the ball, tried again to score. We kept them out. Then in a short moment 
of respite, Willie Scott, from under his own posts, kicked straight up the 
field. The Clongowes full-back fielded and kicked it likewise straight down 
the middle of the field. By this time Scott was near the halfway line. He 
fielded the kick and coolly dropped a goal. We were 12-8. During the next 
ten minutes, once again getting 100% of the ball, Clongowes tried and tried 
again to score. In the very last minute they got over in the corner, 12-11. 
All was hush at the taking of the convert. They missed it. We had won! 

Belvedere won the final, 8-0, a goal and a penalty to nil. In the very 
first minute of play, Charley O'Flanagan (whose two brothers, Kevin 
and Michael, had played International soccer and rugby for Ireland), hit 
the middle of the crossbar with a colossal penalty kick from beyond the 
halfway line out near the touch-line. We got very little possession in the 
match. We did not do what we had done in all previous games and won -
give whatever ball we got to Michael Waters, who was the best centre seen 
for years. So we lost. Everyone was greatly dejected." 

Fr Seagrave had broken new ground in 1945 when he brought in a professional coach 
for the cricket teams. In 1948 he broke new ground in schools rugby by inviting an English 
school to come and play, since when it has become a regular feature of the schools game. 
At Christmas 1947 he invited St Bede's, Manchester, to Dublin. They arrived on January 
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Cup Finalists, 1946 

Back: R. Whitty, 
D. Corrigan, M. Waters, 
]. Petit, D. Ryan, 
B. Redmond, W. Scott, 
P. O'Beirne 
Front: N . Corrigan, 
U. O'Connor, 
T. Donnelly, 
C. O'Flangan (Captain), 
C. Cairns, G. Fearon, 
P. Funge. 



1st, and played on january 2nd. Accustomed to doing things in the grand manner, he 
publicised the event widely and hired the Donnybrook ground for the match, charging 
admission. The £53 taken in helped defray the expenses. Fortunately, because no expense 
was spared in entertaining the visitors. He got them ringside seats for the European Boxing 
Championships in the National Stadium; stand tickets for the Curragh Races Goe Fanagan 
supplied the cars); front seats at the Olympia Pantomime; dinner and show in the college 
hall. To do this he engaged two army cpoks who cooked the meal on field kitchens out at 
the back. He got a well-known Radio Eireann singing group, The Antlers, to entertain the 
80-strong party. He produced a souvenir menu card with the two teams and their colours. 
As Fr Barry says, "It was quite something". Incidentally, the match in Donnybrook was 
won by St Mary's, 11-0. Two days later St Bede's played Blackrock and beat them. Rock 
were not pleased. They claimed it was not really their full team as it was vacation time, 
but a team of day-boys. Still, all St Mary's are day-boys. 

The following week, on January 7, 1948, St Mary's paid a return visit to Manchester. 
Frs Seagrave and Barry, with Dr Ivor Hooper, accompanied the team, which again beat St 
Bede's. The cock-of-the-North team at that time was from King's College, Macclesfield, 
who requested a match. They were unbeatable, apparently. On a foul day, with the rain 
pouring down in sheets, we were trailing 5-3 when the referee (former English captain and 
current International referee, Gadney) awarded St Mary's a penalty try and the match was 
won. Final score: King's College 8 St Mary's 11. 

An Realt had this to say of the 1946-47 SCT: 

The SCT covered themselves with glory, and confounded the critics in 
their match with Blackrock (Leinster Cup Finalists). The result, Rock 10 
St Mary's 3, might have been a lot closer. 

The play of the forwards was amazing. When one considers their lack of 
weight and height, one marvels even more. They were naturally beaten in 
the tight, but made up for it by their great play in the loose. Particularly 
noticeable were Nicky Corrigan, who had a great game; Dermot Ryan in the 
line-out, and the two wing-forwards, Bart Fitzsimon and Michael Clancy. 

Of the backs we feel we must mention Gerry Fearon (captain) for his 
super crash-tackling at centre, and John Hughes, at out-half, for some grand 
hard runs, and a good penalty. 

The SCT played King's Hospital in the first round of the Cup and won with something 
to spare, 19-3. The next round pitted them with Newbridge who were fortunate to come 
out winners by the single score, 5-0. 

David O'Sullivan was picked as full-back on the Leinster team to play Munster 
Schools. 

The JCT had an easy win over CBS Dun Laoghaire in the first round and then drew 
with Belvedere in the second. They were unfortunate in the replay as they were missing 
five regulars through illness, including their captain, Tom 'Tucker' Nolan, who was half 
a team in himself. An Realt gives great credit to the subs who came on at the last moment. 
Not one of them let down the side. "Rarely before, we think, has a Junior as small as Jim 
Byrne played in a JCT Cup match. Donnybrook to him must have seemed like the wide 
open spaces of the prairie." 

The U-13 team won their first match in the Provincial's Cup, 3-0 against Blackrock 
Boarders and then played a draw with Willow Park,,0-0, before succumbing, 0-9, to the 
Day Boys. The return match with the Boarders ended with a 3-0 victory for 'Rock. A 5-3 
defeat by the Day Boys put paid to any ambitions of winning the Cup. 

In was in that same year, 1947-48, that Fr Seagrave arranged for the captain of the 
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touring Australian team, Don McLean, to speak to the boys. To Fr Barry's mind, this 
was the greatest single event that did most to promote the future of rugby in St Mary's. 
McLean gave a lecture on the Australian fifteen-man approach to rugby. The Australians 
played brilliantly, the forwards running and handling like backs, and were a pleasure to 
watch. Nothing like them had been ~een in these islands for years. McLean stressed three 
things: fitness, basic skills, planned attack. On all three accounts he criticised the home 
teams, which, in fact took nearly four more decades before they attempted to attain the 
fitness that was necessary for football at international level. Fr Seagrave attempted to put 
these three things into practice with the 3rd A team of 1948-49 who were competing for 
the new trophy , the Moran Cup. We will see later how well they fared. Meanwhile, in the 
school Fr Seagrave set about re-organising physical education, or 'Drill' as the boys called 
it. For years it had been carried on in an unimaginative and desultory way (as indeed it was 
in every other school in the country at the time, when it was done at all). Fr Seagrave invited 
Tony Myles to come and show what could be done. Myles was an ex-commando who had 
been on the British Olympic Gymnastic Team in 1948. He took a group for P.T. one day 
and for a whole hour put them through their paces. At the end, they agreed that they had 
never experienced anything like it. It set a pattern for future sessions. Unfortunately, the 
money was not there to employ Myles permanently. He went to High School. But he had 
set standards, and these were adhered to later on when Fr Barry re-structured P.E. in the 
sc;hool, insisting on the boys changing for P.E., although it was not until 1966 that a proper 
gym was built. 

It was in February of that same 1947-48 that Fr Seagrave invited Karl Mullen, the Irish 
captain, to speak to the SCT squad. 

Because of bad weather the Under-13 Cup was cancelled that year, 1947-48. But under 
the captaincy of Sean Cooke, one of the most accomplished footballers ever to come out 
of St Mary's, the U-13s won back the Provincial's Cup the following year, 1948-49. The 
JCT under Austin Healy held Belvedere to another draw, but lost the replay narrowly. A 
young SCT - thirteen of the fifteen eligible for the following year - put up a good show 
before succumbing to a good Castleknock team. Michael Hoctor, the hooker, was a sub 
on the Leinster team that played Munster. 

Of course, this was the Golden Age of Irish Rugby with the double Trip le Crown, when 
Jackie Kyle was the idol of every boy in Ireland. Fr Seagrave brought Kyle, wing-forward 
Jim McCarthy and wing three-quarter Bertie O'Hanlon to the school to take the SCT 
squad for a session in the front field, which did an immense amount of good to the morale, 
not only of the SCT but of the whole watching school. It is these little touches, totally 
imponderable in themselves, which go to the making of a tradition. To this day, St Mary's, 
at all levels, try to play fifteen-man football, which has gained for them a reputation of 
producing teams which adorn the basic skills with style. 

1949-50 brought no trophies either. The SCT met Belvedere once more in the first round 
and were beaten 3-0. Their good showing was due in no small measure to the strikes against 
the head from their interprovincial hooker, John Corrigan, one of the many Corrigans, 
sons of Col. 'Bull' Corrigan, who formed the backbone of college teams in the '40s and 
the club in the '50s. 'Flu decimated the JCT that year who had to scratch from the Cup. 

The 1950-51 SCT was captained by Brian Gogan, and with stalwarts like Vinnie 
McGovern, Tim Harrington, Pat Fitzpatrick, Austin Healy, Jim Byrne, the Hussey 
twins, Pat Murray and Fred Cogley in the team promised a good run in the Cup. 
A victory over Rock a couple of weeks beforehand strengthened this hope. However, 
Roscrea in the first round proved a harder nut to crack. The first encounter ended in a 
draw, St Mary's unable to turn their superior possession into points. The replay was won 
after a hard-fought match. Whether or not these two matches had sapped the strength of 
the light St Mary's pack, they failed to secure any worthwhile possession from the Rock 
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Senior Rugby 
Cup Team, 
1951 

Back: M. Ahern, 
F. Cogley, P. Murray, 
L. Gibney, A. Healy, 
B. Whelan, 
V. McGovern. 
Seated: B. H ussey, 
P. Fitzpatrick, C. Fagan, 
B. Gogan, 
T. Harrington, 
A. Woodhouse, ]. Byrne. 
Front: W. Meagan, 
]. O'Doherty. 

pack, and without the ball you cannot win. But they fought well in the best St Mary's 
tradition. Brian Gogan gained two lnterpro caps. 

Cricket 
1948 deserves to be highlighted in the cricketing annals of St Mary's as the year when a 
clean-sweep of all three competitions among the Leinster schools was almost brought off. 
The Finals were reached in the Senior, Junior and Under-14 Cups. The vision 9f Fr Seagrave 
in acquiring professional coaching (George Pope, Test Cricketer of Derbyshire and later J. 
Harrison and the great West Indian Leary Constantine) and the use of a proper crease in 
Leinster C.C. at last began to pay dividends. Of course, all the coaching and facilities in 
the world are of little use if the material is not there, and it was there in abundance that 
year: John Hughes, capt., Gerry Duffy (lnterpro), Robert Burke (lnterpro), in the seniors; 
Neil Geoghegan (capt), Bernard Kelly, Ian Kidd-Duff, Tim Harrington, in the juniors; Pat 
Fitzpatrick (capt), Noel Farley, Fred Cogley, Fred Kelly, in the U-14s. 

On the way to the final the SCT defeated St Columba's, Blackrock and King's Hospital. 
They met old foes Belvedere in the final and won by over 100 runs. 

The Juniors beat Belvedere, Mountjoy and High School on the way to a final clash with 
King's Hospital whom they defeated 147-65. 

The Under-14s were defeated in the final by Belvedere only after a stubborn fight. 
However, they made amends the following year by bringing home the U-14 Cup, Fred 
Kelly, Sean Cooke and Paddy Dowling shining. The JCT reached the semi-final while 
Junius Horne was awarded his lnterpro, an honour he would repeat in tennis, table tennis 
and rugby after he left school. 

In 1950 both SCT and JCT reached the semi-finals, and did even better the next year, 
1951, when the JCT reached the final only to be beaten by Belvedere, while the SCT fell 
at the semi-final hurdle. 

While of necessity we highlight the successes of the school teams, we do have to 
remember that none of these successes would have been possible without a cricketing 
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Leinster School 
Junior Cricket Cup, 1948 

Back: I. Kidd-Duff, 
C. McCarthy, B. Kelly, 

R. Rial!, P. Murray, 
C. Fagan, L. Gibney 

Front: C. Murray, 
M. O'Dwyer, 

N. Geoghegan, 
T. Harrington, 

N. Farley. 
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Leinster Schools 
Senior Cricket Cup, 1948 
Back: M. O'Dwyer, 
]. Fanagan, P. Murray, 
G. Drumm, B. Kelly, 
I. Kidd-Duff 
Front: T. Harrington, 
G. Duffy,]. Hughes, 
R. Burke,]. Horne. 

Under 14 Cricket Cup, 
1949 
Captain of 
Under 14 Team, 
Fred Kelly, 
presents the cup to 
Fr. Peter Walsh, CSSp. 
Vice-President. 
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background and tradition which was rooted, not just in the schools matches with other 
schools but in the house leagues played at every level in the school from Junior 1 to Sixth 
Year, and in particular the Holy Childhood League in the Junior School where both a love 
for the game and the basic skills were inculcated from the earliest age, a task carried out 
mostly by the successive groups of prefects who were responsible for games in the school 
under the Dean of Discipline in the '40s, '50s and '60s. It is a matter for regret that the 
scholastic pressures of the 80s have not permitted the continued enthusiasm for the game 
in the junior school to bloom in the senior. 

Swimming 
Back in pre-closur.e days the Past Pupils organised a Swimming Club which used the 
Municipal Baths in Tara St, Dublin, but there is no mention of swimming in the 
school itself. 

In 1945, due in great part to the enthusiasm of just one person, John Pettit, swimming 
was started in the school and grew in popularity. This is all the more surprising when you 
consider that the only facilities available were Blackrock Baths, an open-air facility using 
sea water which could only be used in the summer. And even this primitive facility was 
a long enough journey by bicycle after school. That sufficient numbers were available 
to enter teams for the Leinster Schools Competitions is a tribute to their enthusiasm. 
However, a sport that depended on that level of enthusiasm had little hope of survival, 
and soon the travel began to pall and the sport died out. However, it revived and the 1958 
Annual speaks of a weekly evening in Iveagh Baths throughout the winter. When these 
facilities became unavailable, the switch was made to the less satisfactory because smaller 
baths in Tara St. These continued to be used until the Baths were built in Rathmines at 
the opposite end of Ardee Road to the college. With occasional breaks in the regularity 
an Annual Gala was held which constituted the College Championships and teams were 
regularly entered for the Leinster Schools Championships with considerable success. The 
name of Tommy Dorgan will ever be associated in the minds of an older generation of St 
Mary's men with the sport of swimming. Tommy was one of the best-known members 
of the rugby club, without ever making his mark in the game. He was the dependable, 
ever-present, gateman for all the club's home games in College Drive and Templeville. 
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No club could have a more loyal supporter, and one always ready to do the thankless task. 
Even at school Tommy showed his swimming prowess and entered for the Liffey Swim 
while still a schoolboy. It was an event he entered every year for many years, winning it on 
one occasion, as did another St Mary's swimmer in the '40s, P. G. Condon, who also won 
the Ireland's Eye open sea race, and was Irish and Provincial champion in a number of 
swimming disciplines, as well as representing Leinster and Ireland in water polo. In 1969, 
John Mulvey won the Liffey Swim. He is the son of Seamus 'Jammers' Mulvey, an Irish 
Schoolboy International Soccer player, who was hooker on the SCT in 1938-9-40, gaining 
an lnterpro trial. While still at school in 1940, Seamus played for the St Mary's Club team 
which won the Minor League Cup, a feat which helped the club's claim to be restored to 
senior rank. John Mulvey won many trophies in the Leinster Schools Championships, 
represented Leinster in lnterprovincial meetings, and besides the Liff ey Swim, won the 
Kilmartin Cup for the Open Sea Swim off Bray. 

PUBLIC SPEAKING 

We have seen the place of dramatics in the school's curriculum from its earliest years, 
and how the pursuit of the art was continued after school by the Past Pupils Union 
Dramatic Society. Allied to this art is the art of debate and oratory. We have no record 
of debating in school in the pre-closure years. Any such records must have perished in 
the clear-up conflagration which followed on the closure. But we have seen that debating 
was practised by the union. It is hard to believe that past students turned to the practice 
of this civilised art after school without previous school experience. Whatever about the 
truth of that, debating became a regular feature of the extra-curricular activities in the 
school after 1926, and we have already seen that it was an important feature of the union's 
activities, receiving extensive coverage in the nation's press. But it was not just within the 
confines of the college and its past pupils union that the skill of St Mary's men in oratory 
and debate was revealed. They made their name in the universities, medical schools, law 
societies and other professional bodies. The Literary and Historical Society of UCD has a 
long and distinguished history from its inception in 1854 in Cardinal Newman's Catholic 
University to the present day. The roll of its Auditors reads like a Who's Who of Ireland's 
leading lights in politics, the professions and industry. 

In 1901 Robert}. Kinahan, captain of cricket in St Mary's in 1898-99, a regular on the 
SCT rugby team which first entered the Leinster Cup, and a stalwart with the newly 
formed Old St Mary's Rugby Club, was voted Auditor of the L & H. The merit of this 
victory can be measured by glancing at the calibre of his committee: Hugh Kennedy, 
Ireland's first Attorney General, Secretary; Arthur Clery, author and UCD Academician; 
J. Murnaghan, High Court Judge; John Marcus O'Sullivan, Professor of History, UCD 
and first Minister for Education. Bob Kinahan won the Gold Medal for Oratory. His 
inaugural address was on socialism. 

In 1911 John A. Ronayne defeated Patrick J. Gilligan, future Minister for Finance in 
Cosgrave's government, for the post and had on his committee, fellow St Mary's man 
Jim Magennis as secretary, with Arthur Cox, (eminent solicitor), John A. Costello (future 
Taoiseach), Conor Maguire (the future Chief Justice). John Ronayne also played for Old 
St Mary's for a number of years. His inaugural address was called "Dawn on the Hills 
of Ireland" and had to do with Home Rule, the burning issue of the time. He won the 
silver medal for Oratory. Called to the Bar in 1914, he joined the Munster Circuit but died 
tragically young in the 'flu epidemic of 1918. 

Dr Jim Magennis, who joined every society in the university and was instrumental 
in founding the Dramatic Society, was on John Ronayne's committee in 1911-12, was 
treasurer on Arthur Cox's committee in 1912-13, and just narrowly beaten for the 
Auditorship in 1913-14. 
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In 1920 John Farrell was elected Auditor. H e had Sean MacBride and James Dillon on 
his committee. John had still a year to go when St Mary's closed in 1916 so he was sent to 
Belvedere to finish, together with more than a dozen other boys, including Kevin Barry. 
John was called to the Bar in 1921 and was appointed District Justice in 1943. 

In 1938 Thomas F. O'Higgins, future candidate for the Presidency of Ireland and future 
Chief Justice, was elected Auditor and spoke on "Naturalism in Ireland" in his inaugural 
address. He also won the gold medal for oratory. 

Dermot Ryan, the 'whiz kid' who parlayed a second-hand car into a Car Hire and Hotel 
Empire, was born in 1928, came to St Mary's in 1939, and did his Leaving Cert in 1947. He 
blew through Earlsfort Terrace like a tornado, a talking tornado, and was either a thorn 
in the side or a leader of the Student Representative Council all his time there. He was 
elected Auditor of the L & H in 1951 and his inaugural address was titled "The Price of 
Progress". 

Other St Mary's men who served on the L & H committee were John Ronayne, 1910-11; 
Niall MacNeil, son of Professor Eoin MacNeil, 1918, correspondence secretary to Daniel 
Binchy, future Law Professor; Patrick F. Donovan, committee-member in 1925-26, 
1927-28, 1928-29; President of the SRC in 1927-28, son of Professor Robert Donovan; 
Gerald S. Cox, 1932-33, who joined the Irish Army after graduation and rose to 
Commandant before his early death in 1956. He instigated the revival of the rugby club in 
1932; Donal O'Donovan, 1948-49, presently a senior counsel; Tom Garvey, 1955-56, who 
became Chief Executive of Coras Trachtala, then headed the EEC Diplomatic Mission to 
Nigeria before taking on the post of Chief Executive of An Bord Poist. 

However, UCD's L & H was not the only stage on which St Mary's men appeared with 
success. The college provided medallists in the Law Society, like Thomas Lynch in 1947, 
Diarmuid O'Donovan and Michael Burns; the medical schools like Dr Robert Joyce of the 
Catholic Medical School, Cecilia St in 1899, Gearoid Lynch of the College of Surgeons in 
1953, Conal Hooper of UCD Medical Society; as well as other societies in the universities 
in the city, like UCD's Commerce Society (Reggie Redmond, Auditor 1946; Des Mulligan, 
Auditor 1950); William Maguire, Auditor of Trinity Historical Society and David 
O'Sullivan, Gold Medallist of the same Society. Des Mulligan, when Auditor of the UCD 
Commerce Society brought a debating team to England and took part in debates with 
Oxford and London Universities, as well as taking part in an Inter-Varsity Debate broad
cast on the BBC. This list is in no way intended to be exhaustive but serves to show the sub
stantial contribution made by past students to the art of debate down through the years. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::: ::::::·:'.·'.:::-:-:·>:·:·:<·:-:-:········ 

Thomas F. O'Higgins Reginald Redmond 
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St. Mary's Scouts - 7th Dublin Unit, 1950 

SCOUTS 

Des Tannam took over the scout troop from Frank Purcell in 1944 and guided its 
development and expansion over the next four years before handing on to Pat McCarthy 
for one year and then Frank Fennell for three years. Fr Garry McCarthy took over as 
chaplain in 1949 from Fr Seagrave and was spiritual guide for five years. 

The annual camps were as follows: 

Year Camp-Site Chaplain Leader 

1946 Virginia, Westmeath Fr Seagrave Des Tannam 
Castlebellingham (Cubs) Reggie Redmond 

1947 Stradbally, Waterford Fr Seagrave Des Tannam 
Kenure, Rush (Cubs) Reggie Redmond 

1948 Rathdrum, Wicklow Fr Seagrave Des Tannam 
N ewtownmountkennedy (Cubs) Reggie Redmond 

1949 Fore, Westmeath Fr Seagrave Pat McCarthy 
Castlebellingham (Cubs) Reggie Redmond 

1950 Stradbally, Waterford Fr McCarthy Frank Fennell 
Rathdrum, Wicklow (Cubs) Reggie Redmond 

1951 Rathdrum, Wicklow Fr McCarthy Frank Fennell 
Kenure, Rush (Cubs) Reggie Redmond 

THE PAST 

Cricket 
The summer of '45 saw the death of two of the past pupils union affiliated societies, 
the cricket club and the lawn tennis club. Lack of numbers brought about the demise 
of the Cricket Club. With a regular playing membership which barely covered the two 
teams which were engaged in the Intermediate and Minor Leagues, friendly fixtures had 
occasionally to be cancelled for want of players . Membership fees did not meet the current 
expenses like rent, replacement of equipment, marling, seeding, mowing and the numerous 
unforeseen incidentals that cause trouble when an organisation is underfinanced. At the 
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Union Presentation to 
Bishop Whelan, 1948 

C. M. Wilson, 
PPU President, 
Bishop Joseph B. Whelan 
CSSp, 
Fr. Thomas Maguire, 
CSSp, 
College President 
(behind) 
Fr. Patrick O'Carroll, 
CSSp, 
Provincial Superior and 
former Prefect (1926-28) 

end of the summer, the club was £25 in debt and the decision had to be made whether 
it could continue to function. The lease on t¥e grounds in Cherryfield extended to 1951, 
but it was decided to wind up the club in order to avoid further debt. 

Tennis 
Since the grounds were leased in the name of the cricket club, the tennis club found itself 
homeless at the end of the season when the cricket club surrendered its lease. Brighton 
Square (one of the two Dublin 'squares' which are triangles) was considered in 1946, 
but on inspection it was found that the courts were not in a fit condition to be used 
that year. The club hon. treasurer, Mr Jack Brennan, generously took it on himself 
to accept responsibility for the club's debts, but the union refused and, after some 
correspondence and a meeting, the matter was resolved amicably. In view of subsequent 
events, it is interesting to note that the union discussed the possibility of gaining control 
of Rockbrook Tennis Club for the now defunct St Mary's LTC. Rockbrook had the use 
of the tennis courts in Kenilworth Square. 

Mr J. Crean, newly appointed union hon. treasurer was asked to investigate this 
possibility and, at the following meeting in September, read a letter from Rockbrook 
offering to liquidate their club and transfer possession to St Mary's LTC on October 4, 
1947. The sum of £99.5s.8d was to be paid for equipment and for the recently installed 
electricity. The rent would be £90 p.a. However, between that meeting and the next, on 
October 14, the ownership of the Square changed hands, and the new owner, Harry 
Cowan, was seeking planning permission to build houses. When this permission was 
refused, Mr Cowan put the property up for sale, and at the meeting of October 14, 
the union empowered Mr Crean to make enquiries into its possible purchase. At the 
October 28 meeting, Fr Maguire, the President, proposed that the college acquire the 
Kenilworth property initially and then transfer it to a suitable company formed by the 
union for the purpose. The matter would appear to have been in abeyance for some 
months. From January 1948 on, Mr J. J. Crean, the Hon. Treasurer of the union, ceased 
to attend meetings and became unavailable. In March, a letter from Mr Fionan Blair of 
Rockbrook L TC was read deploring the action of Mr Crean in accepting on behalf of 
the union the offer of Rockbrook to sell out and then \eneging on it. The secretary was 
instructed to reply that Mr Crean had acted ultra vires and had no authority to pledge 
the union, but merely to make enquiries. In November 1948, a further letter from the 
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Rockbrook LTC informed the Union that they intended to cite the St Mary's College 
Union as the sole cause of the non-payment of their outstanding debts, because of the 
union's failure to honour Mr Crean's agreement. 

When Kenilworth Square was finally in the possession of the college, the tennis club 
was revived in time for the 1949 season and was given the exclusive use of the courts at 
an annual rent of £60. The success of the first season surpassed all the expectations of the 
committee, according to An Realt. "The membership, which is confined to past students 
of the college and members of the rugby club, with associate lady members, totalled well 
over 100. This large membership justifies the opinion of the founders of the Club that it 
supplies a long-felt want in social and sporting activities for the summer." W. D. Fagan, 
Hon. Sec. 

In the continuing search for suitable playing fields for both past and present, it is 
interesting to note two other properties that came into consideration about this time. 
At the union committee meeting of January 31, 1947, attention was drawn to a property 
on Herbert Road, opposite Lansdowne Road rugby ground, which was up for sale with 20 
acres attached. The asking price was £19,000. This property is now Marian College. Three 
years later, May 1950, the President, Fr Maguire, brought to the attention of the union 
committee a property of 13 acres for sale on Oaklands Drive, Rathgar, which might suit 
the rugby club. This is now part of St Luke's Hospital. One final attempt to acquire more 
land for the college came in 1951 when, once again the military field behind Lissenfield 
House was considered, and a deputation appointed under Captain Gerry Cox to meet the 
Minister for Defence regarding it. And once again the reply was negative. 

In 1948 Dr Joe Whelan was appointed Vicar Apostolic of Owerri and the union 
determined to mark the occasion in a suitable way. A fund was set in motion to buy a 
suitable gift to be presented to him at the annual union dinner when he returned home 
from Africa in the autumn of that year. The gift was an Episcopal Pectoral Cross and 
Chain, which Bishop Whelan wore on all formal occasions. The rugby club was closely 
associated with the union in this gift and the Dinner, which was very successfully held 
in the Gresham Hotel. 

Annual Dinner 
Mention of the Annual Dinner, which was revived as a formal dress occasion as soon as the 
war ended, reminds us of the attempts made to hold the function in the college. Everyone 
felt that the college atmosphere was the most suitable for a past pupils function. However, 
expense, the bugbear which had stymied previous attempts, raised its head again. In those 
days, neither refrigeratory nor calefactory techniques had reached the standards of today, 
and the quotation from Lawlor & Mills was considered prohibitive. In April 1952, the first 
annual dinner was held in the college hall with 106 present. The report to the Union stated 
it was a success, and then, that a £21 loss was sustained on it. Quite a number of years were 
to pass before it was repeated. 

RUGBY CLUB 

Membership of the Rugby Club rose steadily if unspectacularly during the war years, 
keeping step, in fact, with the increase in numbers in the school itself. The pace quickened 
after the war and in 1948-49 the Club could field seven teams every week, which meant a 
playing membership of over 120. The facilities at Kimmage Grove were totally inadequate 
for such a flourishing membership, but as simple lessees of the grounds, there was little 
the club could do to improve them. The owner, Mrs Doherty, was approached with a 
view to outright purchase of the property, but she was not sure if she had the right to sell 
and also stated that the County Council had plans to acquire part of the lands for a road 
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Winners of Inaugural 
Moran Cup, 1949 

Back: C. O'Neill, 
P. McDermott, R. Burke, 
Fr. A. Seagrave, 
M. Murphy, 
M. Fitzgerad, 
F. Fennel 
Seated:]. Ryan, 
D. P. O'Sullivan, 
]. Fearon, M. Gilsenan 
W. Scott, R. Maher, ' 
M. Clancy 
Front: K. Gilmer, 
M. Cronin 

and housing. In the event, the land was submerged in College Drive and the surrounding 
hoq.sing. 

Nothing daunted by the primitive facilities, the playing members, and with such 
inadequate 'comforts', 'pavilion members' were at a premium, set about their task of 
playing rugby with a will. Under the captaincy, first of Tom Bergin and then of Oliver 
Byrne, Paddy Bolger and Maurice Corrigan, they continued the St Mary's tradition of 
open, 15-man football, adding flair to well-mastered technique. 

Bective Rangers were the first opponents in the Cup in 1947-48 and St Mary's had a good 
win, 13-3. The second round brought them up against Palmerston and two penalties were 
the only scores in a scrappy, forward struggle. This brought a semi-final confrontation 
with Trinity who were 11-0 winners. The final was an all-university clash, UCD v. TCD, 
won byUCD. 

The 1948-49 season was to set the club on winning ways again after the sterile years 
following their return to senior status. The captains for that season were: 1st XV, Oliver 
J. Byrne again, with Terry Coveney as vice capt.; 2nd XV, T. B. Kearns (R.Swan); 3rd 
XV, Bill Hogarty (P. Fearon); 3rd A XV, Matt Gilsenan (W. D. Scott); 3rd B XV, J. J. 
Hennigan Q. Kenny). 

The 1st XV made an inglorious departure in the first round of the Cup when they 
were beaten 9-3 by Monkstown, although they were considered a reasonably useful 
team. However, the 2nd XV led the way by reaching the final of the Junior League in 
which they were narrowly beaten by the old enemy, Terenure, in appalling weather and 
ground conditions which helped neither side. The match was played on the back pitch in 
Donnybrook. Then the 3rd XV went one better. They were unbeaten in the League and 
easily defeated UCD in the final. Let the Irish Independent tell the story: 

St Mary's College scored a good win over University College, Dublin, in the 
final of the Minor League at Donnybrook yesterday, winning by a dropped 
goal and two tries to a try. 

The winners were always the cleverer side and once they got on top, 
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played delightful open football, only strong defensive play on the part of 
UCD keeping the score down. 

D. McCarville gave UCD the lead with a try, but St Mary's equalised just 
on the interval when L. Lynch had a similar score. Liam Donnelly (try) and 
D. O'Brien (dropped goal) scored for St Mary's in the second half. 

There was a reception in the college hall for the team after the match at which the captain, 
Bill Hogarty, presented the cup to the President, Fr Maguire. 

Until the 48-49 season there had been no competition for the 3rd A XV s. That year a cup 
was presented by P. V. Moran of Clontarf RFC for competition among the 3rd A teams 
of senior clubs and their equivalents in a knock-out competition at the end of the playing 
season. P. V. Moran was president of the Leinster Branch that year. Under the inspirational 
leadership of Matt Gilsenan, the team were unbeaten throughout the season, scoring an 
average of 30 points in every match. And in doing so, served up some champagne rugby, 
as the following extract from a daily newspaper shows: 

MINOR RuGBY PLAYERS SHow How 

After all, I said to myself, the rugby season is going out in a blaze of glory. I 
was not thinking of our double Triple Crown. I was sitting in the new stand 
in Lansdowne Road, a cold wind ruffling my hair, but I would not have felt 
even snow. 

I was looking at the best exhibition of good, well-balanced, and skilful 
rugby I have seen there for years . . 

The thousands who attended the dreary rounds of the Leinster Cup, and 
the almost as dreary rounds of the Schools Cups, should have stuck it out 
just a little longer. Tbt>~ 1mrP-3-::t.t:dt>.<L lr..'1. ~~te..;uns,~~ 13rJ1'.P .... tU..rF .... mii ~ .. ~J_.1.~v'~ ... 
in the final of the Moran Cup, with just a few people present, played football 
that shamed their seniors - fast, open, intelligent play, hardly a forward 
pass or a dropped pass, kicking, when it was done at all, intelligent, and 
an all-round competence and combination on both sides. 

Thanks, lads. Seniors of the day after tomorrow, keep it up! 
P. S. O'H. 

ST MARY'S WIN FINAL 

St Mary's College won the Moran Cup, the new trophy for competition 
among 3rd A teams at Lansdowne Road yesterday, by beating Old 
Belvedere in the final by a penalty goal, a dropped goal and two tries 
(12 points) to a goal and a try (8 points) in a match that provided any 
amount of good back play. 

St Mary's got off to a good start when D. O'Sullivan crossed for a try, 
but Belvedere replied with tries from D. Cagney and M. McDonald, the 
first being converted by W. O'Leary. St Mary's struck back and W. Scott 
had a dropped goal and D. O'Sullivan a try to give them a one point lead 
at halftime. Just on full time W. Scott kicked a penalty for St Mary's. 

New ground was broken in another direction at the end of the 48-49 season when 
the St Mary's 2nds went abroad as the first team to represent the Club overseas. They 
went to Manchester in January and defeated a strong St Bede's Old Boys team, 18-3. 
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Two St Mary's 'exiles', Benny Lynch and Alfie McGloughlin, travelled from London 
and Liverpool, respectively, to take part in the match. Benny had been turning out for 
London-Irish while studying there. 

In the next season, 1949-50, under the captaincy of Willie Scott (Robbie Burke, 
vice-capt.), the 3rd A. although not unbeaten during the year, reached the final of the 
Moran Cup once more where they met Wanderers, and according to the press reports, 
had little difficulty beating them 22-0. 

W. Scott, the St Mary's out-half, had a field day, scoring ten points and 
having a hand in all the other scores ... (his) handling and strong running 
would have served as a lesson to many a senior player. 

No tangible trophies were won in 1950-51, but immense satisfaction from playing rugby 
the way it should be played. One sports-writer, quoted by club captain, Maurice Corrigan, 
in An Realt, "when summing up the past rugby season, awarded the palm for fast open 
football to three clubs, Belvedere, Bective Rangers and St Mary's". An Realt editor, Brian 
Gogan, summed up the season for St Mary's thus: "Looking at the club as a whole, we 
can say that it is the equal of any club in Leinster". 

DRAMATICS 

In 1948 St Mary's Dramatic Society was revived by a group of recent past pupils who 
included Desmond Dempsey, Paddy Funge, Matt Gilsenan,Jim Kenny, Colm Keegan and 
Myles Cousins. In the autumn of that year, the union committee was actively pursuing the 
revival of the L & D Society which had not been (l.ctive for a number of years, when two 
of the recent past came to a meeting in September 23, 1948, with a proposal. They said 
that they had formed a Dramatic Society with about fifteen members and were seeking 
affiliation with the union on the same lines as the rugby club. They would not need 
financial aid from the union and would submit all plays to the president of the college 
for approval before putting them into production. After some discussion and clarification, 
Fr Ernest Farrell proposed that the union welcome the proposal and make a final decision 
when they had read the Society's Constitution. This motion was carried unanimously. At 
that same meeting, a committee composed of the union president, Fr Farrell, Fr Wat 
Kennedy, the union hon. sec. and hon. treasurer, was appointed to seek the revival of 
the Literary & Debating Society. 

At the meeting of November 11, the Constitution of the Dram. Soc. was read and some 
amendments suggested. Fr Farrell was asked to help the society to amend certain clauses. 
This was done and, on Nov. 25, the amended constitution was accepted and in the presence 
of Matt Gilsenan and Colm Keegan, the society was officially affiliated to the St Mary's 
Union. 

The first production of the new society was the melodrama, Rope, which was 
successfully presented in January, 1949. Within three years, the young company was 
receiving notices like these: 

A group that I like to keep track of- because of the their serious and efficient 
approach to their work - is the St Mary's Past Students Dramatic Society, 
and in Colm Keegan they have one of Dublin's most polished actors. 

Irish Press 

That this Society is in the first flight of our ·.amateur theatrical groups 
was once more demonstrated by their excellent production of It Pays To 
Advertise. It was refreshing to see such teamwork. Evening Mail 
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... The audience was obviously expecting good value and they certainly 
got it in the shape of a play of great intensity produced by those brilliant 
amateurs on a plane comparable to any show in town. 

Irish Press 

Comedy presents great difficulties to amateurs,but you wouldn't believe 
that if you saw St Mary's teamwork. These young people literally took my 
breath away with their speed and efficiency. They were out to get laughs and 
they got them as effectively as a good cricket XI gets runs, by discipline and 
teamwork rather than by selfish individualism. 

Yet, it was difficult for them to conceal the fact that they have in Gabriel 
Dempsey a great comedian-in-making - possibly a Durante without the 
schnozzle! Gabriel Fallon - The Standard 

This excellent group can always be relied upon for a well-dessed, carefully 
rehear~ed show in attractive settings, and their current effort is no 
except10n. G. O'Reilly - Evening Herald 

Among the successful productions of this period were: Rope; Peter; The Rigordans; 
Red Rainbow; It Pays To Advertise, a succession of outstanding successes outranking 
even those of the halcyon days of the original St Mary's Dramatic Society of the early 
years of the century. And more was to follow, as we shall see. 

VOCATIONS 

Name 

Thomas Reynolds 
Gerard O'Brien 
Vincent Stubbs 
Francis Leahy 
John Leahy 
Patrick Seery 
William Maher 
Denis Kinsella 

The author celebrating 
his first Mass 

in the College Oratory 
after his ordination on 

July 16th, 1950. 

At School 

(1931-35) 
(1931-39) 
(1937-40) 
(1934-36) 
(1937-42) 
(1938-43) 
(1939-40) 
(1943-44) 

Ordination Order/ Diocese 

1947 CSSp. Nigeria. +1948 
1950 OCSO. St Ninian's 
1947 Capetown, S.A. 
1949 CSSp. Nigeria 
1949 Dublin Diocese 
1950 Dublin Diocese 
1950 CSSp. Nigeria, PNG. 
1950 OCSO. Roscrea 
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Chapter Fomrteen 

1951~1957 

President 
Very Rev Fr Joseph Gilmore 

REVEREND FATHERS 

Peter J. Walsh - Vice-President ( 1951-66) 
Terry O'Brien - Dean, Junior School (1951-66) 
George Lahiffe - Bursar (1950-52) 
Dr Michael Kennedy - Bursar (1952-57) 
Patrick J. Murray - Dean, Studies (1942-53) 
Maurice Curtin - Dean, Studies (1953-55) 
William O'Connor - Dean, Studies (1955-62) 
Francis C. Barry - Dean, Discipline (1952-69) 
Walter Kennedy - Professor (1943-74) 
Garry McCarthy - Professor (1949-54) 
Joseph Brennan-Professor (1951-53) 
Samuel Moore - Professor (1953-58) 
Patrick Campbell - Professor (1954-59) 
Declan Crowley- Professor (1954-55) 
Martin Maiben - Professor (1954-84) 
Thomas Clerkin - Professor (1954-55) 
William McKenna - Professor (1955-59) 
Matthew Dillon - Professor (1956) 
Gerry Lord - Professor (1956-79) 
Michael Lavelle - Professor (1956-57) 

REVEREND BROTHER. 

Mary Cronan Kennedy 
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Aidan Lehane 
Michael Wass er 
Raymond Maher 
Martin O'Quigley 
Richard Quinn 
Jeremiah Creedon 
Patrick O'Loughlin 
Francis Conlon 
Robert Deadman 
Manuel Rodriguez 
0 liver Ellis 
Peter M. Siung 
Vincent O'Connell 
Anthony Heerey 

REVEREND PREFECTS 

Colm Corrigan 
James Corry 
William McGough 
Patrick Murphy 
Kevin Browne 
Patrick Reedy 
Anthony Geoghegan 
Brian Gogan 
Patrick Comerford 
E. Jardim 
Patrick Mullan 
Colm Cunningham 
Joseph Murphy 
Peter Hughes 

LAY PROFESSORS 

John Gallagher - (1926-57) 
Michael Nagle - (1927-62) 
Arthur Barrett - (1928-62) 
Philip McCabe - (1942-73) 
Seamus Malone - (1955-59+) 

Miss Maura Cranny - Elocution 

Odran Maguire 
Myles Fay 
Henry Farrelly 
Michael Reynolds 
Liam Devlin 
Patrick O'Driscoll 
Bernard O'Flynn 
Thomas Cromien 
Aloysius Flood 
Noel Delaney 
Kevin Corrigan 
Declan Dorr 
Michael Brosnan 
Vincent Browne 

Miss Kathleen Uhleman - Singing (1949-52) 
Leo Maguire - Singing (1952-55) 

H.DIP. CANDIDATES 

Charles Kiernan 
Jam es Collins 
Brendan Kelly 

Maurice Curtin, CSSp. Terry O'Brien, CSSp. William O'Connor, CSSp. 
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Joseph Gilmore, CSSp. 

FR GILMORE was born in Ballyhaunis, county Mayo, in 1890, the same year as the birth 
of St Mary's, which was to become the whole of his life for more than forty years. 

On leaving school he had joined the Augustinian Brothers and taught in their school in 
New Ross. However, the idea of becoming a priest persisted in his mind and eventually he 
applied to enter the Holy Ghost Fathers. He lived in St Mary's while attending UCD during 
the years of the closure, and his companions at that time included three future archbishops, 
McQuaid of Dublin, Heerey of Onitsha and McCarthy of Nairobi. He was ordained in St 
Mary's in 1923 and he said his last Mass at the very altar where he had said his first Mass 
forty-seven years before. He was appointed to Tanganyika in 1924 and built and opened 
the first Teacher-Training College in Cuiga-Chini, which flourishes to this day. Two of his 
African students of that time became bishops, Joseph Kilasara and Joseph Sipendi. Ill health 
forced him to return home in 1932 and he was appointed to St Mary's where he spent the rest 
of his life. In 1934 he became the first Dean of the newly formed Junior School and remained 
in that post until he was appointed President of the College in 1951. 

All his life he was interested in art and painting and was a frequent visitor to galleries 
and exhibitions. He produced plays, concerts, operettas, musicals in the senior and junior 
schools, and was a competent violinist himself. He painted the scenery himself for many 
of his productions. A new stage was constructed the year after he came to St Mary's and 
it was Fr Gilmore who painted the proscenium and the surrounds, spending hours at a 
time precariously suspended on a ladder or plank up near the ceiling, humorously likening 
himself to Michaelangelo working on the Sistine ceiling. He enjoyed doing water-colours 
in what little free time he could find, which was not much. He was Chaplain to the Holy 
Faith Convent, the Coombe, for years, cycling there every morning in all kinds of weather, 
before a full day of teaching and administration and supervision. 

He was President from 1951-57, when he suffered a stroke and had to retire from 
active work. High blood pressure and failing sight inhibited his activity in his last 
years, but could not dim his interest in all the activities of the school. He spent 
those days in prayer and reading, keeping his wonderful sense of humour to the last. 
Every boy or parent who came in contact with him during those forty years will revere 
his memory. 

1956 saw the retirement of the first lay professor of the post-closure era, Mr John 
Gallagher, M.A. after thirty years of devoted service to the college. Born in 1894 in 
Donegal, he went to UCD in 1912 where he took French and the Classics, with a 
Master's in Classics. He taught first in Mount Mellary, in 1916, and went to Rockwell 
in 1919 where he remained until 1926. In that year St Mary's was re-opened and Dr O'Neill 
was transferred from Rockwell to be Dean of Studies. He took with him the young Classics 
master from Rockwell, who spent the rest of his teaching career in St Mary's. He married 
Honoria Scanlan in 1927 and they had five children. The three boys, Kevin, Brendan and 
Niall all went to St Mary's. Academically, his great love was the Classics in which he was 
a recognised authority. He produced a number of school texts on Cicero and Virgil, and 
was called upon on many occasions to give radio talks on the history of Greek and Roman 
civilization. A serious car accident in 1954 resulted in a long period of hospitalization and 
treatment. 1956-57 was his last year in St Mary's. Increasing debility forced him to retire 
rather prematurely, to the great loss to the College and students. He survived for another 
fifteen years under the devoted care of his wife. 

Tosac maith, leath na hoibre, says the old Irish proverb. When the college re-opened 
in 1926 it was essential that it get away to a sound ·academic start. John Gallagher 
helped considerably to give it that sound start, on which future staff members were 
able to build. 
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College Community, 1952 
Back: G. McCarthy, F. Barry, T. O'Brien, W. Kennedy,]. Brennan, S. Moore 

Seated: M. Curtin, Dr. Harnett,]. Gilmore, C. Connors (Mother House), P. Walsh, M. Kennedy. 

DEVELOPMENT 

It was during the Presidency of Fr Gilmore that the development in the fabric of St Mary's 
became most noticeable to the passer-by on the Rathmines Road since 1891 occurred. We 
have already seen how the increasing numbers, consequent on the 1939-45 war, necessitated 
the building of a classroom block for the senior school. But, as this was a single storey 
affair, it made little difference to the skyline as viewed from the main road. In the plan 
for that development space was set aside for a college chapel (at the insistence of the 
Provincial Council). Wartime restrictions as well as shortage of money postponed the 
building of this chapel, and the old chapel, above the junior school classrooms, was 
considered adequate for the time being. However, the time came when it was no longer 
adequate, accommodating, as it did, only 250 boys. One of Fr Gilmore's first concerns 
on assuming the presidency was the provision of a chapel large enough to accommodate 
the very increased number of boys on the roll, which by now was in the region of 500. 
The architects, Robinson, Keeffe & Devane, made sketches of the proposed buildings in 
November, 1951, and these were approved in March 1952. Tenders for the building were 
received by January 1953 and the work started by Messrs W. & J . Bolger, Ltd. in April of 
that year. 

The additions consisted of: 

1. A chapel, 35' x 72', with a semi-circular apse and a gallery. Total seating 
accommodation for 400. 
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2. Three additional classrooms, 18' x 17', a Science Room, 29'6" x 21', a 
store room, all on the ground floor with increased sanitary facilities. 

3. Four classrooms and a sanitary block in an additional storey to the 
existing one-storey building. 

4. An Art Room and accommodation for seven staff in the new section. 

The estimated cost of the buildings was about £57,000, with £3,000 for architects' fees and 
£5,000 for furnishings. The Provincial Administration of the Irish Holy Ghost Fathers 
promised a grant of £10,000, while the college had laid aside over the years about £20,000 
for this purpose. It was hoped that the balance of the money could be borrowed from 
the Provincial Administration at a rea,sonable rate of interest and repaid by means of 
fund-raising activities. 

The first effect of the new buildings, from the point of view of the man-in-the-street 
or in the No. 15 bus, was to change radically the skyline and the frontage of the college. 
The focus of attention was changed from the Victorian fa~ade of the original house to the 
bell-tower of the new imposing chapel, whose large expanse of red-brick wall has been 
softened in time by a growth of elegant shrubs and trees. 

THE COLLEGE CHAPEL 

An endeavour was made to plan the chapel in keeping with tradition and simplicity. It 
consists of a rectangular nave with a circular aspidal end containing the high altar. There 
is an organ loft approached by a fireproof stairs from the school corridor. A rectangular 
bell-tower was constructed over this staircase. Surmounted by a simple Latin cross in gold, 
its white granite stands out in pleasing contrast with the rustic brick and blue slate of the 
main structure. It is an added embellishment to the Rathmines district, standing as it does 
sixty feet high on the low rise above the main road and suitably set off by a stretch of green 
playing field in front. 

St. Mary's College, 1956, showing the new College Chapel. 
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View of new 
Senior School 

Extension, 1954 

.I' .?~-. 

'If~z:· 
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The windows of the church are circular_-headed and glazed with leaded lights in 
which the old Irish cross motifs from the ancient monastery of Clonmacnoise have 
been embodied. Their height is noteworthy. The internal walls of the nave have been 
panelled to a height of eight feet with mahogony. The ceiling design consists of coffering 
which enhances the appearance and has a definite acoustic value. Its height gives an effect 
of amplitude to the nave. 

Teak block was selected for the flooring with central aisle and transverse aisle in Italian 
mosaics. The simplicity, dignity and beauty of design are continued in the sanctuary which 
is executed in coloured marbles - black and gold in the risers of the steps, with treads in 
white and black pavanazzo. Two pairs of Etruscan marble columns bear up the high 
altar. The altar table is a slab of beautiful black Kilkenny marble, weighing a ton and a 
half. The recessed frontal of rich onyx with its German cross in white Carrara marble 
as centrepiece serves to make it the focal point of the church. Candlesticks, crosses, 
tabernacle, sanctuary lamp and wall brackets for lights - all of polished bronze- complete 
the harmony of design. Externally the church is faced with red brick, with granite dressings 
to the windows, quoins etc. The roof is covered with Killaloe slate. 

MOSAICS 

The use of tessellated work formed of cubes of glass, marble, ceramic materials, precious 
stones, embedded in cement to give an ornamental pattern is almost as old as civilisation 
itself. There is mention of a pavement of sapphire stones in the Book of Exodus ( ch.xxiv). 
The art was known to the Persians, Egyptians, Greeks, Carthaginians and Romans. It is 
under the last that its greatest development took place in the ancient world. Numerous 
tessellated pavements from places as far apart as Carthage, England, Dalmatia, Germany 
and France, as well as glass mosaics from such places as Pompeii, show to what extent 
the Romans used it to embellish their dwellings and public buildings. That the early 
Christians made use of this form of ornamentation is evident from the many examples 
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The meeting of Abraham 
and Melchizedek 
(Gen: 14:18) 

One of the mosaics 
on the floor of the 
new chapel. 

of mosaics found in the catacombs. By the fourth century the church had adopted it as 
a vehicle of Christian art and the still-extant works of Ravenna (5th cent.) and of Santa 
Sophia, Constantinople (6th cent.) testify to the magnificence and perfection achieved in 
such a comparatively short time. 

As a medium of church decoration, both for durability and all-round beauty, mosaics 
have held the supremacy over the fresco, mural, canvas and even over the kaleidoscopic 
sparkle of stained glass. Down the ages, the greatest artists of the church have depicted 
through this medium, in pleasing harmony of design and colour, the truths of the faith 
and scenes from the Bible. Before the invention of printing, before even the advent of the 
coloured window, the great truths learned orally were kept constantly before the mind 
of the worshipper, the simple as well as the learned, in this way. If his gaze fell on the 
pavements of the aisles of his church, he saw before him the symbols of the mysteries of 
his faith - the lamb, the cross, the fish, the loaves, the sheaf, etc.; should his eyes look up 
to the ceiling in pious ejaculation or distracted wandering, they encountered Our Lord, 
Our Lady or the saints or martyrs in some episode of their lives, and his thoughts were 
borne heavenwards. 

The mosaics in the centre aisle of the college chapel were executed in the Italian tradition. 
The figures are conventional; the subdued colours harmonize in a very pleasing effect. The 
subjects treated are the three sacrifices of the Old Testament recalled in the Mass. First 
there is the sacrifice of Abel who offered the firstlings of his flock - 'And the Lord had 
regard for Abel and his offerings'(Genesis, iv:4 ). In the next, Abraham is about to sacrifice 
his only son, Isa~c, when he is stayed by the Hand of God - 'Now I know that you fear 
God, seeing you have not withheld your son, your only son, from me' (Gen. xxii:12). 
Before the steps of the sanctuary we see Melchizedek, the King of Salem, blessing Abraham 
and offering his sacrifice of bread and wine - 'For he was a priest of the Most High God' 
(Gen. xiv:22). These sacrifices of the Old Law, which as St Paul says was a shadow of the 
good things to come, prefigured the sacrifice of the cross by which Christ has redeemed 
mankind and which he has perpetuated in the sacrifice of the Mass. 
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So, the mosaics of our oratory, through the quiet figures and colours of the tesserae, lead 
us through the 0 ld Testament and fix our gaze on the altar where is renewed daily the 
clean oblation spoken of by Malachi, the Prophet: 'From the rising of the sun to the going 
down thereof my name is great among the Gentiles and in every place there is sacrifice and 
there is offered to my name a clean oblation, saith the Lord of Hosts'. (Mal. i: 11 ). 

The above account is taken from articles written by Fr Frank Barry for the College 
Annual. 

THE APSE 

While the college chapel was built by 1954, it took until 1961 for the delicate and intricate 
decorative work to be completed. Pope Pius XII proclaimed the Virgin Mary, Queen of 
the Universe in 1954, the centenary of the proclamation of the Dogma of the Immaculate 
Conception, and it was decided to dedicate the college chapel to Our Lady . Thus, she is 
depicted under the title of Queen of the Universe in the magnificent mosaic that covers the 
apse behind the altar. She is seated on golden clouds, a sceptre in one hand, and the sphere 
of the world in the other. She is represented as a crowned Queen, seated beside her Son, 
Christ the King, who holds in his hands a book with Alpha and Omega (the beginning 
and the end) written on it in large letters. 

Around the two figures, which are in the Byzantine style, there is a circle with the 
colours of the rainbow, outside which can be seen flashing golden rays issuing from 
the brilliant gold mosaic immediately round the figures. Arranged underneath, but 
infinitely far away are the figures of St Michael the Archangel, leaning on his shield 
in an attitude of profound respect and adoration; St John the Baptist on one knee, 
holding the tiny banner of the cross; St · Peter with the keys and holding a book, is 

The main altar with 
frescoes in 

pre-Vatican II days. 
The position of the altar 

meant that the priest said 
Mass with his back to 

the congregation. 
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humbly represented at a distance, and St Paul, holding the sword of his execution, stands 
opposite St Peter. 

Below the four figures is a richly decorated plain - and this stands on a highly 
ornamented border which runs right round the apse, nine or ten feet from the floor. 
The panel effect under this border corresponds, more or less, to the mahogany panelling 
in the nave of the chapel. 

On the ceiling of the apse is the dove, symbolizing the Holy Spirit. 
The mosaic of the surround to the apse is dominated by the figure of God the Father 

with four angels at either side with incense, symbolizing the prayers of the Church, while 
below are the figures of the Sacred Heart on the left and St Joseph on the right. 

The whole i-s a work of art, and, while it is brilliant in appearance and rich in design, it 
is in no way foreign to the simple architecture of the building. (College Annual 1961). 

While the design of the chapel and its ornamentation was the work of the architects and 
the craftsmen in their various disciplines, the whole effect owes much to the ideas of Dr 
Michael Kennedy, who became Bursar in the college just as the project got off the ground, 
and it was under his supervision that the work was carried out. 

The foundation stone of the new chapel was laid on July 29, 1953, in a fairly simple 
ceremony since it was during the summer holidays. Officiating was Very Rev. Monsignor 
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Rear view of new wing and Apse of new Chapel. 
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Dargan, PP, VG, Rathgar, assisted by the Very Revv. Patrick O'Carroll, Provincial 
Superior, and Joseph Gilmore, Superior and President, St Mary's College. In a cavity 
in the stone were laid a parchment with an account of the ceremony, some medals and 
coins. Apart from clergy, the following were present: Mr Robert Pidgeon, President of the 
Union; Mr Keefe, architect; Mr Bolger, contractor; Messrs G. & T. Kavanagh, surveyors; 
Mr Byrne, engineer. The Titular of the Chapel is St Theresa of the Child Jesus, Patroness 
of the Missions. 

By November 1953 the roof was being put on and by the end of January the tower was 
completed. Building outside walls and putting on roofs are the quickest part of building, 
interiors take longer. It was not until the following December that the one and a half ton 
black Kilkenny marble altar was being put in place. The mosaic floor began on January 
18, 1955, and was completed in eight days. On Easter Sunday, 1955 the first Mass was 
celebrated in the new college chapel, and one week later, as soon as school had re-opened 
after the Easter vacation, the first school Mass was celebrated. The formal blessing of the 
chapel was put off until autumn when the Archbishop himself would be free to perform 
it. The first Solemn High Mass was celebrated on Pentecost Sunday, May 29, which was 
attended by all the Fund-raising committees. The school choir was directed and trained 
by Fr Martin Maiben. The beautiful Stations of the Cross were erected on September 20, 
together with the reliquary containing a relic of the True Cross. 

The solemn blessing of the new chapel and new school by Archbishop John Charles 
McQuaid, CSSp, took place on January 16, 1957, the feast of the the Immaculate Heart of 
Mary, Refuge of Sinners. The boys lined the avenue to welcome the Archbishop while the 
Scout Troop provided a Guard of Honour. Archdeacon Neary, PP Rathmines, with many 
local clergy was present as well as the Minister for Education, General Richard Mulcahy, 
TD, who had occupied with his family for many years Lissenfield, the house next to the 
college, of which the college grounds had once been part. 

FR TERRY O'BRIEN 

Fr Gilmore's accession to the Presidency, left a vacancy in the Junior School that looked 
unfillable, but as so often happens, came the hour, came the man. In this case, the man 
was Fr Terry O'Brien, a big and generous man in every sense of the word, who endeared 
himself to hundreds of boys who passed through his hands during the fifteen years he spent 
as Dean of the Junior School. Born in Bray, county Wicklow, he did his secondary studies 
in the Rockwell Junior Scholasticate, his university degree in UCD and his theology 
studies in Kimmage Manor where he wa ordained in 1943. In 1944 he was appointed to 
the missions and served for six years in Nigeria before poor health forced his return to 

a kinder climate. His return to good health coincided with the vacancy for Dean in St 
Mary's and Fr Terry began his second career and made his own the post of guiding and 
administering a school of over 200 pupils until his unexpected death in 1966 at the early 
age of 51. The flood of messages of condolence, the Mass Cards and flowers and crowds 
at his funeral, bore ample testimony to the impression he had made on the parents of the 
boys in his care. 

BUILDING FUND ACTIVITIES 

An undertaking as massive as a new senior school and college chapel meant taking on the 
burden of a tremendous debt, which, on its own, the school could never hope to clear in 
a reasonable period of time. When the problem was put to the parents and the past pupils 
early on in the life of the project, they responded'magnificently, and in 1953 a Building 
Fund Committee, with Mr Charles M. Wilson as president, was formed, and immediately 
set about organising fund-raising activities. These, with experience, were reduced mainly 
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Building Fund 
Committee 

Back: S. Lane, W. Balfe, 
T. Sadlier, B. O'Connell, 

]. Bannon, S. Baily 
Centre: G. Costello, 

L. Lea, W. Fitzgerald, 
W. Cooper, B. Lyons, 

A. Barrett, 
M. O'Mahony 

Seated:]. Bermingham, 
C. Walker, 

Fr. T. O'Brien, 
C. Wilson, M. Nagle. 

to three, the Annual Sale of Work, held in the Mansion House in November, the 
Annual Fashion Parade in the spring and the Annual Samacora Gymkhana, held in 
Kenilworth Square in May/June, usually. No words can describe either the amount of 
work undertaken or the camaraderie generated by the members of the committees and 
their generous helpers over the years. . 

The Annual Sale of Work was most successful, because of the tireless efforts of the 
ladies who 'manned' the stalls and furnished them artistically with an extraordinary 
variety of wares; to the men who erected them and helped in countless ways; and to 
those who organised concerts, whist drives, bridge parties, and film shows to provide the 
wherewithal to purchase the materials and commodities for the stalls. Fr Terry O'Brien 
was the Dirctor of the Sale of Work for many years and had a committee of about sixty 
ladies and twenty men, all parents of boys attending the school or past pupils. They met 
every second Wednesday of the month in the college with Mr Charles Wilson in the chair. 
The first meeting in January of each year was devoted to organising the stalls. On this 
depended the success or failure of the three days spent in the Mansion House. Once 
the stalls were decided on and the helpers assigned, each stall worked as a separate unit, 
organising its own small functions to raise the money to buy the materials and goods 
with which to fill its stall. These functions, like card parties, jumble sales, film shows, 
were enjoyable affairs and generated interest in the project as well as funds. The monthly 
committee meetings were mainly to keep every stall in touch with what every other stall 
was doing, so as not to have functions overlapping or poaching another's territory, and 
for an exchange of ideas. There was a lull for the summer holidays, but things livened up 
after that until activity reached a fever pitch as November approached. The three days of 
the Sale were hectic, with raffles going on all the time and crises arising and being solved 
at every hand's turn. But at the end of it all, the workers were amply rewarded by knowing 
that the Treasurer had been able to bank a sizeable amount of money against the debt on 
the college new building. (Abridged from an article by S.K. in the 1958 College Annual) 

The Spring Fashion Display was usually held in the Gresham Hotel. Mrs N aughto~ was 
the organiser for many years, in conjunction with the Miriam Woodbyrne Mannequin 
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Agency, and it grew to be one of the most popular and successful of its kind, as the 
following extract from the Irish Tatler and Sketch shows: 

Fashion comes to us here in Dublin in the most pleasant guises. At a recent 
show in the Gresham Hotel, faultlessly organised by Mary Naughton in 
aid of the St Mary's College Building Fund, patrons received, free gratis 
and for nothing, a blue-and-gold gift box containing 'Tawny Port' lipstick 
and matching nail varnish by Cutex; some tissues from the Scottie people, 
and the audience sat in a hall bedecked with beautiful flowers, and listened 
to soft music from Mai Young at the piano. 

The Annual Gymkhana also established itself quickly in the hearts of all who owned 
horses, or rode them, or just liked to look at them moving gracefully over the jumps. 
The scene in Kenilworth Square was one to delight the heart of any horse-lover or lover 
of beauty. The setting was ideal; the course a credit to the Gentlemen's Committee who 
had worked so hard to lay it out and prepare the fences and obstacles. Every year the 
attendance grew and was most appreciative of a splendid afternoon's entertainment. As 
well they might, because the cream of Irish Show-jumping took part, Miss Iris Kellett, 
Miss Penny Moreton, Capt. Ian. Hume-Dudgeon, Leslie Fitzpatrick, Tommy Wade, 
Diana Connolly-Carew, Seamus Hayes, as well as horses like Dundrum, Hi Society, Go 
Lightly, Bali Hi, Short Lessons, Rolling Stone which were household names in Ireland. 
(from the 1959 College Annual) 

In 1961 the Irish Independent reported: 

There was a record attendance at the Annual Samacora Gymkhana, held 
in Kenilworth Square. The outstanding competition of the day was the 
open jumping event, which featured two riders and four horses of the 

Gymkhana at Kenilworth 
Gymkhana 

Programme 
Cover, 

1962 
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Irish Civilian Jumping Team, competmg m Continental shows in · two 
weeks' time. 

The standard of jumping in this event was by far the best at any local 
gymkhana this season, with almost every fence at six feet and the spread 
fences with a spread of seven feet. 

Tommy Wade on Dundrum, last year's outstanding jumping combina
tion, gave a capital display of faultless show jumping. With three clear 
rounds this partnership won decisively from Iris Kellett on Short Lessons 
and Seamus Hayes on Kilrush. 

The 1961 College Annual congratulated Tommy Wade, "a faithful supporter of our 
Gymkhana, on his magnificent successes on his great little Dundrum - well known to 
Kenilworth attendances - at the Dublin Horse Show and, more recently, at the Horse 
of the Year Show in London. On both occasions he showed himself the superior of the 
best show jumpers in Europe. 

Among the more unusual fund-raising activities were a Fancy-dress competition on 
January 24, 1954, which attracted over 300 entrants. Another was a Dog Show in March, 
1955, which attracted over 280 entrants. The judging was done in the main hall, while 
sheep-dog trials took place as a demonstration in the front field. This was repeated equally 
successfully for the next two years, and augmented in August 1957 with an Alsatian Dog 
Training Demonstration in Kenilworth Square, and the following week by a Boxer Dog 
Training Demo. Obviously, much imagination and ingenuity were used to provide variety 
in the fund-raising, and with excellent results . 

. Ten years after it had begun its fund-raising activities, the committee was able to wind 
up its affairs, but to Charlie Wilson and the host of anonymous but generous helpers, the 
College owes a debt far greater than the one they helped to pay. May Our Blessed Mother 
reward them. 

In 1952, while negotiations with architects, builders etc were proceeding, the upper, or 
back, field was totally transformed by being tar-macadammed. For years it had been not 
only an eyesore with its patchy grass and knee-high weeds in summer, a mud-bath in 
winter, but it was increasingly useless as a recreation area for the boys. Fr Barry describes 
the playing facilities up until then: "All St Mary's home matches were played in the front 
field. There were posts in the back field (the present yard) also. The Under-13 and Junior 
School matches were played there up to 1938. But this field was much smaller than the 
front. There was a rough neglected garden cut off from it where the gymnasium now 
stands. The field began from this boundary. The corner near the garage with the three 
chestnut trees was forbidden ground. The field itself was really a mass of weeds and 
became a bare mud-lake in the winter. There was no tarmac at all, even along the edge 
near the college. In 1939 a strip of tarmac was put there as a path. Everywhere else was 
mud, mud, mud. However, the boys played there. 

"There were two very small sets of posts in what is the present quadrangle of the church 
- giving a little 'pitch ' about 35 yards long and 30 broad, There at midday each day, 
dozens of juniors played life and death matches at lunch hour - in their ordinary clothes, 
of course". 

The new college chapel and senior school extension ate into this area available for play 
during school hours, but the tar-macadam meant that a far greater number could use the 
area during the short breaks, while Kenilworth, as well as the front field, was available 
for more formal play after school hours. 

The new college chapel meant the complete restructuring of the gateway and side 
entrance on the Military Road, in the course of which an embankment became available 
for the planting of shrubs and trees against the chapel wall, with the softening effect already 
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mentioned. The old oratory was transformed first into a dining-room and cubicles for the 
prefects, but later into rooms for the Fathers. 

FEES 

1953 saw an increase in school fees to offset, not the building debt, but the increased costs 
in running the school, and in particular, the cost of running and maintaining Kenilworth 
Square. The College Council decided to raise the fees in the senior school to 30 guineas 
per annum, and the junior school to 24 guineas, both to be paid half-yearly. In addition, 
there was a games fee of one guinea, 5/ - for drill, 5/ - for elocution and 5/ - for singing, all of 
which needed a professional teacher. 

ACADEMICS 

Public examination results continued at about the same level, about 80 to 90% success, 
with 30 to 40% honours. There were always outstanding iridividual performances and 
even group performance. In the Inter Cert of 1951, 45 were presented and 43 got honours 
in English (18 honours overall). That year, Jim Byrne won a university scholarship and 
Fred Kelly a scholarship in the Inter, while gaining 14th place in Ireland. Des Moore got 
10th place in the whole of Ireland in the Junior Executive Civil Sevice examination. Paddy 
Dowling got 1st place in arithmetic in Ireland, with full marks. The next year, Colm 
Caffrey won a university scholarship and 2nd place in Ireland overall. He gained 1st 
place in French, which won him the French Government Prize. Michael Burns got 100% 
in arithmetic and Paddy Dowling 100% in geometry in the Inter, while Philip Corcoran 
got 2nd place in Ireland in French in the Inter Cert. The following are the tabulated results 
of the Leaving and Inter Cert examinations: 

Leaving Certificate 

Year No. Sitting Hons. Pass 

1952 23 6 (26%) 13 (83% ) 
1953 29 5 (17%) 24 (100% ) 
1954 31 8 (26%) 14 (70% ) 
1955 24 12 (50% ) 
1956 21 3 (14%) 14 (61 % ) 
1957 31 4 (13%) 20 (77%) 

Intermediate Certificate 

1952 36 16 (44%) 17 (91 % ) 
1953 35 16 (45% ) 13 (83%) 
1954 48 13 (27% ) 23 (75%) 
1955 54 10 (18%) 20 (55% ) 
1956 42 13 (31 % ) 17 (71 % ) 
1957 65 15 (23% ) 29 (76% ) 

The numbers on the roll by the end of this period, 1957, were about 550, almost 300 in 
the Senior School and just over 250 in the Junior. The number of laymen and women on 
the staff had increased by just two, but the number of priests and prefects had increased 
considerably, which was a great help in reducing the debt on the school. It was a balance 
which was not to continue for long. The halcyon days of many vocations were to end all 
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too soon, but fortunately, by then the school's finances were in a better state than ever 
before in its history. 

DRAMATICS 

The Christmas play in 1951 was Moliere's The Miser with Colm Brennan excellent in the 
name part, well supported by Stephen O'Brien, Eamon O'Toole and Noel Banahan. In 
January the Scout Unit presented their annual concert to large appreciative audiences. 
One item was a piano/violin duet from Neil Downes and Arthur Martin, the elder brother 
of Philip Martin, the international concert pianist/composer. Arthur forsook music for 
architecture in which he has carved out for himself a very successful career. The Junior 
School operetta in June was Zurika, produced by Fr Gilmore, assisted by Miss Cranny 
(Elocution) and Miss Timmins (Dancing). 

December 1952 saw the production of a classic of another kind, a classic Irish melodrama 
from the pen of Dion Boucicault, Arrah-na-Pogue, with Des White, Francis Gallagher, 
Desmond Ellard and James Gibney in the leads. Fr Barry received a letter from Seamus 
Bourke, the playwright and manager of Bourke's Theatrical Costumiers, who quoted 
his brother, Lorean, congratulating Fr Barry on the production, which he maintained 
was in many ways better than the Queen's Theatre production at its best. The Queen's 
was the Dublin theatre where melodrama reigned supreme for half a century. In January 
1953, the scouts presented another successful concert of songs, sketches, gymnastics and 
musical items. 

The summer of 1953 saw a departure from tradition. The Annual Distribution of Prizes 
had traditionally been the occasion for the junior school operetta. Fr Gilmore's departure 
from the Junior School created a gap which was not immediately filled, so instead of an 
operetta there was a concert of choral and solo verse-speaking, choral and 

1

solo singing, 
Irish step-dancing and piano solos. Miss Jill Noone was in charge of the elocution, Mr 
Leo Maguire of the choirs and singing, while Mrs Carmel Moore was the accompanist. 
The Christmas offering was a repeat of the 1938 success The Speckled Band, and for the 
first time admission was charged to the performances, in aid of the Building Fund. The 
first night, unfortunately, coincided with the ending of a Triduum to mark the opening 
of the Marian Year, December 8, 1953, and the hall was only one quarter full, but on the 
succeeding nights, the hall was full and it was a great success, with Kieran Keenan and 
Adrian Cronin in the parts of the sleuths, Holmes and Watson, with Maurice Doran, Gus 
Dennis and Victor Kelly in leading roles. 

1954 saw a repeat of the previous year, the Scout Concert in January following the now 
traditional lines, the summer production another Concert, except this time Miss Cranny 
was free to look after the verse-speaking, while Mr Leo Maguire looked after the music 
and accompaniment. The December production was The Importance of Being Earnest 
which played for five nights to great acclaim. Fr Barry considered it his best production. 
The critic in Dublin Opinion wrote: 

At St Mary's College we saw Oscar Wilde's The Importance of Being 
Earnest being played by the scholars with an expertness, which implied 
a prodigy of preparation. Wilde is not for schoolboys, some will say. 
Too epigrammatic, too sophisticated. Yet here the audience as well as the 
actors were unsophisticated and both appeared to be enjoying themselves 
immensely. ., 

The sets were as carefully planned as the acting and would have done 
credit to many a professional show. An exhilarating production. Amateurs 
should always play the classics. 
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"Arrah-na-Pogue" 
by Dion Boucicault 

staged by the College 
Dramatic Society in 

December, 19 5 2. 

Colonel O'Grady 
(] ohn Byrne) 
Major Coffin 

(Eamonn O'Toole) 
Fanny Power 

(] ames Gibney) 
Sean-the-Post 

(Francis Gallagher) 
Arrah M eelish 

(Desmond Ellard) 

1955 and things were back to normal. Fr Gilmore once again produced the junior school 
operetta, The Royal Jester with the help of Miss Cranny (Mrs O'Donnell) for elocution 
and Miss Timmins for dancing, with Rev. Mr Flood at the piano. At Christmas The Rivals 
was done with great success. 

The scouts were back with a concert in January 1956 once again which netted the Unit 
£36 over two nights. The accent was more on playlets and sketches than musical items, 
although Senior Scout Arthur Martin provided a piano solo. The entertainment for the 
Distribution of Prizes in summer was again a concert, this time from both senior and 
junior schools, with Fr Maiben in charge of the senior section and Miss Cranny the junior. 
Goldsmith's She Stoops To Conquer was the Christmas show, "an entirely satisfactory 
performance which showed that richly-adorned dialogue and creative characterisation can 
be easily caught by young boys provided the producer handles them properly" (Dublin 
Opinion). 

January 1957 saw the 7th Dublin Unit of the scouts back with their annual concert 
of well-tried and well-received ingredients, which was the final entertainment of that 
academic year. 

GAMES 

Rugby 
The period began brightly with Vincent McGovern selected to captain the Leinster 
Schools team against Connaught and Munster. Fred Cogley joined him on the Leinster 
team against Munster. Pat Fitzpatrick was captain of the SCT, J. Bagnall of the JCT. 
The Under-13s retained the Provincial's Cup they had won the previous year. With 
just a few members of the SCT back for a second year, and only one of last year's 
pack, it was a very light SCT that looked to have few possibilities for 1952-53. And so 
it proved. 

The 52-53 SCT, under the captaincy of Colm _\3rennan, was hampered by injuries for 
much of the friendly season, but were playing well, defeating Rockwell in the annual 
November 1game,12-0. When the cup campaign started, the lightness in the pack became 
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St. Mary's v St. Bede's -Donnybrook 8/ 1/ 1953 
Back: P. Thornton, W. Woodhouse, P. Byrne, ]. Lee, R. Tallon, ]. Bagnall, M. Doolan, F. Montague. 

Front:]. Roche, D . White, T. Garvey, C. Brennan, G. Davy, B. Murphy, S. Cooke. 
Absent: N. Banahan, B. Carroll, R. Fahy. 

very evident so that they did well to reach the semi-final where they were eliminated by 
Clongowes. There was a return visit from St Bede's College, Manchester, in January 1953. 
The match in Donnybrook, which ended in a 3-3 draw, was spoiled by the torrential rain 
which turned the pitch into a mud-bath, making interesting football impossible. 

In 1953-54 St Mary's were eliminated in the 1st round in the senior, and in the 2nd 
round in the junior cup, and in the final of the Provincial's Cup, but Frank Montague 
won an lnterpro cap. They fared no better in the two following seasons, while in 1956-57 
they had the misfortune to meet Blackrock in both divisions at an early stage, losing 
comprehensively in the junior, but giving 'Rock a fright in the senior, outplaying them in 
the forwards for a change but lacking penetration in the backs. Rock won 9-3. That season 
also saw the U-13 Cup safely back in St Mary's once more after an absence of four years. 
The overseas visitors this year were Beaumont College (SJ), from near Windsor. They 
won 3-0. Continuing the tradition begun in 1947, the New Zealand All Blacks Touring 
Party were invited to speak to the boys, and their captain, Bob Stuart, complied. 

The period ended on a high note with the visit of a London School, St Joseph's, 
Blackheath, on January 9, 1957. The match with St Mary's, which was played in 
Donnybrook, was refereed by Tony O'Reilly and ended in a 3-0 win for Blackheath. 

Cricket 
Fr Frank Barry was elected Chairman of the Leinster Schools Cricket Union in 1952, a 
well-deserved honour for the work that he had put into raising the standard of cricket in 
St Mary's, and consequently in the schools section of the union. H e continued the practice 
begun back in 1945 of inviting well-known cricketers and coaches to help in coaching the 
boys. We find J. C . Boucher of Phoenix, Ireland's greatest bowler, in attendance in 1952 
when the senior team reached the final. 

In 1951-52 the Senior XI reached the final of the Leinster Schools Cup but were narrowly 
beaten by St Andrew's. In the first round against Sandford School, Fred Cogley had what is 
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probably a unique performance for a schoolboy, if not for any class of cricketer in Ireland. 
He took 10 wickets in an innings. Belvedere were defeated by 3 wickets in the quarter-final 
and CUS by 6 wickets in the semi-final. St Andrew's put on 138 in their first innings, to 
which St Mary's could replay with only 99. St Andrew's then added 95 in their second 
innings which was matched by St Mary's, but this left St Andrew's ahead by 36 runs. 
However, the outstanding player of this era was undoubtedly J. Egan, who was the No. 1 
bowler on the senior and junior teams while still playing for the under-14s! He obtained 
his Leinster lnterpro Cap in 1953, and again in 1954 and 1955. In 1953 he was chosen with 
John Cunningham on the Leinster Schools team to play the touring Leprechauns. On 
August 1, 1955, he was on the Leinster Senior XI with Gerry Duffy, considered St Mary's 
greatest cricketer. While Gerry made the headlines with a double century, Joe Egan was 
not far behind with a bowling analysis of 9 wickets for 75 runs. John Flavin, back again 
on the staff of St Mary's as Fr John Flavin, also gained his lnterpro in cricket in 1955. The 
junior cup team had the strange experience that season of being unbeaten both before and 
after the cup campaign, while succumbing in the cup to a Blackrock team they had earlier 
dismissed comfortably. 

Chess 
It is difficult to decide whether the game of chess should come under the heading of 
games or academics. However, since it is not on the curriculum and is considered a 
leisure past-time, we classify it here. It is an acivity which has had a chequered history 
in the school, waxing and waning according as there have been boys good at it or not, or 
a staff-member to promote it or not. Being essentially an individual activity, and requiring 
an atmosphere of quiet and concentration, it does not lend itslf to crowd support, and for 
that reason depends on the enthusiasm of the players themselves. But there have been 
eras of great activity, such as the present one when chess had a large crowd of participants 
and produced individuals of talent, such as Brian Hussey and Brendan Gallagher who 
were picked to play for Ireland in 1951. At this time there were three leagues in progress, 
senior, intermediate and junior, and the school entered for the Leinster Schools Chess 
competitions. 

1948 was a very successful year for chess in St Mary's. Francis (Bill) Maher won the 
Oireachtas Chess Championship. Mr John Farrell, himself a past pupil, was the prefect 

St. Mary's and St. Joseph's, Blackheath, London in 1957 
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in charge of chess and his enthusiasm fired many others to take up the sport and spurred 
those alrady hooked to even greater heights. Frank Maher, (school champion), David 
Judge, (runner-up) and Conor McCarthy were strong members of the senior team. As 
Juniors the previous year they had won the Leinster Junior Shield. The Hussey twins, 
Derry and Brian were the mainstay of the Junior Team. In 1950 Derry won the Leinster 
Schools Junior Championships with Brian as runner-up . In 1951 the Senior Team reached 
the final of the Leinster Shield where they met and drew with O 'Connell's School. In 
the replay, O'Connell's won 31/2 to 21/2. Brian Hussey was runner-up again in the 
individual championships. In 1953-54 Don O'Connell was Irish and Leinster Schools 
Chess Champion. 

Basketball 
Basketball, a game invented in Springfield, Mass. YMCA by a Canadian named James 
Naismith in 1891, became a very popular game in Irish schools after World War II. Both 
rugby-playing and Gaelic-football-playing schools saw the advantages of it as a sport 
which promoted agility and ball-handling, which could combine off-season fitness-pursuit 
with practice in those useful skills. It caught on in St Mary's like wildfire. In no time there 
were Leagues organised in the senior school and Mr Charles M. Wilson presented a trophy 
for competition in the school during his presidency of the union in 1950, to be called the 
Sexton Memorial Cup in honour of Fr Sexton, who had done so much for sport in the 
college since its re-opening. Six teams competed for the trophy that first season and 
Brian Whelan's team emerged as first winners of the cup. The extreme popularity of 
basket-ball, which vied with cricket as the summer game, was due in no small measure 
to the enthusiasm of Mr John Farrell, who was in charge of the game. St Mary's also began 
to compete in the Leinster Colleges competitions. In 1951 St Mary's beat Belcamp (OMI) 
in the semi-final, with great work by Brian Whelan, Brian Gogan and Colm Caffrey. In 
the final they met the king-pins of Irish Basket-ball at that time, St Mary's (SM), Dundalk 
whose greater experience saw them through to victory. The experience that they needed 
was soon gained by the keenness of the teams engaged in the House League which soon 
numbered ten and even twelve teams. 

Athletics 
While athletics was never a major sport in St Mary's, it was never neglected either, and 
regularly produced both individuals and groups of outstanding ability down through 
the years. 

We have already referred to Jimmy Reardon in the early '40s who represented Ireland 
in the 1948 London Olympics with distinction. 

Ulick O'Connor was beginning to show his prowess at this time at the high jump and 
pole vault, at which he was to make a name for himself by breaking the Irish record and 
representing Ireland in the World Student Games. At UCD he also became British and 
Irish Universities Middle-weight Boxing Champion. A pole vaulter of note as a schoolboy 
was the future TD and Minister for Education, Gerry Brady, who broke the Leinster 
Schools record in 1953. Other individuals who made their name were: Eric Salmon who 
jumped 15ft in the Long Jump as an Under-11, switched to the High Jump on entering 
the senior school and won the Leinster Schools Intermediate High Jump in 1954; Des 
White who was Leinster and Irish Schools 440 yd champion in 1954, and Kevin Byrne who 
was on the Leinster Junior Relay who won the All-Ireland Schools in 1954 and won the 
All-Ireland Schools Intermediate the following year. Maurice Hogan was on the Leinster 
Junior Relay which won the All-Ireland in 1955 and won gold for Leinster in the Senior 
Relay in 1957. 
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We have already seen that in the early '40s Fr Michael Meagher, National Director of the 
Holy Childhood, presented a shield for athletic competition between the Junior Schools 
of the Holy Ghost Fathers. Initially, this meant St Mary's and Willow Park, St Michael's 
joining in after 1944. St Mary's won the opening contest 55-26 pts. Willow won in 1942 
but St Mary's then won in 1943 and 1944, as they did in '48 and '49 as well as '51 and '52. 
Some time after that the competition seems to have fallen into abeyance and is not heard 
of again. 

An interesting fund-raising event in May 1954 was a Sports under the auspices of the 
Amateur Athletic Union (Eire), held in Kenilworth in which many prominent sportsmen 
of the day took part with a large appreciative audience present. 

THE PAST 

One of the very first functions which the Union had to organise at the beginning of this 
period was the Dinner and Presentation to Very Rev. Fr Griffin, the first Irish Head of the 
Holy Ghost Congregation worldwide. Fr Griffin, a Clareman, had spent so many years in 
the Mother House of the Congregation in Paris, as a member of the General Council and 
in other capacities, that he was really more French than the French themselves, but he was 
the first - and only - Irish-born member to become Superior General. All three past pupil 
unions, Blackrock, Rockwell and St Mary's joined to hold a dinner in his honour in the 
Dolphin Hotel and to make a presentation to him on this the occasion of his first official 
visit to the Irish Province of the congregation. 

Apart from that unique happening, union matters went their usual way without any 
great hassle. The annual events of the period were the Mass for deceased members in 
November, the Dinner, the Dance, the Turkey Whist Drive, the Jumble Sale, the Golfing 
Society outings, and a function which was to appear on the agenda a number of times in 

The College Community and Staff with Superior General, 17th September, 19 51 
Back: C. Corrigan, 0. Maguire, A. Lehane,]. Corry, H . Farrelly, M. Wasser, M. Quigley 
Centre:]. Brennan, G. McCarthy, F. Barry, Mr. McCabe, Mr. Barrett, Mr. O'Mahony, 

T. O'Brien, G. Lahiffe. 
Front: Mr.]. Gallagher, P. Murray, P. Walsh, P. O'Carroll Provincial Superior, 

V. Rev Francis Griffin Superior General, ]. Gilmore, M. Kennedy, W. Kennedy, Mr. Nagle 
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the '50s before being relegated to the pages of forgotten history, a throw-back to Victorian 
and Edwardian eras - the smoking concert. For those too young to have experienced one, 
a smoking concert was an informal gathering where those present entertained themselves. 
This may sound extraordinary to a generation raised on TV and personal stereos, but 
in those ancient days people were not only prepared but even capable of entertaining 
themselves, and from amongst its members St Mary's Union had actors, instrumentalists, 
singers, elocutionists, comedians, of proven ability: the Frank Purcells, Sen. and Jun., 
Jimmy Ganter, Gerald and Joseph Crofts, Frank Jeffs Q. O'Connor), Ken O'Dea, Bill 
Hogarty, Val and Ray Joyce, Dick Blake, Joe Bevan, to take names at random from various 
eras. Days of innocence if you wish, but days of self-reliance too. 

The first ever Annual Dinner to be held in the college and not in an hotel was in April 
1952, to celebrate the Silver Jubilee of the re-foundation of the union in 1927. Hitherto 
cost had been the prohibiting factor. 106 members were present at the Dinner which was 
considered a great success. However, the Dinner was once again held in a hotel in 1954, 
so there must have been some problems. 

Golfing Society 
The Golfing Society needs a word of explanation. Strictly speaking it is hardly a society at 
all. It exists solely for the Annual Union Golf Outing at which a trophy is played for from 
among union members, and to select a team to represent the union in the Annual Catholic 
Schools Unions Golfing Outing. A member of the union is usually appointed to look after 
the society for the union. The Minutes of the Union Committee for October 1951 state that 
a sub-committee was formed to look into the formation of a proper golfing society, but 
nothing further is heard of that venture for a year, when we read that the motion to form 
a union golfing society was passed unanimously and Pat Nolan elected its first president. 
The union was blessed in having people of the calibre of Thomas Tierney, Lorean Gogan, 
Louis O'Reilly, P. J. Nolan, Benny Lynch, to look after its golfing affairs. Another outing 
added to the golfing calendar was the Union President's Prize, competed for at the Grange 
usually, and then later a Turkey competition which took place before Christmas in the 
Curragh. 

The Tennis Club 
The Tennis Club continued to flourish in Kenilworth Square and rounded off the 1951 
season with an At Home and a most enjoyable concert. Little did they know that it was 
their last season in the Square. With the numbers in the school steadily increasing, greater 
and greater use of the grounds by the school made it very difficult to share the facilities 
with an adult tennis club, and at this time the rugby club were asking that they might 
have the use of the football pitch on alternate Saturday afternoons. Their increase in 
membership, which enabled them to field up to seven teams. a week was putting a great 
strain on their facilities in Kimmage Grove. In November 1951, the College Council 
decided that the Tennis Club could no longer be accommodated, but that, beginning in 
the following season, 1952-53, the 1st XV of the rugby club could play their home matches 
in Kenilworth, and that the grounds could be used for practice on Sunday mornings up 
to 1 p.m. The tennis club were to be informed as soon as possible in order to give them 
as much time as possible to find alternative accommodation before the start of the new 
season. In January the Council agreed to let the club have the pavilion free provided they 
removed it completely. The new premises the tennis club acquired were in Mount Tallant, 
Harold's Cross, and the work put into the pavilion by the members was reflected in its 
spic-and-span condition on opening day . The following year, 1953, under the captaincy 
of Gearoid Lynch, new wire-netting was strung round the courts and gave a 'gleaming 
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newness' to them. The club had probably its most successful season to date from the point 
of view of membership, playing enthusiasm and record attendances at the socials. 

Dramatics 

The Past Students' Dramatic Society, so successfully revived in 1948, continued to flourish 
throughout the '50s, scoring one success after another, twice and even three times in the 
year. In October 1951 they produced It Pays To Advertise, and followed this in February 
1952 with The Soul of Nicholas Snyders, a comedy with a serious underlying theme 
by Jerome K. Jerome, the author of Three Men in a Boat, etc. The Evening Herald 
critic said: 

This excellent group can always be relied upon for carefully rehearsed, well 
dressed shows in attractive settings. 

The Evening Mail could say: 

Colm Keegan's reputation as one of Dublin's leading amateur actors was 
further enhanced by his performance as Nicholas Snyders ... Producer 
Patrick Funge had a stage of considerable depth and remarkably fine 
settings, and he made excellent use of both of these qualities to give the 
play a finely polished finish. 

In January 1953 three One-Act plays were presented: Amazons on Broadway by Sidney 
& Muriel Box; There Are Tragedies and Tragedies by George Fitzmaurice (who lived in 
Harcourt Street); and Two Gentlemen of Soho by A. P. Herbert. 

These were followed in February 1953 with Moliere's Imaginary Invalid in F. Anstey's 
adaptation. "The production by Patrick Funge was ... smooth and competent .. . a 
triumph for an amateur group." (G. O'R.) 

1953 saw a third production in October, another comedy by Jerome K. Jerome called 
The Celebrity. "This light-hearted affair was played with great sprightliness by an excellent 
cast, headed by the versatile Colm Keegan. They certainly made the most of the very slight 
situations, not a laugh being left unextracted." (Evening Herald) 

The same critic found the February 1954 production of The Third Visitor, a murder 
mystery by G. Anstruther, some way short of what people had come to expect from 
the Society. He thought: "Perhaps it is that comedy is their forte; at all events they 
never seemed quite happy in this plausible murder mystery .. . Lorean Gogan handled 
the comedy sequences well. 

Life With Father by Clarence Day, a well-tried comedy of Broadway and successfully 
filmed in 1947, saw the company back on the rails. "Presented with a lavishnes of set (by 
Michael Allen) and costume which one rarely sees in the amateur theatre outside the 
more spectacular musical shows, this most capable group equalled, if indeed they did not 
surpass, all previous best efforts. Pauline Smyth gave a most winning performance ... The 
highly competent direction was by Patrick Funge. There will be a further performance 
tonight and it is fully recommended." (G. O'R.) 

A year passed before the next production but this is understandable since it was 
quite a departure for the company. It was a new adaptation of Moliere's Le Bourgeois 
Gentilhomme by Paddy Funge, the society's producer and hon. secretary. It was called 
The First of the New Rich, and it was well received. 

Maintaining their reputation as one of the most enterprising of our amateur 
groups, St Mary's College Past Pupils Dramatic Society, at the college hall, 
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Rathmines, embarked on a new phase of what so far has been a career rich 
in merit ... and Patrick Funge, showing an undoubted flair for adaptation, 
has 'struck gold' with this work, the result of his labours being a fruity 
comedy ... and not only that, Mr Funge scores further for his lively and 
well-balanced direction of the piece. (Evening Herald). 

January 1957 was the date of the next production, Home for Christmas by Michael 
MacLiammoir, with Ray Joyce, Fred Cogley and Barrie Daish as the three suitors of 
Maureen Fallon, Valerie Hart and Ann Fennell. Paddy Funge directed and played the part 
of the stern father, Sir Roderick Killjoy. "The St Mary's College past Students Dramatic 
Society's presentation of this romantic comedy went with a swing which must have left 
everyone on stage and backstage sighing happily at the final curtain. Certainly it pleased 
the audience very much." (G. O'R.) 

In April they presented a Philip King comedy, On Monday Next, which pokes fun at 
the serious business of rehearsing a play. "This latest effort reflects much credit on Jo 
Funge, who was making her debut as a director. She set a vigorous pace, and generally 
got an excellent response from her cast ... (to) maintain the high standard for which their 
productions have long been noted." (Evening Herald). 

This was the company's last production in the college hall, and, in fact, their last 
production as the St Mary's College Past Pupils Dramatic Society. In the autumn of 
1957 they acquired a small basement theatre on Lower Baggot Street which they named 
the Lantern Theatre, where they continued with much the same personnel to present 
productions of high quality. 

Rugby . 

The 1951-1957 period opened brightly for the Rugby Club with the election of Fr Ernest 
Farrell, the club's representative on the Leinster Branch Committee, as President of the 
Branch for 1951-52, an honour due to him for his services to rugby in the Province as well 
as in the club and college. The game has never had a more loyal or enthusiastic follower. It 
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The carnival in the front 
field to raise funds for 
the rugby club for new 
grounds in Fortfield. 

was an honour that came in the twilight of his involvement in the sport he loved. Just three 
years after he had completed his year's presidency, Fr Ernest died, in 1955. That autumn 
saw the return to Ireland of Fr J. J. O'Reilly, CSSp after thirty-four years in the United 
States. He spent his retirement in Ireland and renewed with St Mary's club and college, 
and Bective Rangers, the ties he had developed over the years with the game since his 
prefecting days in 1894-6, when he played for Bective senior side. 

In the 1951-52 season, Palmerston were defeated 6-0 in the first round, but the 
all-conquering Old Belvedere side put paid to their efforts in the second. The same 
Club put an end to a healthy run in the Moran Cup, winning 6-0 in the semi-final. 

The 1952/53 season was the first trophy-winning season since 1950. This time it was 
the turn of the 2nd XV to reap the rewards in the Metropolitan Cup, accounting for 
Greystones, Railway Union, Lansdowne and Bective Rangers in turn. The 1st XV 
succumbed once more to Old Belvedere in the senior cup. 

In the following season the 2nds made a bold bid to repeat their success in the Metro 
Cup, reaching the semi-final where they drew ·with Wanderers before going under in 
the replay. 

In the 1954-55 season the club made history by becoming the first Irish club to go on 
tout' in Italy. On arrival in Rome the team visited the Mayor of Rome, and the captain, Matt 
Gilsenan, presented him with a letter from the Lord Mayor of Dublin. Later, the party 
were entertained at the Irish Embassy by the Irish Aµibassador, Mr Devlin. The following 
day they had an audience with His Holiness, Pope Pius XII. The second half of their match 
against a Rome Selected XV was filmed for television in Rome, another first for the club. 
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St. Mary's College RFC, 
Fortfield Road, 

Terenure, 1957-74 
with St. Pius X Church 

in background. 

Incidentally, they won all their matches in a most successful and enjoyable tour. 
Throughout this period, the question of a permanent home for the club with proper 

pavilion facilities continued to exercise the minds of the club officers who were continually 
on the look-out for a suitable premises, since Kimmage Grove was scheduled for housing 
and road development. Just such a premises came on the market in 1955 on Fortfield Drive, 
beside the new Pius X Church, and the club moved quickly to acquire it. It was a fine site 
but to turn it into top-class football pitches was a herculean task, and despite the heroic 
efforts of the members under such leadership as Brian Whelan, Frank Montague, Diarmuid 
White, Hugh Kerrigan, Des Shiel, John O'Donoghue and a host of willing members, it 
called for unceasing maintenance. The pavilion was enlarged and extended in 1962-63 in 
order to provide the space for social activities like dancing, and a badminton court. The 
president of the club, Dermot P. Smyth, designed the extension and dealt with the local 
government red-tape. To help defray the expenses of the purchase and improvement of 
the grounds and erection of the pavilion, the college gave permission for a Carnival in 
the front field during the summer for two years in succession, the third such event in 
the college's history. In 1898 Fr Pembroke had held a fete to pay for the levelling of the 
field and the alteration of the front avenue. In 1927 the union held a very successful fete 
to clear the debt that had forced the college to close in 1916. 

VOCATIONS 

Name At School Ordination Diocese/ Order 

Thomas Byrne (1934-42) 1952 CSSp 
Cyril Byrne (1935-42) 1953 CS Sp 
Gerard Gogan (1935-45) 1953 CS Sp 
John Farrell (1940-43) 1953 CSSp 
Brian Crookes (1941-45) 1953 U.S.A. 
John Kavanagh (1944-47) 1953 Wichita, U.S.A. 
Cothraigh Gogan (1935-44) 1954 CSSp 
Raymond Kennedy (1937-38) 1954 CS Sp 
Thomas Maguire (1936-46) 1955 CS Sp 
William Fitzgerald (1942-46) 1957 Dublin diocese 
Anthony Geoghegan (1942-48) 1957 CSSp 
John Gilsenan (1943-53) 1956 Wichita, U .S.A. Msgr. 
Gerard T annam (1944-47) 1957 CS Sp 
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Chapter Fifteen 

1957~1963 

President, Superior 
Very Rev Dr Michael Kennedy 

REVEREND FATHERS 

Peter Walsh- Vice-President (1934-1961)- Retired (1961-66+) 
Patrick Murray - Professor (1957-63) - Vice-President (1961-63) 
William O'Connor - Dean, Studies (1957-62) 
Francis C. Barry - Dean, Discipline (1952-69) 
Terry O'Brien-Dean, Junior School (1951-63) -Bursar (1963-1966+) 
John Ahearne - Bursar (1957-63) 
Walter Kennedy- Professor (1943-74) 
Martin Maiben - Professor (1954-84) 
Patrick Campbell - Professor (1954-59) 
William McKenna - Professor (1955-59) 
Gerald Lord - Professor (1956-79) 
M. S. Moore - Professor (1953-58) 
Edward Gorman - Professor (1957-69+) 
Myles L. Fay - Professor (1956-58) 
Patrick Leonard - Professor (1957-58) 
Richard Kissane - Professor (1958-62) - Dean of Studies (1962-65) 
James Hurley - Professor (1958-59) 
Anthony O'Carroll - Professor (1958-65) - Dean of Studies (1965-69) 
Dermot Moloney - Professor ( 1960-61) 
Peadar Garvey - Professor (1960-63) 
John Byrne- Professor (1959-81) 
Francis Duffy - Professor (1959-64) 
Gerald McConnell - Professor (1960-61) 
Patrick Doyle - Professor (1961-62) 
Francis Martin - Professor (1961-62) 
Cyril J. Byrne - Professor (1962-) 
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Edward Burke - Professor (1961-83+) 
John Hourigan- Professor (1961-63) 
Joseph Gilmore - Retired (1957-69+) 
Bro Cronan Kennedy - Maintenance (1957-62+) 

Fr. James Cronin 
Fr. A. Fernando 

H.DIP. CANDIDATES 

Fr J. Cummins, SDB Paul McMurrough 
Fr H. A. Seignoret Fr John Hanly 

Fr Terence Lee, M.H. Fr Columba Mansfield, OSA. 

Joseph Murphy 
Tony Heerey 
Kevin McCawley 
John Fitzpatrick 
Michael Kelly 
Henry Malone 
Gerry Dempsey 
Stanley Lovett 
Henry Moloney 

REVEREND PREFECTS 

Peter Hughes 
Bernard Kelly 
Barry O'Brien 
Vincent O'Grady 
John Flavin 
Noel O'Meara 
Myles Healy 
Stephen Walsh 
Shay Langford 

LAY PROFESSORS 

Michael Nagle - Professor (1927-62) 
Arthur Barrett - Professor (1927-62) 

Seamus Foley 
Paschal Kearney 
Thomas Shanley 
Phelim O'Leary 
Gerald Griffin 
Peter O'Toole 
Anthony Darragh 
Michael McMahon 

Philip McCabe - Professor (1942-73) 
Seosamh 6 Maoileoin - Professor (1955-59+) 
Michael O'Mahony- Professor (1947-66) 
Paul McMurrough - Professor (1958-) 
James Chamberlin - Professor (1957-61) 
Patrick Ahern -Professor (1958-61) 
D. Lyng - Professor (1959-61) 
S. King - Professor ( 1960-61) 
Mrs F. Curtin-Professor (1961-62) 
Mrs J. Eglington - Professor (1961-62) 
Miss S. Murphy - Professor (1962-70) 
Miss P. Nash - Professor (1962-63) 
Miss Maura Cranny - Elocution (1944-90) 
Miss Moire Griffiths - Singing (1955-59) 
Miss Muriel Morris - Singing (1960-67) 
Miss Ruth Dromgoole -Art (1957-67) 
Morosini Whelan - Dancing (1954-70) 
M. Doogan-P.E. Senior School (1951-61) 
A. Myles - P.E. Junior School (1957-61) 
Cyril White - P .E. Senior School (1960-65) 
Oliver Dunne- P.E. Senior School (1961-) 
Mr Ryan- P.E. Junior School (1961-63) 

Boys on Roll (1958): 
(1963): 

Junior School - 260; 
-303; 

Senior School - 311 
-352 
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Dr Michael Kennedy, CSSp. 

B ORN IN ATHLONE IN 1897, Fr Michael had an outstanding academic career in 
Blackrock College, UCD and the Gregorian University, Rome, where he obtained 

not only his Doctorate in Theology but a love and appreciation for art in music, painting, 
sculpture and architecture which coloured the rest of his life. On his return to Ireland, he 
was appointed to Kimmage Manor where he taught theology, was bursar and choirmaster, 
laying the foundation of excellence in church singing which was to become the hallmark of 
the Holy Ghost Fathers in the' 40s and '50s through regular broadcasts from Radio Eireann. 
He it was who was mainly responsible for the simple beauty of collegiate chapel which 
will ever remain an attraction for all who love the art of stained glass. In 1942 he became 
President of Blackrock College, where he had the vision to buy the house at the bottom 
of Ailesbury Road which has since become St Michael's College. In 1945 he was elected 
Chairman of the Catholic Headmasters Association and in 1950 he was a member of the 
National Council of Education and the Registration Council. Then he came to St Mary's 
and took no little part in the design and the furnishing and embellishment of the chapel for 
which the foundation stone was laid in 1953. In 1957 he became President and continued 
the development of every aspect of the college, the union and the associated clubs. In 1963 
Dr Kennedy was appointed Assistant Provincial of the Holy Ghost Fathers in Ireland, a 
post he retained until he retired back to St Mary's in 1970 where he was an example to all 
of the religious life and became a much-loved figure at the 10 o'clock Mass in Rathmines 
parish church as well as among the boys, particularly of the Junior School. Everyone was 
the poorer by his passing. 

The period under the administration of Dr Kennedy was mainly of consolidation. The 
numbers continued to grow and it soon became apparent that more room would have to 
be found for the junior school. This could hardly be considered until the debt undertaken 
in the building of the new chapel and senior school was paid off. And with that in view, 
the fund-raising kept on apace until, in 1963, ten years after it had started, the Building 
Fund Committee was able to disband, its work completed. 

A sizeable break with the past occurred in this period with the retirement of two 
of the lay professors who had been on the teaching staff almost from its re-opening. 
Mr Michael Nagle and Mr Arthur Barrett retired together in the summer of 1962. Mr 
Nagle had joined the staff in 1927 and had seen the school grow from 100 boys to 

Richard Kissane, CSSp. Edmund Burke, CSSp. john Hourigan, CSSp. 
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Noel Somers w on a 
University Scholarship 

in the Leaving Certificate, 1962 

- ""' Philip Martin with some of the 
trophies he w on for his piano 
playing at various Feiseanna, 

1961. 

650 during the thirty-five years he had spent imparting knowledge and wisdom to 
generations of schoolboys. His own sons had attended St Mary's, and he himself was 
an enthusiastic supporter of the college and club teams even during his retirement. He 
died in 1967. 

Mr Arthur Barrett joined the staff in 1929 and for thirty-three years taught 
mathematics, history and geography in the senior school until his retirement in 
1962. 

But it is not just for their teaching that these men, together with Mr John Gallagher, 
will be forever remembered by the generations of boys who benefited from their 
presence in the college. For years, in a largely clerical staff, they were to remind 
the boys by their example of christian family life, that the principles they were 
being taught, were for living and not just for learning. St Mary's was indeed 
fortunate to have men of such a calibre to lay the foundations for the lay staff 
to come. 

In the academic year 1957-58 Mr Paul McMurrough came on the staff temporarily 
while doing the H .D1P.ED. and at the end of the year applied for a permanent 
position, thus beginning an association with the college which happily continues to 
this day. 

ACADEMICS 

The growth in numbers in the school is reflected in the numbers sitting for and passing 
the Public Examinations. In 1958, 23 got the Leaving and 46 the Inter Cert. Next year it 
was 24 (lOH) and 49 (25H). In 1960 it was 29 (6H) and 37 (24H). 1961 saw a big leap in 
numbers in the Inter Cert, 62 (44H) while the Leaving Cert remained static, 27 (4H)). In 
1962 it was 35 (lOH) in the Leaving and 69 (41H) in the Inter, and in 1963 33 (lOH) and 
70 (45H). 

The following are the tabulated results for the Leaving Cert and Inter Cert: 
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Leaving Certificate 

Year No. Sitting Hons Pass 

1958 27 4 (15%) 20 (88%) 
1959 44 2 (4%) 23 (56%) 
1960 37 2 (5%) 27 (78%) 
1961 38 3 (7%) 24 (71 %) 
1962 39 6 (15%) 29 (89%) 
1963 36 6 (17%) 27 (91 %) 

Intermediate Certificate 

1958 54 16 (29%) 33 (90%) 
1959 65 18 (24%) 37 (68%) 
1960 42 18 (46%) 19 (88%) 
1961 71 28 (39%) 34 (79%) 
1962 78 30 (35%) 40 (89%) 
1963 98 35 (34%) 35 (71%) 

During these years, Noel Somers gained a scholarship in the Inter and a univerity 
scholarship in the Leaving, while Vincent O'Meara got 1st Place in French in the Inter 
of 1962 and won the French Government Prize again for St Mary's. 

DRAMATICS 

The \Vinslow Boy was the offering for 1957-58. Based on a true story of a Catholic boy 
expelled from a naval college for stealing a five shilling postal order and successfully 
defended by Edward Carson, the Dublin lawyer who founded the Ulster Volunteers 
and was instrumental in the creation of the Six-Counties, the play by Irish playwright 
Terence Rhattigan enjoyed great success on stage and as a major film. It was a resounding 
success as played by Nigel Swan, Brian O'Connell, Jeremy Swan, Don O'Connor and a 
superb supporting cast. In 1958-59 Dickens's novel of the French Revolution, dramatised 

j 

"Winslow Boy" 
Ronnie Winslow (Nigel Swan), 

Catherine Winslow (Donal O'Connor), 
john Watherstone Uohn Keating) 
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"Pygmalion" 
Professor Higgins (Peter Walsh), 

Colonel Pickering (Fergus Mooney) 

. 
"Pygmalion" 

Eliza Doolittle (John Finan) 

as The Only Way by a Limerick Protestant clergyman, Canon Langbridge, (although often 
attributed to Martin Harvey, the great actor-manager who played the lead 5,000 times!) 
David Jordan played the leading part and according to Fr Barry " ... surpassed himself 
in the portrayal of the part. His acting will remain one of the unforgettable performances 
of the St Mary's stage". David took up acting as a career after school and appeared for a 
short time in RTE's The Riordans, but died tragically a few years later in Wales. 

At the Concert for the Disti:ibution of Prizes in June 1959 a short operetta was presented 
by the 5th Form of the Junior School, The Boy Mozart. It is notable for the fact that the 
boy playing the part of Mozart as a boy was a very young Philip Martin, already earning 
for himself in feiseanna throughout the country trophies and a reputation for piano playing 
which would follow him after school into international concert halls. 

In 1959-60 Fr Barry thought it time to repeat one of his earlier successes, Charley's Aunt, 
which had been such a success for Austin Healy, now a missionary in Sierra Leone. It was 
bit of a gamble, but it paid off. David Jordan, who had made such a success of Sydney 
Carton the previous year, was excellent as the 'Aunt'. In general Fr Barry considered it 
a better performance than 1949, better sets, costumes and acting. It was also performed 
in St Vincent's Hospital and Our Lady's Hospice for the staffs and patients to great 
acclaim. 

The Senior School Prize-giving Concert that year had Philip Martin playing a John Field 
nocturne and a Scarlatti gigue. Choral singing and verse-speaking under Miss Morris and 
Miss Cranny comprised the rest of the programme. 

A third Moliere was added to the college's repertoire with the presentation of The 
Imaginary Invalid in the translation by the actor, Miles Malleson, and was a triumph 
for Erwin Mill-Arden in the main part. Fr Murray wrote a prologue for the play which 
was very well received. 

Choosing a play every year that is possible for young actors with limited time for 
rehearsal, and indeed often with limited ability, is an annual headache and it was only 
as a last resort that Shaw's You Never Can Tell was chosen for 1961-62. The success of 
this year was Allen Keane in the part of Dolly Clandon although on the stage for the first 
time. He too died tragically, in 1974, in an accident in a diving-bell while searching for oil 
off the south coast of Ireland. 
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This successful foray into Shaw territory gave the necessary courage to tackle the next 
choice, Pygmalion, which was already well known to most of the boys in the musical 
version, My Fair Lady. Here the 'find' was John Finan who took straightaway to the part 
of Eliza Doolittle and made a great success of it. He worked hard and really proved to 
be one of the best ever of the St Mary's actors. Peter Walsh was a polished Professor 
Higgins with an able foil in Fergus Mooney as Col. Pickering. Fergus got his first job 
after his degree with the Irish delegation to the EEC, but died tragicaly in a plane crash in 
1972 on the way to Brussels. Michael Glynn was superb as Doolittle, while the 'ladies' all 
looked particularly fine. In the euphoria, perhaps, of the play's success, Fr Barry thought 
it the best cast ever. The settings by Michael Allen almost certainly were. 

GAMES 

Rugby 
Any account of games during this period has to focus on the winning of the Leinster 
Schools Senior Cup in 1961 for the first time. It will remain THE red-letter day in the 
school's rugby history, no matter how often it is won again or teams are told that winning 
is not everything. However, this is a chronological account as far as we can make it, so 
the cup-winning has to wait its turn. As well, cup-winning teams do not spring up out 
of a vacuum. They are the fruit, and you cannot have fruit without a tree to grow on, 
as well as the sun and the rain and the care of a good gardener to cultivate the soil. All 
the near-misses of previous years, as well as the first round defeats after courageous 
defence against superior forces, went to make up the tradition in which the 1961 team 
could flourish. 

In 1957-58 the captain was Jimmy Kelly, who captained every team he played on from 
the Under-9s in the junior school, and went on to captain every team he played on after 
school, including UCD, St Mary's and Ireland. He led his team to the semi-final of the 
cup. Before that, St Mary's met St Joseph's College, Blackheath, and just narrowly lost, 
0-3, to that talented London team. In the cup they accounted for Mountjoy, 11-0, Roscrea, 
12-6, Clongowes, 9-5, to reach the semi-final against Terenure. This match was played 
"on a glutinous bog" at Donnybrook and ended in a scoreless draw. That struggle took 

Jimmy Kelly captained every team he ever 
played in from St. Mary's U9s to JCT to SCT 

to UCD, to St. Mary's RFC to Ireland. 
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I nterprovincials 1963 
}. O'Hagan, Kevin Corrigan, Paul McLoughlin 

so much out of the lighter St Mary's side that the replay was unequal and Terenure ran 
out 21-6 winners. 

The Junior team under the youthful captaincy of Brian Cotter did not look to have much 
chance in the cup as only two of the previous year's team were eligible. However, they 
played with exceptional spirit and accounted for Roscrea by 29-0. The next round brought 
them face to face with Castleknock who ran up a 14-3 lead which they were hard put to 
retain against furious attacks by St Mary's. The Under-13s brought back the Provincial's 
Cup under the leadership of Bernard Moran. 

Two strength-sapping draws in 1958-59, first with Roscrea, 6-6, before winning the 
replay 6-3, and next with Clongowes, 0-0 before going under in the replay, 3-8, pointed 
up the need for heavier forwards who were just not available. The Juniors looked weak 
on paper as the season opened, but every succeeding match saw them improve under Liam 
Sheppard's leadership and in the end they lost only one of the fifteen matches they played. 
In the cup they scraped past CUS 9-8 on a raw gusty day that made ball handling and 
kicking a lottery. Then it was St Columba's, 8-3 and a semi-fnal match with Belvedere. 
Another scoreless draw after a keenly fought match. The replay was equally keen but a 
dream try from David Hooper, promoted from the Under-13s, saw St Mary's through, 
6-5, to a meeting with Blackrock in the final. Here they fought well while on the defensive 
for most of the match, and 'Rock were well worth their 8-0 victory. 

In 1959-60 St Mary's met Castleknock after accounting for St Andrew's 11-3 in the first 
round. As usual 'Knock were a tough nut to crack and the first meeting ended in an 8-8 
draw with plenty of incidents and thrills for the screaming supporters. The replay saw just 
one score in a game played at a hectic pace, a try by Castleknock just on half-time. The 
juniors reached the semi-final with defeats of Gonzaga, 6-3, and The High School, 9-0. 
They met St Paul's in the semi-final, and once again, one score, conceded in a moment 
of carelessness, saw the end of the St Mary's challenge for that year. 

And so to the cup-winning year, 1960-61. It was an historic year for the whole of Ireland 
as the country was celebrating the 1500th anniversary of the death of our Patron Saint, 
Patrick, with High Masses, pageants. processions, as Ireland played host to distinguished 
visitors from all over the world, including the envoy of the Pope, Cardinal Agaganian. 

The year began well with the return of eight of the previous year's team on which to 
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Leinster Senior Schools' Cup Winners, 1961 
Back: W. Shepphard, C. Lawson, G. Fanning, A. Hickie, P. Best, E. Fitzgerald, M. Hooper, F. Dowling. 

Seated: Ed. Fitgerald, D . Hickie, B. Cotter (Captain), W. Byrne, D . O'Sullivan. 
Front: B. Moran, N. Cooke. 

Brian Cotter, SCT Captain, presenting the 
Leinster Senior Schools' Rugby Cup to 

Dr. M. Kennedy, CSSp, President of the College. 
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· LEINSTER SCHOOLS' RUGBY CUP SPECIAL . 
Sunday Independent, Sunday March 26th, 1961 

HISTORIC WIN FOR SUPERB 
ST. MARY'S TEAM By Barry Nolan 

St. Mary's College, 11; Castleknock College, 0. 

IT was an historic occasion for St. Mary's College, Rathmines, a t Lansdowne Road yesterday, when 
_ they captured the Leinster Schools' Senior CUp for the first time ever, scoring a thoroughly 

convincing win by two tries and a goal to . nil over Castleknock College. Playing with tremendous 
. determination, St. Mary's rocketl the big, much-vaunted Castleknock p ack by their lightning follQwing 
up and razor-keen tackling, and, having suceeded in their mission of t aking the honours up in front, 
the St. Mary's halves and three-quarters did the rest to achieve a win, th e keynote of which was 
teamwork and ·spirit .. 

St. Mary'.s had the s tr 0tng 
breeze behdnd t.ihem in the 
f:lrst half, but tJh.ough. they 
preSsed. most of tJh.e time they 
di<l not score until n-ear: the 
ln:teJ."V!a.l, and it dd.d not appear 
tlh-a t three poi.nits would b.e 
sitLffici.ent to see itmem 
through . 

SOLID BARRIER 
However, ;x-ig'ht eit tJhe sta.rt o! 

the second period itJhey swQ4"llled 
to tJhe 'Knock M.ne 84ld 
oou~eously es tlhe big Casble
kn ook !O!"iV&ds endeta.VOUJred to 
f oroe .their wey ~ield d"le:v were 
met by a. soLid banier 'Wblich r~ 

f.u.sied to ydeld an lindh.. 
After t.en. mLnuctes st. Mairy's 

scored t.tieiir geoond t.r1Y a.nd n-c>m 
tihat moment on the re.c;ulit was 
cryst.GJ cteiar; for Castleknock 
beoa.rne demoralised a.nd tJhe 
RathminES side. p la!yti.ng w!ith m
oreasing confti.dence. became 
mQre and lm'.Jlre cromman.t as tJhe 
minuJtes tt'Jicked QiWay • . 

!t had been cenerall)' antlol· 
pated that it It. Marys were to 
win i.t would be th.rough the 
medlu·m of their backs, but in 
actual faot the seeds of · vlotory 
were solidly sown by a brilliant 
paok of forwards. whose "1eru 
w~ li.mitless. 

Onl7 a. d espairing rumd:trlp by 
P'alllnlng on Duggan preve.nred a 
Castl eknock try, be!ore F.dlW'ard 
Fitzgerald obtalned St. M ary"s 
fiMt· tiv i.n the 37th m~nut.e or 
&n un.usua.nw long fln;t h a.it, 
owtne to a n umber o! &tQppagea. 

'fen. minu tes a.f-ter the . 1'1llternW 
!Jamon Fi~eral.d bOoted. the 
ball OVeT rflbe 'KnOOlt Une a.n.d 
won a.n ex.oit!ng race for the 
t.ollCh down, and tillen; 1'2 m l.nut.es 
t r om the en.cl., the winners 
Obtlaln.ed a brilliant try, 01"18tnatec1 
~ La.~ a.nd rounded ca by 
Fa.nlllllng. A ~te, who had 
missed the two J)lreV'.loua 001'.)i~rt.a , 
adlded the e:i.:tra poi.D ts on. this 
oooa.ston . 

Sunday Review, Sunday March 26th, 1961 

St. Mary's take 
Cup at last! 

By PAUL MAC WEENEY 

ST. MARY'S . . . .. . 11 CASfLEKNOCK ... .... 0 

I T was third time lucky for St. Mary's yesterday. Beaten in 
their only two previous appearances in the Senior Schools' 

final in 1943 and 1946, the~· won the trophy for the first time 
when beating Castleknock by a goal and tw otries to nil. 
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The manner of their \·ict-0rv \\·as 
am:izing, for instead of their ·backs 
being the d ang.er. it \\35 a tigerish 
pack of forwards who drove 1he 
h~av ier Kno ck e.i·gh< a ll ·over the 
fie ld. 

Rated as the biggest and MS{ p~k 
seen in this competition for }'ears past, · 
Ca.\'tleknock we re rattled, bustled an41 
thro .. ·n complete!~ out of the ir stridt 
by the terrific speed. furious faclding 
and t ireless follo win:: up o f 1he St. 
:\1arl'S boys, who pl:i}ed 100 per cent 
abo,·c their fonn o f the prn ioas 
rounds. 

Ewryone of them played himself 
to a st.ind;ti ll, with Dennis Hickie. 
Pe ter Best and Willie B...-rne in the 
forefront of everything. 'and behind 
1hern was the bqter set of backs. 



Evening Herald, Thursday March 30th, 1961 
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~ ~ 
§ WON FIRST SCHOOLS SENIOR RUGBY CUP i 
~ j 

I N S t. Mary's College, Ra.th
mines, 19o1 will for·ever 

be ·: known as the F itzgerald
Kenn·e:ly year! 

The President of the College 
d.n their year of glory is 'Rev. 
Dr. Michael K enn.edy, C.s.s.p. 
the tramer of the side to 
bring the Leinster Schoo.ls 
Senior Cup to. Ra thmines for 
the f1rst t ime is Rev. Father 

'Walter Kennedy, C.S.Sp., and 
two o! their tnies i:n th~ir 
memorable final victory over 
Casti'eknook College were 
obtained by the Fitzgerald 
cousins. Edward and Eamo.nn. 

By a stran.ge coincidence. 
when S t. Mary's fir.st, appeared 
in . the final - 1943 - the 
Presddent of their conquerors 
tihen Blackrock College, was 
Dr. Michiael · Kenne:iy, who 
pl"O'Jd•ly accepted t.he Cup from 
the team captai.n , ·Brian Cot
'ter; ·on the .steps of S t. Mary'a 
last Saturday evening. 

AFTER 62 YEARS 
· Non can deny tha t St. 
Mary's turn. was due, for they 
have bee.n striv~ng for l'i~ 
year& to capture th!.s elusive 
trophy 1 , 

. They firs!t played In the corn- · 
petition in. t~ season 1898-
99, when · they were beaten by 
S t. CoJumba's College, who 
went on to · win the Cup. A 
member of that Mary's side 
was Seamus Brennan, fomH!r 
Director of Broadcasting. 

In the intervening years S t. 
Mary's · ·have . prod.uced many 
fine sides, but ·non to climb 
t-0 the heLghts reached by the 
15 P'layers. who carved a very 
s.peoial niche for themselves 
in the annals of the College 
b y their s.kiH an.a tene.city at 
Ireland's R-ugby headquar ters 
last Satuirday. 

T•EAM MEMBERS 
Taking . a run . through the 

team we start with !uH-back 
Ton y Hickie, who started 
his career In thoe last line o! 
defen~ with the College'.> 
under 13's in · 1956 and he 
p.layed an outstanding game · 
with the Juniors in the f inal· 
ag_ainst B1ackrock in .1959. 
Gifted with a natural flare 
for g.am.es, .he. captained . the 
S t. Mary's Junior cricket team 
last year, and is· this .5eason's 
Leinster Interprovlncia.l full
back. 

Youngest nJemht!r of the side 
1s left Wing, Bernard Moran, 
a broth-er of Paddy Moran,· who 
was on the Mary's P a.;t s tu
dents team to reach the 
Senior Cup final last season, 
While on the Other wing, the 
hard running. Eamolin Fitz• 
gerald, won undyh1g fame by 
the .clever manner in which 
he snatched a very vital try 
1n the decider. 

The centres, Gerry Fanning 
and Conor Lawson, have bot:h 
been · plaiying rugby since 
they were "tots". At 11 years 
of age Lawson appeared m 
the Presentation College, Bray, 
colours in the J unior Cup. 
while Fanning, . a son of 
Paddy Tunning of Donore 
Harriers. h as a.I.so proved 
him.:Self an exceUent all round 
athlete. 

FAMILY TRADITION 
Out-half. Noel Cooke, a 

brother b! Sean Cooke, whq 
was on the f irst S t , Mary's 
Past t~am to win the Leinster 
Senior CUt> in 1958, n;ain
t ained a fine family t radition 
by · his excellent na.1!
back partnership with the 
ca1pt.ain, Brian cotter. 
•Cotter. a young player with 

a.n old head .and a member o! 
the side for the . third su~ · 
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ce.;sive ~ear. was an admirabl" 
skipper, guiding his colleague& 
by personal example, and ap.ar~ 
from hi.5 all-round abillty he 
made an inca'lcuJab1y large 
con tribulion to the success of 
the tes.m by scoring th~ ·win· 
ning try in the fir.st r ound 
against Blackrock. 

Two of ·the front row -
David O'Sullivan and Michael 
Hooper pla,yed ion tihe 
J unoior f in Sll in 1959, but he 
third member o:f this closely· 
knit trio. Frank DowHng, a 
brother of Senior club centre. 
Paddy Dowling, only took up 
1t1he game last year. Hooper 
is a son o! Dr. Barry Hooper 
of soccer !a.me. 

BIG FUTURE 
The real power of the pack 

came from the "engine ·room" 
occupied ·by Peter a·eat. the 
heavies~· player on the .s ide, 
w!ho only took a. serious intere..c;it 
in t'he ~tit ~ast 'Se:ptember. 
a.nd Denis H lckle, a. brotht!r or 
ful14Jack. Tony. Like his 
brother, Denis began h!.s·career 
as a fu11-back and .played in 
the centre on the J .C.T. A 
superb line-out performer. 
Denis Hickie appears to be a 
player W'ith a. blg future . 

Wing ·:forward, Edward Fitz
gerald, who . o pened the 
scoring in the final, ·, is also 
an accomplished cricketer, 
while the other wing-forward. 
Biiiy Byrne, · built on the light 
s ide. makes up for his laclt 
of poi,mdage iby intensity of 
effort. 

Finally we come to lock
forward. Liam Sheppard, a. 
most intelligent operator , who 
captained the J unior s ide two 
years ago. · 

Fifteen heroe.s. whc.se praise• 
· will be sung up ORathmines 
d irection for mainy a. day to 
come. 



build. Brian Cotter was elected Captain and Denis Hickie, vice captain and leader of 
the pack. Hard practice helped to form the habit of winning and all but two of the 
pre-Christmas matches were won. A most enjoyable and successful tour of London 
during the Christmas holidays, in which St Joseph's, Blackheath, and Sidcup Grammar 
School were beaten, added to the team's zest. In fact, the way the team enjoyed playing was 
probably one of the big factors in its success. Five members of the team were selected to 
represent the Leinster Schools in the Interprovincial series, Brian Cotter, Conor Lawson, 
Denis Hickie, Tony Hickie and Michael Hooper. 

The return from Lansdowne Road to the College after the match was a triumphal 
procession. Joe Fanagan had laid on two limousines for the team and these were met by 
almost the entire school, and lots of parents and past pupils, at Castlewood Ave, who led 
them, cup aloft, down Rathmines Road under police supervision, with the local residents, 
shoppers and passers-by joining in the celebration. A warm meal was provided for the team 
in the Fathers' refectory, with tea and other refreshments for the more distinguished guests 
- and some not so distinguished. On accepting the cup from Brian Cotter, the captain, Dr 
Michael Kennedy, the president, pronounced three free days, to be added to the Easter 
holidays. During the holidays, the team played a St Mary's Club XV, holding it to a 16-all 
draw, and were entertained to a dinner in Power's H otel by the club. On April 22 the SCT 
were entertained to a Victory Dinner in the college, after which a film of the highlights of 
the final was shown. 

The juniors were an in-and-out team all through the season and never found a rhythm 
or pattern. The difficulty in filling some of the positions probably contributed to a lack 
of unity. The first two cup matches were won, but without conviction, and relied heavily 
on the individualism of David Hooper on the wing. This inevitably proved insufficient 
a~ainst more well-rounded teams and Belvedere proved this in the next round with a 16-9 
victory. 

1961-62 was a team-building year as only two of the previous year's team were back 
in school. Tony Hickie and Liam Sheppard were elected captain and vice-captain. Vile 
weather before Christmas deprived the team of useful opposition from Ratcliffe College, 
Leicester, on their first visit, and St Joseph's, Blackheath, who were returning the St Mary's 
visit to London. Tony Hickie not only gained his Interprovinvial cap once more but was 
chosen to captain the Leinster Schools team against Connaught and Munster. St Mary's, 
the holders, had a 9-3 victory over Pres Bray in the cup before succumbing to Belevdere 
in the quarter-final by 3-14. 

"If the remaining matches in the competition", wrote A. P. McWeeney of the Irish 
Times, "are as exciting, everyone should be well satisfied. 

"Both packs tore into each other like terriers, and until midway through the second 
half, the issue was wide open. Both sides had spells of furious attack. Morgan ... gave 
his colleagues great heart by kicking a penalty goal near the touch-line in the first minute, 
whereupon St Mary's hit back so vigorously that they barely missed scoring three times 
in as many minutes. They drew level in the eighth minute with a penalty from Hickie ... 
The loss of wing-forward Moran seemed to take some of the sting from St Mary's, and 
from then on, Belvedere sensed victory ." 

The juniors did not get past the first round of the cup. A draw with Clongowes on a 
rain-soaked Donnybrook was followed by a 9-0 defeat in the replay. The Under-Us that 
year, with Henry Murphy, captain, Shay Deering, vice captain and Johnny Moloney, 
scrum-half, totted up the staggering total of 538 pts for and only 79 against. Those 
three names were to appear again and again both ~n schoolboy and adult football. 
All three were to represent Ireland and both Deering and Moloney were to captain 
Ireland in the future. Yet, they failed to capture the Provincial's cup! Rugby is truly a 
team game. 
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Leinster Junior Schools' Cup Winners, 1963 
Back: S. Deering, R . Foley, D. Mulligan, W. Hooper,]. Flynn, A . Del Rio. 

Seated: P. Sheeran, A. Andreucetti, C. Tonfr, T. McCormick (Capt. ), G. O'Hagan, 
R. Bailey, L. R edmond. 

Front: M. Hefferon, H. Murphy. 
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Cup Cavalcade! 

Carrying home the Cup 
down Rathmines R oad 



Patrician Congress 
Volunteer Corps, 
1961 

1961 was the seniors' year. 1963 was the juniors'. St Mary's, in the person of Fr J. J. 
O'Reilly, had been instrumental in starting the Junior Schools Cup back in 1909 but had to 
wait until 1934 before they won it. Now, twenty-nine years on they won it for the second 
time. Only three of the previous year's team were still eligible, Shay Deering, William 
Hooper and Alberto Andreucetti. Tom McCormick was elected captain, and with the 
makings of two good teams available, a well-knit team of no weaknesses was formed, 
who gave themselves wholeheartedly to real practice, including a couple of cross-country 
runs up the Hell Fire Club in the snow! No wonder the forwards ran like backs, and the 
backs like deer. The speedy centres, Robin Bailey and Garry O'Hagan made full use of the 
match-winning wings, McCormick and Toner. With Hooper winning the line-outs, Shay 
Deering everything in the loose and hooker Andreucetti everything in the tight, they were 
assured of plenty of the ball, of which they made fullest use. 

Two close defeats in the pre-cup period kept their feet on the ground. Two easy 
victories in the cup, 23-3 over Roscrea and 16-0 over King's Hospital, were countered 
with a difficult match against Belvedere which St Mary's eventually won 6-0, setting up a 
final with Castleknock, which St Mary's won by a push-over try - surely a record for the 
school. The scenes of jubilation mirrored those of two years before with the Cup borne in 
triumphant procession down the Rathmines Rd to the college where Tom McCormick, the 
captain, presented it to the President, Dr Kennedy, to the mighty cheers of the thronging 
school. -

The SCT played the postponed fixture with the Leicestershire school, Ratcliffe College, 
before Christmas and came out 17-0 victors. However, when it came to the cup, there was 
quite an upset, as the Irish Independent reporter tells it: 

Presentation College, Bray, created a major shock in the Leinster Schools 
Senior Cup ... when they defeated fancied St Mary's College by a goal 
to a try. 

On the day, however, St Mary's appeared the more accomplished side, 
playing exceptionally good open rugby, which frequently saw backs and 
forwards combine in swift attacking movements but they could not break 
down the dogged defensive qualities and resolute methods of the well-knit 
Presentation side. 
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The season was rounded off by a visit from the Manchester team, Pendleton, who 
managed to counter a good St Mary's try with a penalty. The St Mary's captain, 
John O'Hagan, was picked for the Connaught Schools, and Kevin Corrigan and Paul 
McLoughlin for Leinster. Johnny Moloney was captain of the U-13s, on which a ten-year 
old Paul Andreucetti appeared for the first time. 

Basketball 
Basketball continued to flourish, mainly as an internal school game with up to fourteen 
teams involved in the league. In 1958-59 they felt strong enough to test themselves in the 
Dublin Schools Basketball League and won their section only to fall to St Paul's in the 
play-off final. Brendan Murphy was capped for Leinster Schools. 

Swimming 
Swimming continued every Friday in Iveagh Baths, and even if it revealed few 
world-beaters, it nevertheless was a very worthwhile exercise in familiarising more 
and more boys with the useful skills of swimming and life-saving. The Annual School 
Gala was revived in 1961 and held also in 1962, but died out from lack of response 
from the boys. It is impossible to whip up general enthusiasm for swimming without a 
swimming-pool in the school premises. Otherwise it remains the sport of the dedicated 
enthusiast. Even the Friday evening sessions were far from satisfactory. For half of the 
one-hour session available to the boys, Mr Oliver Dunne coached them in swimming, 
diving and life-saving, as well as the essential arm, leg and lungs exercises. Unfortunately, 
the great discrepancy among the boys in ability and age, militated against this system. Two 
prefects accompanied the boys every Friday to keep control, and particularly to get the 
boys out when their session was over. There was always another school or group straining 
at the leash to get into the water. 

Cricket . 
The first two years of this period saw St Mary's Senior XI reach the final of the Leinster 
Schools Cup yet again. They defeated Avoca School, King's Hos and Terenure to set up 
the final with the old enemy Blackrock who came out convincing winners. The following 
year, 1958-59 it was CUS and Blackrock they beat to get to the final with Belvedere who 
were victorious. Patrick Cullen and Edward Rafter were picked to play for the Leinster 
Schools. That year the Juniors reached the semi-final. 1959-60 was an undistinguished 
cricketing year, but 1960-61, as it was in football, proved a good year for cricket, if not 
equally good. The seniors reached the semi-final and Brian Cotter, one of the heroes of 
the football cup win, was capped for Leinster Schools in cricket also. The Juniors went 
a step further when they reached the final, only to succumb at the last hurdle. In the final 
year of the period, Alan Jerrold was picked for Leinster out of an unremarkable team. 

Athletics 
Maurice Hogan was the outstanding athlete of the period. coming 2nd in the All-Ireland 
Schools 100 yds in 1957-58. He was also a member of the winning Leinster Schools sprint 
relay. The St Mary's senior relay won the Leinster Championship, while the junior squad 
set a record in winning the Leinster Junior Relay, and then went on to win the All-Ireland 
title. Michael Hogan made amends for his 2nd place in the Irish 100 by winning the Youths 
100 in Belfast in the time of 10.2 secs. In 1959-60 David' Hooper who had played to such 
good effect on the wing in the football season, showed his prowess on the track with a 
record in winning the Intermediate Schools 220. 
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Table Tennis 
Table Tennis continued to be a popular sport, particularly in inclement weather, but 
remained a haphazard sport with no school participation in the schools competitions. 
At the same time, individuals continued to emerge with a special talent. One of them was 
Robert Carvill who was picked to represent the Leinster Schools in 1958-59. 

ScoUTS 

Louis McMullan was scoutmaster from 1958-59. The chaplain was Fr Fay that year, 
followed by Fr Anthony O'Carroll. There was further expansion of the troop with the 
formation of a Senior Troop from fourteen of the senior scourers with Brendan Corcoran 
as scoutmaster This paved the way for Louis McMullan as the new scoutmaster. The Cub 
Pack continued to be the only Pack in Ireland with a regular Summer Camp Their regular 
camp-site was Rush, county Dublin. Troop Camps during the period were: 

Year 

1958 
1959 
1960 

1961 

1962 

1963 

THE PAST 

Camp-Site 

Kidderminister 
Auchengillan, Scot. 
Ards, Donegal 
Normandy, France (Sen.) 
Kenure, Rush (Cubs) 
Windermere, England 
Rush (Cubs) 
Chatham, Kent 
Rush (Cubs) 
Auchengillan, Scot. 
Rush (Cubs) 

Past Pupils Union 

Chaplain Leader 

Fr M. Fay B. Corcoran 
Fr M. Fay L. McMullan 
Fr O'Carroll L. McMullan 

B. Corcoran 
Fr Myles Fay Billy Byrne 
Fr O'Carroll L. McMullan 
Fr Myles Fay Billy Byrne 
Fr O'Carroll L. McMullen 
Fr Myles Fay Billy Byrne 
Fr O'Carroll L. McMullen 
Fr Myles Fay Billy Byrne 

One of the features of the activities of the union at this period, apart from the usual ones, 
was the Annual week-end Enclosed Retreat. This usually took place in Holy Week and 
extended from Good Friday evening to Easter Sunday. It was held in St Doolagh's some 
years, and in others in the Dominican Retreat House in Tallaght. An average of 35 would 
attend, although in 1961 the number had to be divided between St Doolagh's and Tallaght 
to keep them manageable. 

Rugby 
Happily established in their own club grounds and pavilion, and with proper facilities for 
washing and relaxing and entertaining visiting teams, the club playing members threw 
themselves into the task of winning matches with even greater vigour, and in 1957-58 
it paid off when the club won the Leinster Senior Challenge Cup for the first time 
ever. Under the leadership of Joe Fanagan, elected for an unprecedented third term 
as captain of the 1st XV, the team started winning from the beginning of the season 
and_ ended up with 20 wins out of 28 played and one drawn, scoring 221 points to 145 
agamst. 

In the cup, Old Wesley were the opponents in the first round and were beaten 14-0. 
Palmerston proved a tougher nut in the second but were eventually overcome 3-0. Then 
came Clontarf in the semi-final. Always good cup-fighters, Clontarf did not give up easily 
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St. Mary's College RFC, First XV 
Leinster Senior Cup Winners, 1958 

Back:]. G. Lee, M.]. Hoctor, N . R . Corrigan, A. Cusack, H. R. G. Kerrigan, K. Wall. 
Seated: R.]. Whitty,]. Bagnall, E. Carmody,]. P. Fanagan (Capt.), V. P. McGovern, 

S.]. Cooke, P.]. Dowling. 
Front: B. Hussey, D . R. Hussey. 

but were defeated if not subdued, and the stage was set for a final encounter with Blackrock 
College. 

The Irish Independent tells the story of the final. 

St Mary's College hit the peak of their ambition yesterday when they won 
the Leinster Senior Cup for the first time in their long and varied history 
by beating the strongly fancied Blackrock College in the final at Lansdowne 
Road. Adding lustre to a most happy day for the Rathmines club is the fact 
that their victory was achieved by as fine a display of rugby as has been seen 
in a cup final for many a long year, and even the most ardent of Blackrock 
supporters were in agreement in the end that their team had been outplayed 
to an extent in no way reflected in the margin, convincing though it was. 

From the very start St Mary's made it clear that they meant business. In 
setting and wonderfully maintaining a cracking pace they fully justified their 
confidence in themselves and as well as winning the cup raised the whole 
competition out of the depression cast upon it by many disappointing 
matches earlier on. They lost the toss and had to face a near gale which 
after about fifteen minutes brought first the rain that had threatened and 
then a savage storm of hail and sleet. By that time however they had got a 
tight grip on Blackock, particularly forward, and never relaxed it. 

They never let 'Rock settle down; they hustled them about in the loose by 
quick, combined backing up and first-time tackling, and in the set scrums 
won so much of the ball that all through the first half they were carrying 
the fight deep into the holder's half. 
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When it was still scoreless at halftime, Mary's, having escaped a couple of 
likely penalty kicks by Connolly, clearly sensed the possibility of victory. 
Going all out they scored after a few minutes of the new half. Cooke kicked 
a good penalty goal after the wind had twice blown the placed ball down. 

Still they crowded on the pressure and mid way through the half after 
swarming to the 'Rock line yet again forced a scrum. It was back like 
lightning and Cooke cleverly worked an overlap, sent on to Wall who gave 
a perfectly timed pass to Brian Hussey for a try far out to the right. 

In a storming finish 'Rock tried all they knew and twice Nolan was 
almost through, but they never could shake off the grip of the St Mary's 
forwards, of whom Bagnall, Carmody, Cusack, Kerrigan and Corrigan 
were outstanding. Even when Dowling in the St Mary's centre hurt a leg 
and went off, 'Rock could not exploit their extra-man advantage, and when 
Dowling hobbled back, St Mary's took heart to raise the siege and finished 
strongly. 

To both sides all credit for maintaining a high standard all through in spite 
of wind, rain and hail. The forward work on both sides was immense with 
Pembrey, Austin, Butler and Thomas putting everything in for the losers. 

Mary's however had that little extra keenness and speed and magnificent
ly asserted the principle that rugby is a team game. They fully deserved their 
victory, which if not extensive in points was altogether convincing. 

The better side on a difficult day won . . 

The team were received in the college that evening before going on to a Victory Dinner in 
the Ormonde Hotel, co-sponsored by the college. The carnival atmosphere in the rejoicing 
over the victory was translated into fact that summer when the college gave the club 
permission to hold a carnival in the college front field. In return, the Club undertook 
to make a generous donation to the Building Fund from what profits were made. This 
third carnival in the school's history was as successful as the previous ones in 1898 and 
1927. In fact, so successful that it was repeated in 1960 and helped considerably to erase 
the debt incurred by the alterations to the pavilion and playing fields in Fortfield Drive. 
The Carnival lasted two weeks and its success was largely due to the unremitting efforts 
of the Ladies' Committee. 

1958-59 opened y.rith St Mary's the proud holders of the Leinster Cup. They had a good 
season under captain Ned Carmody, losing just six matches of the 20 played, but suffered 
from the unpredictable vagaries of cup football, going down in the first round to Old 
Wesley. The 2nd Fifteen finished second in their section of the League and were beaten 
in the cup only in a replay with Greystones. However, they ended the season with two 
trophies, both Seven-a-side, the CYMS and the North Kildare Sevens, and owed much 
to their trainer Benny Lynch and captain, Frank Montague. 

1959-60 was considered the most successful year to date in the history of 
the Club. 

Acclaimed universally as "The Team of the Year" our 1st XV not only 
· created a post-war match-winning record but by their fast open style of 
football they contributed not a little to the raising of the standard of club 
football in Leinster during the year. Their cup7matches produced the finest 
displays of football in the entire competition and, though defeated in the 
final after two strenuous replays, they won the admiration of all for their 
splendid sportsmanship and team spirit. Indeed, the final will go down in 
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the history of the Leinster Senior Cup Competition as one of the greatest 
ever seen in Lansdowne Road. We congratulate Trinity on their victory and 
on re-capturing the cup after a lapse of thirty-four years. 

Hon. Sec. R eport 

We are indebted to the Rugby Correspondent of the Evening Press for the following 
gracious tribute to our 1st XV and their achievements: 

ST MARY'S TAKE THE H ONO U RS 

"Though the Leinster Cup has gone to Trinity , there is no doubt that the 
rugby team of the season has been St Mary's College. They have won 
more matches, and on a league system have dropped few er points than 
any other side. 

They are the season's top try-getters with 72, and they are also the leading 
scorers with a total of 342 points, while also surrendering the least, 138. 

"St Mary's in their 28 matches had double figures totted up against them 
only in 2, by Dungannon, and by Trinity in the final. Only once, against 
Clontarf, did they fail to cross the line of their opponents. 

"Their leading scorer was fly-half Sean Cooke with 75 points, made up 

Rev. Dr. Kennedy CSSp receives trophies from members of St. Mary's College RFC 
in 1963. f oe Fanagan with the Lorean Sherlock Golf Cup. Steve Treacy with the 

Colonel Winters Memorial Cup for JB XV. Matt Jones with the Minor League Cup 
for 3rd XV. Brian Cotter with the CYMS Seven-a:.side Cup for Junior Teams. 
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St. Mary's College, RFC 
I nterprovincials, 1961 

]. Kelly, N. Carmody, 
F. O'Leary, W. Murray, 

S. Cooke. 

of 10 tries, 7 penalties, 9 conversions, and 2 drop goals. Full-back O'Leary 
came second with 57 pts. 

"Leading try-getter was wing Noel Kenny with 14. Their biggest win 
of the season. was in beating Lansdowne, whose line they crossed seven 
times, 32-3. 

In his annual report the Club Secretary, Bart Fitzsimon paid a well-deserved tribute to 
the captain, Sean Cooke, and trainer, Jack Sheerin: 

There can be no doubt that the great team spirit which played such a major 
part in their successful season was due mainly to the tremendous inspiration 
and enthusiasm of the captain, Sean Cooke. The team manager and trainer 
Jack Sheerin, must be given equal credit for the manner in which he moulded 
the team into such an effective combination. 

Among the members of the team our congratulations are due to Jimmy 
Kelly for the great distinction of gaining Interprovincial and Final Trial 
honours in his first season in senior rugby. We also congratulate Sean 
Cooke on captaining an Interprovincial trial team." 

(taken from The College Annual, 1960) 

The 2nd XV, under the captaincy of Joe Fanagan broke new ground with a short tour 
to North Wales to play and defeat Holyhead. They then went on to win again the North 
Kildare Sevens. Donal Mullan, John Browne and Tom Lawlor gained Junior Interpro 
honours. 

The Club President in this year was Col 'Bull' Corrigan, whose six sons had contributed 
so much to both college and club in their time. 

On the administration side the club was honoured by the appointment of Dermot P. 
Smyth as a member of the Irish Five Selectors and as a Leinster Selector. Matt Gilsenan was 
appointed to the Referees Association, Leinster Branch:· Vinnie McGovern was appointed 
to the Association the following year. 

Most of the effort of the club in the 1960-61 season seemed to go on improvements 
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OUTSTANDING "FIRSTS" OF 1958-'59 

JAMES ROCHE, B.D.S. 

First place and rst Class Honours Final Exami::iation 
· in Dentistry (U.C.D ) 

DESMOND JOYCE 

First place in Diploma in Foreign Exchange and 
First place in French-Institute of Bankers in 

Ireland examination 
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PETER THORNTON, B.Sc. 

First place B.Sc. examination (U.C.D .) 
Hugh Ryan Gold Medal and Scholarship 

BRIAN WHELAN, B. C OMM., A .C.A. 

First place in Final examination of Institute of 
Chartered Accountants of Ireland. " Arthur H. 

Muir " Memorial Prize 



to the grounds, as though leaving the stage free for the triumph of the school team. 
Flood-lighting was installed over the junior pitch for evening practice, thus reserving 
the senior pitch for matches. A new drainage system was installed in the senior pitch 
which involved the laying of 150 yds of pipe and the shifting of 40 tons of stone. The 
work was done by the members themselves. Re-seeding and fertilising was also done. The 
teams gave good accounts of themselves in all competitions entered without taking home 
any trophy. It was the last year in which no trophy was won by the club at some level of 
competition, and even there the school supplied the deficiency. Five members of the 1st 
XV were awarded Interprovincial caps, Sean Cooke, Ned Carmody, Jimmy Kelly, Willie 
Murray and Phelim O'Leary, a prefect, who also gained a Final Trial. 

1961-62 made up somewhat for the previous year in that the club reached 5 semi-finals, 
3 finals and won the one trophy in Leinster that had so far eluded them, the Albert 
O'Connell Cup for Junior 2 or Minor Fifteens. It was presented in 1957 and named after 
a former President of Railway Union RFC who was Leinster Branch President in the '30s. 
Hitherto the only Minor Cup was for the winner of the Minor League. The O'Connell 
Cup was a separate knock-out competition. 

1962-63 was an extremely successful season, both from the point of view of trophies 
won and, even better, from the point of view of the quality of football played and the 
pleasure given to spectators. No less than five cups were won by the club, and with a 
little bit of luck, there could easily have been more. The 1st XV under Sean Cooke 
once more showed the way by reaching the final of the Senior Cup for the third time 
in six years, where they were defeated by a very talented UCD team, which was led by 
a St Mary's man, the inevitable Jimmy Kelly, who was now playing for UCD. It has 
always been the custom for St Mary's, as indeed for most other school-associated clubs, 
to allow its members to play for their universities during their university days. The 2nd 
XV under Brian Cotter were also beaten by UCD in their final, the Metropolitan Cup, 
in extra time. They made amends by winning the Keating Sevens, beating the same UCD 
by a big margin in the final. The 3rd XV, under Matt Jones won the Minor League Cup. 
Among the 'experienced' members of the team was Joe Fanagan who was an inspiration 
to the team throughout the season. Joe had played on the last St Mary's team to win the 
cup fourteen years before. 

The 3A XV under Dec Gannon were narrowly beaten in the Moran Cup but brought 
home the Cliff House Cup which was put up for competition with Greystones. The 3B 
XV was probably the fittest team in the club as they showed when surviving a long and 
arduous cup campaign and bringing home the new trophy, the Col Winters Cup, presented 
by UCD in honour of a former President and Treasurer of the Branch at his death. Coach 
Steve Tracey and Manager John Reddy did sterling work with this team. 

Ned Carmody retained his place on all Leinster and county Dublin teams during the 
season, and was picked for the Rest of Ireland against the Combined Universities. He was 
a little unfortunate, perhaps, not to have received higher honours. Dermot Moloughney 
gained his first cap for his native Munster, as did Tony Hickie for Leinster in his very first 
season in senior rugby. Brian Cotter got another Junior Interpro and played a prominent 
part on the team. Jimmy Kelly gained further international caps during the season. 

Lorean Sherlock Cup 
In 1961-62 and again in 1962-63 St Mary's were the winners of the Lorean Sherlock Cup 
which is competed for by teams from the rugby clubs,in Leinster. The team was John 
Hughes, Brian Whelan, Sean Cooke, Paddy Redmond, David O'Sullivan, Joe Fanagan, 
Michael Butler and Tom Tierney. Sean Cooke and Michael Butler won the individual pair 
prize for the best net score. 
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The Lawn Tennis Club 
The Tennis Club continued to flourish in Mount Tallant and under the leadership of Dr 
Gearoid Lynch was promoted to Class 2 status in the 1958-59 season. The previous year 
they had submitted a new Constitution to the college authorities for approval, which had 
been duly given. 

VOCATIONS 

Name At School Ordination Order/ Diocese 
Patrick O'Reilly (1942-47) 1958 Dublin; Kiltegan Fathers 
J arlath Dowling (1940-42) 1959 CS Sp 
Colm Murray (1942-51) 1959 CSSp 
Peter Byrne (1943-53) 1959 Augustinians 
Patrick Shiel (1946-52) 1960 Dublin Diocese 
Brian Gogan (1942-52) 1961 CS Sp 
Brian O'Rourke (1943-50) 1961 CSSp 
Savino Agnoli (1944-50) 1961 CSSp 
Patrick Dowling (1946-53) 1961 Benedictines 
Philip Corcoran (1946-54) 1961 Dublin Diocese 
Conleth Curley (1947-49) 1961 Dublin Diocese 
Vincent O'Grady (1942-50) 1962 CSSp 
Austin Healy (1942-51) 1962 CS Sp 
Bernard Kelly (1942-50) 1962 CS Sp 
Noel Banahan (1945-53) 1962 CS Sp 
John Ward (1954-55) 1962 Dublin Diocese 
Patrick Fitzpatrick (1944-52) 1963 CSSp 
Paul Reynolds (1947-56) 1963 Bermingham, U.S.A. 

Denis Hickie wins a lineout for St. Mary's against Castleknock 
in the Senior Cup Final, 1961, at Lansdow ne Road. 
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Chap1ter Sixteen 

1963~1969 

President 
Very Rev Patrick J. Murray 

R EVEREND FATHERS 

John Hourigan - Vice-President (1963-69)- Dean, Junior School (1963-71) 
Turlough O'Brien - Bursar (1963-66+) 
Richard Kissane - Dean, Studies (1962-66) 
Francis C. Barry - Dean, Discipline (1963-70) 
Edward Burke - Professor (1961-83+) 
Walter Kennedy- Professor (1942-74) 
Martin Maiben - Professor (1954-84) 
Gerald Lord - Professor (1956-79) 
Edward Gorman -Professor (1957-66) Bursar (1966-69) 
Cyril Byrne - Professor (1962-) 
Anthony O'Carroll - Professor (1958-66) Dean, Studies (1966-68) 
John Byrne - Professor (1959-69) 
Francis Duffy - Professor (1959-64) 
Hugh Scott - Professor (1964-66) 
David Darcy - Professor (1965-80) - Dean, Studies (1968-70) 
Samuel M. Moore - Dean, Studies (1966-68) 
Peter Walsh - Retired (1961-66+) 
Joseph Gilmore - Retired (1957-69+) 
Dermot Moloney - Professor (1966-69) 
Richard Lehane - Professor (1967-68) 
John Sheehy- Professor (1967-68) 
Francis Caffrey - Professor (1967-68) 
Stephen Walshe - Professor (1967-69) 
Arthur Carragher - Professor (1968-71) 
Francis McCabe - Professor (1968-69) 
Joseph Beere - Professor (1968-70) 
Henry Moloney - Professor (1968-72) 
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Henry Moloney 
Edward Grimes 
Jam es McDonnell 
James Miller 
Vincent Browne 

REVEREND PREFECTS 

Timothy Cunningham 
Michael Doherty 
Jeremiah Crowley 
Timothy K. McMahon 
Sean O'Connor 

LAY PROFESSORS 

Philip McCabe - Professor (1942-73) 
P61 Uasal Mac Murchu - Professor (1958-) 
Michael O'Mahony - Professor ( 194 7-66) 
Noel P. Doy le - Professor ( 1964-) 
Mr Christopher Taylor - Professor (1963-65) 
Mr Patrick Henry - Professor (1964-83+) 
Mr Peter Quinn - Professor (1965-) 
Mr Sean McCarthy - Professor (1966-) 

John O'Rourke 
Denis Wiehe 
Rory Hearn 
Joseph O'Donnell 

Mr Aubrey O'Donoghue - Professor (1966-68) 
Mr T. McCarthy - Professor (1967-68) 
Mrs K. McDermott - Professor (1967-70) 
Miss S. Murphy - Professor (1962-70) 
Miss R. Courtney - Professor (1964-69) 
Miss M. Browne - Professor (1964-70) 
Miss C. O'Brien - Professor (1964-67) 
Miss R. Fitzsimons -- Professor (1967-69) 
Miss Morrissey - Professor (1968-72) 

Miss Maire Cranny - Elocution 
Miss Muriel Morris - Singing (1960-67) 
Mrs Spinks - Singing (1967-72) 
Miss Ruth Dromgoole -Art (1957-67) 
Miss 0. O'Connor -Art (1967-70) 
Morosini Whelan - Dancing (1954-70) 
Mr Cyril White - Physical Education (1960-65) 
Mr Oliver Dunne - Physical Education (1961-) 
Mr C. Hayden - Physical Education (1964-65) 
Mr J. Tracy - Physical Education (1965-66) 

H.DIP. CANDIDATES 

Fr Patrick Brennan, OSA 
Bro. Kilian, OSA. 
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Patrick Murray, CSSp 

FR PATRICK J. MURRAY spent all but six of his 44 years as a priest in St Mary's. 
One year after ordination he was appointed to St Mary's and one year later took 

on the demanding and responsible task of Dean of Studies in succession to Dr Joe 
Whelan, filling that post with distinction for eleven years during which the school made 
unprecedented physical development which Fr Murray matched in the academic sphere. 
Born in Drogheda in May 1911, Fr Murray attended St Patrick's College, Armagh, for his 
secondary studies before joining the Holy Ghost Fathers. He graduated from UCD in 1935 
and was a prefect in Rockwell College for two years before continuing his ecclesiastical 
studies in Kimmage Manor where he was ordained in 1940. After his 11-year tenure as Dean 
in St Mary's he was apppointed to Rockwell College where he took charge of Studies once 
more until his recall to St Mary's in 1958. In 1961 he became President of the College for six 
years, during which the Junior School was totally transformed, restructured and extended. 
At the end of this fruitful presidency, he reverted once more to a simple member of the 
staff, teaching his classes for a further seven years with that same meticulous care with 
which he did everything, until his retirement in 1976. But for him retirement was simply a 
change of occupation. Now he could devote his time to tasks he had not had the time for 
before: the compilation of textbooks on English Literature in conjunction with Folens & 
Co, a Marian Anthology, articles on spiritual and religious topics, the giving of retreats 
and missions, and finally, but by no means least, his love of gardening and flowers. The 
beautiful and exotic shrubs and trees that grace the front avenue, which hundreds of pupils, 
and their parents, pass with unseeing eyes day after day, are the product of the love and 
attention that Fr Murray lavished on them. An accident in which he was knocked down by 
a car when attending the funeral of one of the foundation members of the Legion of Mary, 
and in which he sustained multiple injuries, from which he never really fully recovered, 
hastened his end. He bore his final illness with its attendant pain with the fortitude and 
calm that was characteristic of him. It was altogether fitting that one who had lived such a 
priestly life should end it on Holy Thursday, the feast of the Institution of the Priesthood, 
April 17, 1984. 

William O'Connor, CSSp. David Darcy, CSSp. Gerald Lord, CSSp. 
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During this period must be recorded the death at the age of 55 of Fr William O'Connor 
who was Dean of Studies fron 1957 to 1962. Born in county Tipperary. Fr O'Connor was 
educated in Rockwell College before joining the Holy Ghost Fathers, where he studied, 
first in UCD, obtaining Honours Degrees in Arts and Science, and then in the Gregorian 
University in Rome, where he was one of the very few Irishmen to be awarded the coveted 
Gold Medal for theology. On his return from Rome he was appointed to Kimmage Manor 
where taught theology for twelve years before coming to St Mary's as Dean of Studies in 
1957, a position he filled with the zeal and painstaking care with which he did everything. 
He left St Mary's in 1962 to take up the position of Superior of Kimmage Manor where 
he was in the forefront of the efforts to put into practice the renewal of the Liturgy just 
then called for by the Vatican Council. He was a sensitive, kind man who would never 
knowingly embarrass or hurt the feelings of even the smallest boy and if felt he had, he 
would immediately seek him out to make amends. 

Fr Dick Kissane, Fr Anthony O 'Carroll, Fr S. Moore and Fr David Darcy were Deans 
of Studies at various times at this period. 

While the number of students in Kimmage Manor still allowed for a number of prefects 
to be sent to the colleges every year, the writing was already on the wall and it was known 
that fewer and fewer would be available in the future. It was not until the end of Vatican 
II in 1965 that the scheme to send prefects out to the missions for missionary experience 
rather than to the colleges at home began to take shape and, by 1969, prefects ceased to 
exist as far as the domestic colleges were concerned. Lay teachers would have to fill the 
gaps, and as early as September 1961 the College Council approved a plan to employ lady 
teachers in the junior school. 

FEMALE TEACHING STAFF 

Since the 1940s Miss Maura Cranny (Mrs F. O 'Donnell) had taught elocution in the junior 
school and in the lower classes of the senior school. When the college first re-opened 
in 1926 it was a lady teacher, Mrs Johnson, an aunt of film star Maureen O'Hara, who 
taught elocution for some years, while Miss Medlar taught dancing in the '30s. Later, in 
the late '40s and early '50s Miss Kathleen Uhlemann taught singing, to be followed in turn 
by Miss Moira Griffiths and Miss Muriel Morris. Miss Ruth Dromgoole taught art, and 
was followed by Miss Olive O'Connor. So the idea of lady teachers in the school was by 
no means a new one. At the same time, these were all specialist teachers, and in a sense, 
part-time in that they gave their services to a number of schools at the same time. The new 
lady teachers in the junior school were to be full time teachers of general subjects. The first 
of these were Mrs F. Curtin and Mrs J. Eglington who came in 1961, to be followed the 
next year by Miss S. Murphy and Miss P. Nash. It was a change for the better in that it 
brought a new atmosphere into the school, a toning down of the boisterousness perhaps, 
without diminishing the robustness that had characterised the school from its beginnings. 
It was not until September 1969 that the first full-time lady teacher was engaged for the 
senior school, Mrs Brinkworth, who taught Latin in 4A, SA, 6A. From that time, as we 
shall see, the number of female teachers steadily increased. 

FEES 

In order to keep pace with inflation, the school fees had gone up in 1953, 1958 and 1964. 

Mar 1953 Senior School £31/10; Junior School £27/10 plus extras. 
Apr 1958 Senior School £38/14; Junior School £33 comprehensive. 
Jan 1964 Senior School £50; Junior School £40 comprehensive. 
Sept 1966 Senior School £60; Junior School £50 comprehensive. 
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DEVELOPMENT 

As we saw at the beginning of the last chapter, the need for further extension to the school, 
particularly to the junior school, was apparent long before circumstances made it feasible 
to do anything about it. But in 1963 the Building Fund Committee felt able to wind up its 
affairs and serious attention could be given to the scheme for further extension. Apart from 
a total re-structuring of the junior school, a proper gymnasium, with showers, changing 
rooms and toilets, was urgently needed. With the enormous increase in car traffic as more 
and more of the boys were brought to school by their parents on their way to work, a 
larger and more suitable main entrance on the Rathmines Road was needed, and, in order 
to facilitate this, the gate lodge which had fallen into disuse for some years would have to 
be removed. 

At a College Council meeting on April 27, 1964, the following restructuring qf the Junior 
School was envisaged: 

(a) Ten classrooms (including the existing) to accommodate 310 boys. 
(b) Singing and Elocution room, tiered, for 60 boys. 
(c) Art Room for 30 boys, with store-room, sink etc. 
(d) Cloakrooms, open corridor rack type. 
( e) Toil et block 
(f) Staff cloakroom and toilets. Lockers for books and gowns. 
(g) Dean's office 
(h) Book-shop 
(i) Separate entrance and foyer 

In addition to the extension to the Junior School, the following general alterations were 
also planned for: 

(j) Lunch-room for 40 boys 
(k) New chair-store for hall and stage-store for props. 
(l) New pavilion, with showers. 
(m) New sports-equipment store 
(n) Bridge from House to New Chapel 
( o) New bicycle-shed 
(p) Demolition of gate lodge 
( q) Increase in the width and sweep of main entrance. 
(r) New entrance gates, pillars, school crest etc. 
(s) Gymnasium. 

Estimates of the cost of these alterations and additions were given by Messrs Desmond 
MacGreevy and Associates: 

Demolition -
Junior School -
Domestic works -
Pointing and wigging -
Cycle storage, pavilion -
Contingency sum -

Total, 

£1,450 
£55,900 
£19,440 

£840 
£13,050 

£4,000 

£94,680, 

(incl. new kitchen) 
(to match new frontage) 

The sum of £2,500 to be added if new heating system is provided. 
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Bridge connecting Chapel to 
the Community House 

junior School extension and 
new North Boundary Wall 

COLLEGE REDEVELOPMENTS, 1966-1968 

New Entrance to junior School 
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Finalists in the Debate 
organised by the Safety 
First Association of 
Ireland, 1964 
David Liddy, 
Antoin Murphy, 
Terence Browne. 

In January 1965 it was decided to put the work out to tender in sections: (1) Junior 
School (2) Entrance gates (3) Pavilion. In the course of the planning it was found that the 
design decided on would not fit conveniently into the space available. Insufficient passage 
would be left between the building and the barracks wall. Negotiations were entered into 
in December 1965 with the Department of Defence and as a result, a strip of land was 
leased from the barracks for the sum of £1,000 at an annual rent of £14. The strip was 30 
feet by 452 feet, extending from the present Junior School cycle-shed to the back of the 
property. With this accomplished the first phase of the project could now get underway, 
that is, the altered main entrance, new perimiter wall on the north of the property enclosing 
the newly acquired land, and the pavilion. Total cost of this phase was to be £25,000. 

The work began in 1966 and it was not until December 1968 that the main contractors, 
W. P. Bolger & Son, took down their sign at the front gate. Hooper & Mayne were the 
architectural firm with Vincent Fitzgerald the partner directly involved. The engineer was 
Tim O'Brien. That gave us three past students involved, Brian Hooper, Paddy Bolger 
and Tim O'Brien. School continued while the work was in progress, with as little 
inconvenience as possible, but with the best will in the world there were inconveniences 
for more than two years, and it was only the pleasure of luxuriating in the new facilities that 
made the travail worthwhile. The new Junior School wing with five new airy classrooms, 
a spacious purpose-built art room, the new elocution theatre, offices, stores, cloakrooms, 
and its own separate entrance, gave the space and convenience that had been dreamed of. 
The hall and stage were renovated and re-decorated, while the new junior school wing was 
so attached to the hall that it provided both a stage-entry and a green-room that Fr Barry 
had always wanted. Outside, the new gymnasium transformed the back recreation yard, 
and the new changing rooms were a welcome addition. 

Connecting the new wing to the old house entailed a number of changes, particularly 
as they accompanied a re-structuring of the Community kitchen quarters. Much of this 
alteration was internal and invisible to the outside, but one particular alteration was most 
noticeable, and that was the removal of the greenhouse which had been a feature of the 
front of the college from the day the property was bought. This had to make way for 
the new kitchen, on top of which an office for the Bursar was built. The greenhouse was 
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removed and part of it used to erect the greenhouse that now stands beside the junior 
school cycle-shed. 

To pay for all this £75,000 was borrowed from the Irish Permanent Building Society. 
The new Junior School was ready for occupation when school re-opened in September 

1967, but with touching up to be done here and there, it was not until November that the 
workmen were finished. So, on November 23, the Dean of the Junior School, Fr John 
Hourigan, blessed the new building, accompanied by the captain of the junior school, 
David Levins, and vice captain, Declan Howard. Meanwhile work continued on the 
other parts of the project and it was not until July 1968 that it was considered feasible 
to tarmacadam the yard and the front avenue which had suffered the usual fate of building 
sites. The relief of being handed back one's property by builders is better experi~nced 
than described, as any housewife will tell you who has had to cope with even the best of 
workmen. 

Meanwhile, Kenilworth Square was not being neglected. Trees and shrubs were being 
continually planted and 200 thornquicks (hawthorns) were planted to replace the perimiter 
hedge which had deteriorated. Living quarters were added to the cricket pavilion for a 
groundsman, who would give a presence in the Square at all times and deter trespassers 
or vandals. Even the college itself was not free from vandals. In August 1968 a fire in 
the new senior school bicycle shed damaged a couple of the bays and some stage props 
that were being stored there. The Fire Brigade had the fire quickly under control and the 
soldier on duty nearby at the barracks entrance stated that he saw two youths climbing 
over the College wall and running up Ardee Road shortly before the alarm was given by 
two passing soldiers. 

SCHOOL ROLL 

Between 1963 and 1969 there was little variation in the number attending the two schools. 
1963 saw 623 on the roll, 347 in the senior school and 276 in the junior, while at the end 
of the period there were 324 in the senior and 303 in the junior. 

ACADEMICS 

The following are the tabulated results for the Leaving Certificate and Intermediate 
Certificate: 

Leaving Certificate 

Year No. Sitting Hons. Pass 

1964 50 10 (20%) 34 (88%) 
1965 55 14 (25%) 36 (90%) 
1966 42 9 (21 % ) 28 (88%) 
1967 44 11 (25%) 29 (90%) 
1968 40 14 (35%) 26 (95%) 
1969 40 11 (27%) 24 (86%) 

Intermediate Certificate 

1964 74 24 (32%) 28 (70%) 
1965 63 29 (35%) 25 (85%) 
1966 60 35 (58%) 17 (86%) 
1967 69 34 (47%) 27 (88%) 
1968 46 25 (54%) 15 (87%) 
1969 52 13 "A"s 62 "B "s 
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Gerald Costello 
Winner Dublin Corporation 
University Scholarship, 1964 

john McDowell 
Winner Dublin Corporation 
University Scholarship, 1964 

Kev in Martin 
Winner Dublin Corporation 
University Scholarship, 1965 

Overall during the period, 40% of those doing the Leaving Cert gained honours, while 
62% of those doing the Inter Cert did so. The passing averages for the two exams was in 
the 90s. These results were cause for quiet satisfaction, particularly as they were liberally 
sprinkled with outstanding individual feats, as had become the norm in the school. In 
1964 Gerald Costello and John McDowell won Dublin Corporation scholarships to 
university, while John also won a UCD entrapce scholarship in maths and maths 
physics. The following year it was Kevin Martin who won a Dublin Corporation 
university scholarship and Vincent O'Meara a university entrance scholarship. In 1969 
a change was made in the system of marking, introducing the "A" and "B" grades in 
place of the honours classification. 

DRAMATICS 

For the dramatic presentation at Christmas 1963 Fr Barry chose, with some trepidation, 
Robert Bolt's A Man For All Seasons. He felt that it really required a maturer cast than 
a secondary school could provide. As it turned out, excellent acting, good delineation 
of character and splendid diction carried the day and the play was well served by Peter 
Walsh in the eponymous role of Sir Thomas More, ably supported by John Fanagan as his 
daughter Meg, Desmond Mulligan as Wolsey, David Liddy as Chapuys, Terence Brown 
as Norfolk, John Finan as More's wife and Francis Hickey as Henry VIII. 

The concert at the Distribution of Prizes the following summer followed the traditional 
lines, a mixture of choral verse-speaking and choral singing. For Christmas Fr Barry chose 
Shakespeare for the first time for many years. He was influenced by the fact that it was the 
400th Anniversary of playwright's birth. Twelfth Night was chosen as less frequently seen. 
David Liddy as Sir Toby Belch carried the play, in Fr Barry's estimation. David went on to 
make a career for himself in acting after he had gained a degree in Economics and Politics 
in UCD. He directed plays in UCD winning Irish University Drama Association Festival 
awards in successive years, and after college helped found the Dublin Stage Company 
which included Sorcha Cusack, one of the many talented daughters of Cyril Cusack. 
Some TV presentation work followed at home before he tried his hand in England 
where there were more opportunities, and after some minor jobs which he did well 
enough to gain attention, spent two years as manager of the Manchester Opera House 
and then General Manager of the Royal Court Theatre, Liverpool. When a vacancy as 
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manager of the Abbey Theatre in Dublin appeared he applied and got the position. He 
was well supported in Twelfth Night by Neil O'Shea as Orsino, John Fanagan as Olivia, 
John Finan as Malvolio, Joseph Kenny as Antonio and Bernard Somers as the Priest. 

For the prize-giving concerts in summer 1965, the junior school concert followed the 
usual choral verse-speaking and singing, while the senior concert was mainly choral 
singing with a few extracts from plays by Second Year for variety. At Christmas Fr 
Barry reverted to farce, but was really forced into this by having to abandon, for reason 
of inadequate acting material, his original choice of The Happiest Days of Your Life. He 
was further handicapped by illness among the cast both earlier on and on the eve of the 
dress rehearsal which forced the abandonment of the usual Sunday preview attended by 
the neighbouring convents. It became a postview the following Sunday. The Mummy and 
the Mumps takes place in a girls school and called for a number of female impersonations. 
For the third year running John Fanagan took the lead here and proved excellent as indeed 
were Walter Scales, Gerard Walsh, Carl Opperman and Donal Donovan. Peter Caffrey, 
Neil O'Shea and Philip Bourke played the main male roles. 

This was the last production for some years because of the work on re-structuring the 
Junior School. When dealing with this earlier on we mentioned that the hall and stage were 
renovated and painted as part of the project. This was not what Fr Barry had hoped for. He 
had envisaged knocking down the hall completely and reconstructing it entirely, since he 
considered it completely decayed. He wanted the slope on the stage removed, a cyclorama 
constructed and good lighting put in. None of these things was done. A completely new 
floor was put in which was a great improvement, but the walls were merely plastered over 
and then found to be full of dry rot, so the plastering had to be re-done. The lighting was 
improved but the switch-board was put in the wrong place and the new curtain worked 
from the wrong side. An amount of stage property including scenery was destroyed in the 
fire in the new bicycle-shed, so new flats, doors etc were bought in Dockrell's and shelves 
put up in the dressing room, which still had the dust-gathering cement floor. It was a big 
improvement, but in the view of Fr Barry an opportunity lost of doing a really fine job. 

Although no theatrical or musical presentation was given from May 1966 until May 1969 
because of the building activities, Miss Cranny continued her sterling work with the Junior 
School and the junior classes in the Senior School in elocution, verse-speaking and drama, 
so that the stream of talented actors and speakers that the school had become accustomed 
to call upon for the Senior productions in no way dried up. When the BBC came to Ireland 

Denis Byrne (Rich) and 
Peter Walsh 

(Sir Thomas More). 

"Man for All Seasons" 
john Finan (Lady Alice) and 

Peter Walsh 
(Sir Thomas More). 
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john Finan (Malvolio), 
john Fanagan (Olivia) and 

Neil O'Shea 
(Feste the Clown). 

"Twelfth Night" 
Neil O'Shea (Feste the Clown) 

and Walter Scales (Viola) 

Bart McKenna (Maria) 
and David Liddy (Sir Toby) 

in 1968 to cast for a production they were making of Patricia Lynch's children's story, The 
Bookshop On The Quay, it was to Miss Cranny's pupils in St Mary's and St Louis's that 
they turned, and from the Press reports, they were tremendously impressed by the talent 
and poise of the Irish children they recruited. Taking the leads were Francis O'Donnell 
and Eoghan Redmond of St Mary's and Siobhan McCarthy of St Louis's. Incidentally, 
Siobhan's father, Tony, himself went to St Mary's with his brother, Gerry, both of whom 
appeared in school productions. They lived in No 64 Rathmines Rd opposite the College, 
in one of the two houses now owned by the Holy Childhood. Siobhan McCarthy went 
on to star in many West End musical productions, including Evita, Chess, Cats. 

In May 1969 the Annual Prize-giving Concert could again be held and was successfully 
produced once more by Miss Cranny (choral Verse) and Fr Maiben (choral singing). 

GAMES 

Rugby 
We have already seen how well the 60s started for games in the school with the first 
winning of the Leinster Senior Schools cup in 1961. In 1963-64 with only three defeats 
since the opening of the season in September, St Mary's approached the Cup season under 
the captaincy of Niall Coleman with confidence. Castleknock and Clongowes barred the 
way to the final. Knock had a powerful pack, gaining constant possession from the tight 
and line-out. It was a hard tight battle settled by a single penalty goal from the boot of 
Paul Doddy. N. J. Dunne of the Irish Independent described it thus: 

One of the mightiest penalty kicks ever seen in Schools rugby lofted St Mary's 
into the second round of the Schools' Cup at Donnybrook yesterday. - a 
gigantic 45 yard effort by left winger P. Doddy that cleared the bar with 
plenty of spare. 

The Clongowes pack in the next round was not as strong and St Mary's, with the wind, 
racked up 11 points through Paul Doddy with a try, conversion and two penalties. Even 
against the wind in the second half they gave no quarter and Clongowes' only reply was 
a penalty. St Mary's ended with a flourish when Michael Forde went over for a try. 

On to the final and another tilt at Blackrock in a titanic struggle up front. Let Sean 
Diffley of the Irish Press sum up: 
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Schools' Rugby 
Interprovincials, 1964 

Gerry O 'Hagan 
(Connaught), 

Gerry Moloney 
( Leinster ), 

Michael Glynn 
(Connaught), 

Paul Daddy (Leinster). 

Schools' Rugby 
Interprovincials, 1966 

Back: H. Murphy 
( Leinster ), 

D. Byrne ( Leinster ), 
R. Foley (Leinster), 

]. Moloney (Leinster). 
Front: C. Mullaney 

(Conaught), 
S. Deering (Leinster), 

R . Bailey (Leinster). 
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Schools' Rugby 
Interprovincials, 1965 

Back: Jim McDonnell 
(Connaught), 
Shay Deering (Leinster), 
Front: Robin Bailey 
( Leinster ), 
Ron Foley ( Leinster ), 
Gerry O'Hagan 
(Connaught). 



In this match the forward duel was as fierce as will be seen this year. There 
was no back play - the marking was too keen for that. Blackrock won 
because they made no mistakes .. . 

This must be the best Blackrock pack for a number of years. St Mary's, it 
must be stressed, were worthy opponents. There were no finer forwards on 
the field than Michael Glynn, a towering second row player, and prop Barry 
O'Sullivan. Against any other opposition this pack would have gained the 
upper hand. 
Result: Blackrock 9 (3 pens) St Mary's 0. 

Four of that gallant team gained lnterprovincial caps, Paul Doddy and Gerry Moloney 
for Leinster; Michael Glynn and Garry O'Hagan for Connaught. 

The Juniors went into the 1963-64 season as cup-holders under the captaincy of Henry 
Murphy, assisted by Shay Deering. On paper they did not look as formidable as the 
year before, although the excellent partnership between scrum-half Johnny Moloney and 
Henry Murphy continued from where it had left off the year before. As they chalked up 
victory after victory and a number of narrow defeats, the confidence grew as the Cup 
approached. But that proved as unpredictable as ever. An 11-6 defeat of The High School 
in the last minute, which relied on the kicking of Brian Godfrey did not inspire confidence. 
The next outing, against Terenure in a near-gale force wind, proved their undoing. Two 
mistakes let Terenure in with an 8-3 victory. A player to figure prominently on that team 
and to go on to a successful rugby career with the Club was Liam Na ugh ton, for a long 
time now a valuable member of the Staff of the College. 

·The Under-13s were unstoppable that season. They played 27 matches and won 27. 
They scored 472 points and had only 31 scored against them. Their line was crossed only 
4 times, and they held the opposition scoreless on 19 occasions. Captained by P. Delaney 
with D. Coleman as Vice-Captain, they combined fitness and stamina with the basic skills 
and teamwork, to overcome all obstacles. The wealth of talent at hand that year is shown 
by the fact that 33 players were used. The names of some of these became household names 
in the years after, like Paul Andreucetti, Liam Grissing, Frank Kennedy, Derek Jennings, 
all of whom gave sterling service to school and club, although not in the positions in which 
they played as U-13s. They easily won the Provincial's Cup that year. 

An excellent record of 21 matches won out of 25 played in the 1964-65 season augured 
well for the Senior Cup. Wins against Wesley (24-0), CBC Monkstown (22-0), Belvedere 
(14-0) set up a semi-final match with Castleknock. The fixture was postponed because of 
rain and the condition of the ground and when the postponed date turned out wet, it was 
only after consultation with all parties concerned and the difficulty in finding an alternate 
date that the game was played on a pitch which was in the words of Paul Mc W eeney of the 
Irish Times, "An expanse of soft treacherous mud . .. It was a pity either side had to lose 
on such a day". In the eighth minute of injury time with the second last kick of the match 
Castleknock scored a penalty which put them into the final. That fine St Mary's team 
produced five Interprovincials, Robin Bailey, Ron Foley and Shay Deering for Leinster; 
Garry O'Hagan and Jim McDonnell for Connaught. 

The JCT was captained this year by Johnny Moloney. They were a small team but full 
of spirit. They accounted for Terenure in the first round of the Cup but succumbed to 
Castleknock in the second. 

The U-13s set out to emulate their predecessors and scored 540 points in 22 matches, 
but were beaten in the final of the Cup 6-13 by Willow Park. 

1965-66 was another great season and saw the Leinster Schools Senior Cup on its was 
back to Rathmines once more. Shay Deering was the inspiring Captain, Johnny Moloney 
and Henry Murphy the halves, who would continue their partnership into Interprovincial 
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Leinster Schools' Senior Cup Winners, 1966 
Back: T. Daddy, ]. Gilsenan, P. Boylan, R. Foley, D. Byrne, W. Hooper, G. Sharv in, C. Mullaney . 

Seated: G. Smyth, H. Murphy, S. Deering (Capt), G. Saab, R. Bailey. 
Front:]. Moloney, L. Naughton. 

status at both Schools and Senior level. St Joseph's Black.heath came before Christmas to 
play and St Mary's returned the visit after Christmas and also played St Mary's, Sidcup 
during the tour. But all this was very much peripheral to the real business of the season 
- the Cup. This was a difficult campaign. There were no easy matches. As their trainer, 
Fr Walter Kennedy wrote in the School Annual: 

"All four Cup games had to be fought with the utmost determination 
and purpose, from the back-to-the-wall defensive opening game against 
Terenure, to the final against N ewbridge, where twice a lead of 3 points 
had to be wiped out." 

Terenure were beaten 5-3 in the first round, but were kept at bay only by a most resolute 
defence. They pounded the St Mary's line for the entire second half in an effort to wipe 
out the 5 points which came from a try by Murphy in combination with Moloney and 
converted by Peter Boylan. Terenure's only reward for all their pressure was a penalty . In 
the second round against Belvedere St Marys' were slow to get into their stride. An equally 
big Belvedere pack stood up to them well for quite a while, but eventually were overrun 
and St Mary's scored three tries, two of them by forwards, Hooper and Foley, the third 
by Murphy. Deering had a hand in all of them. St Mary's were forced to fight all the way 
in the semi-final against Clongowes, whom they beat by three tries (9 pts) to a try and and 
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penalty (6 pts). While the tries were scored by the backs, 2 by Bailey in the centre and one 
by Saab on the wing, the real credit was taken by the St Mary's pack. Bailey was injured 
and off the field for 20 mins during which Clongowes staged a recovery, but St Mary's 
held on. ~ 

Seven of the team gained Interpros, Murphy, Moloney, Byrne, Foley,-Deering and 
Bailey for Leinster, Mullaney for Connaught. 

Great things were expected of the Juniors who had been unbeaten as U-13s in their 
day. Declan Coleman was Capt. and Ciaran O'Connell Vice-Capt. They sustained only 
a couple of narrow losses during the season, and while the weather had cancelled match 
after match coming up to the Cup, it was felt they could still do it. The first round match 
against CBC Monkstown was played on a pitch which favoured no one. In the last minute 
of the game a relieving kick was charged down and CBC won the race for the touchdown. 
The final whistle blew after the failed conversion. 

1966-67 might easily have been a let-down after the heroics of the previous year, but 
the return of such stalwarts as Johnny Moloney, Liam Naughton, Greg Smyth, Peter 
Boylan, Charlie Mullaney put great backbone into the side. They did not have a brilliant 
friendly season, losing seven of their twenty-two matches, but in the Cup they refused 
to be beaten, living on a knife-edge, surviving by a thread. They beat Pres. Bray 9-6 in 
the first round, surviving a second-half onslaught that should have overwhelmed them. 
Next it was Castleknock, 9-8, with a last-minute try by Johnny Moloney settling a closely 
contested and memorable encounter. It was 11-9 in the semi-final against Clongowes and 
once more it was Johnny Moloney who snatched victory from the jaws of defeat with a 
last-minute try again in a game which was the most exciting of the competition. In contrast, 
the final against Rock was almost an anti-climax. After a scoreless first half, Rock ran in 
three tries and St Mary's presssed hard but it was only just before the final whistle that 
they were rewarded with a try by Peter Boylan. 11-3. Five Interpros came from the team, 
Johnny Moloney, Greg Smyth and Peter Boylan for Leinster, Charlie Mullaney and Paddy 
Keogh for Connaught. In addition, Moloney and Mullaney were appointed captains of 
their respective provinces. 

With just 4 defeats in 17 matches during the season, the Juniors were a good if 
lightweight team. They practised hard and were enthusiastic and none more than captain 
Liam Grissing and his able assistant, Paul Andreucetti. However, the unpedictibility of 
cup rugby asserted itself again and they went down to two penalties by Terenure in their 
first match. 

Aidan Delaney was the only player available to the U-13s from the previous year and 
did heroic work as captain to instil confidence in the newcomers. If the Juniors were small, 
these were tiny and were overwhelmed in their first two matches by Belvedere and Willow, 
which didn't help to inspire confidence. All year they found it hard to get possession from 
set pieces and had to make-do with morsels from broken play. A 6-0 defeat in the Provincial 
Cup final with Willow was an honourable defeat. 

67-68 was a descent from the heights of the previous years, but not for want of trying. 
An under-weight team gave of their best without Lady Luck ever smiling on them. They 
drew with Gonzaga in the first round of the Cup, 3-3, a penalty goal by Gonzaga matched 
in the closing minutes by a try from St Mary's. The replay ended 3-3 again and went into 
extra time when St Mary's scored a penalty but Gonzaga a converted try. 

The Juniors, captained by Eddie Wigglesworth, started off in brave fashion, carving out 
a solid 17-6 win over a bigger Roscrea team in the first round, setting up a meeting with 
Gonzaga, which St Mary's won despite the frowns of Lady Luck. Aidan Delaney broke 
his wrist in the first five minutes and could take no further part; Maurice Agnoli injured his 
leg soon after and had to retire. An 8-3 victory was heroic in these circumstances. Belvedere 
were the opponents in the semi-final which ended in another 3-3 draw. The replay was held 
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Leinster Schools' Senior Cup Winners, 1969 
Back: L. Grissing, E. Wigglesworth, P. Greene,]. Fearon, P. Andreucetti, M. McLaughlin, M. Finlay. 

Seated: G. Madden, ]. Caffrey, D . Jennings (Capt), C. O'Conaill,]. Kelly. 
Front: G. Aylward, T. Lynch. 

Absent: B. O'Kelly 

after heavy rain and during heavy rain which turned the pitch into a quagmire, giving the 
li&ht St Mary's pack no footing against their heavier opponents. Belvedere ran out 12-0 
winners. 

Unbelievably, the heights were scaled again, for the third time in nine years, when St 
Mary's won the Schools Senior Cup in 68-69. Under the captaincy of Derek Jennings, they 
looked the part from the very first Cup match, in which they defeated Castleknock by 23 
pts to 3. The Irish Press summed up their talents thus: 

This was a very commendable victory for St Mary's in every way. The 
Rathmines team played with such zest, spirit and skill, that it would not be 
foolhardy at this early stage of the competition to make them favourites. 
The forwards played with energy and vitality which one associates with 
players of a higher grade of rugby, and their fierce~determined rucking was 
a telling factor in this victory ... Behind the scrum there was the necessary 
penetration to translate an abundance of good "ball" into scores .. . 

"Another vintage exhibition" against Gonzaga saw them amass 20 pts ( a goal, 3 tries, 2 
pens.) to 6 (1 try, 1 pen). The forwards broke even but it was the "searing penetration of 
the backline which enabled them to register another decisive win." 
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Newbridge were the opponents in the semi-final, which had been postponed until after 
Easter because of waterlogged grounds, and they produced, as they usually do, the 
best-drilled pack in the competition, which "won the territorial game hands down", in 
the words of E. van Esbeck of the Irish Times. 

"The winners earned their passage to the decider in a game that was in the 
best tradition of this competition; full of fluid movement and climaxed by 
the breath-taking finish as Newbridge tried gallantly to gain the vital score 
needed to wipe out the 4 points by which they trailed from the eighth minute 
of the second half. That they did not succeed was due to the excellent St 
Mary's cover which throughout the game was a bulwark that Newbridge 
found impossible to breach." 

Terenure were the co-finalists when St Mary's School team emulated their Club Seniors 
in carrying off the Leinster Cup. The Club XV had defeated Trinity in what the Irish 
Times described as a match to be remembered, and the final against Terenure was in direct 
succession for excitement and standard of play. 

Three were picked for their Provinces, John Caffrey for Leinster, captaining the team 
against Munster and Connaught. The game with Ulster was not played due to the lateness 
of the Schools final. Ciaran O'Connell and Liam Grissing played for Connaught. 

There was a Victory Dinner in the College for the team attended by the Captain, Sean 
Lynch, and coach, Ned Carmody, of the Club XV which had won the Senior Cup. The 
entire school was then treated to a film in honour of the victory during which highlights 
of the final were shown. Later, the Club hosted a Dinner for the SCT at which they were 
presented with Club ties. 

The Juniors were led by Jerome Harrington in 68-69. The Hooper twins excelled with 
Harrington in the pack, but there were serious weaknesses in the backline which showed 
up in the Cup. A 6-6 draw with Clongowes in the first round was followed by a narrow 
8-6 defeat in the replay. But with two Cup wins that season, one must not be greedy. 

Athletics 

The Annual Sports Day continued to throw up the brilliant individual athlete as had 
become customary. In 63-64 it was Paul Doddy who won the 100 and 220 in the Leinster 
Colleges Championships and Jim Fanning, who broke both the High Jump and Triple 
Jump College records. Jim was to go on to win National honours in the High Jump and 
represent Ireland on many occasions. Johnny Moloney was beginning to show his pace in 
the Junior section which would later bring him All-Ireland honours in Colleges sprinting 
and his place on the wing during Ireland's tour of Australia in 1979. In the Leinster Colleges 
Championships, 2 gold, 4 silver and 10 bronze medals were won. 

In 64-65 Athletics was beginning to be taken a bit more seriously although limited 
time was always a bugbear. If Easter was late, there could be very little time before the 
Summer Exams. An inter-school meeting in which Blackrock, Castleknock and St Paul's 
took part was an earnest of this seriousness, and while St Mary's did not do that well 
in the more senior ranks, they easily won the U-13 and U-14 sections. In the Leinster 
Championships the Junior Relay came a close second to O'Connell's, breaking the old 
record in the process. Beaten by a yard in the Leinster Sports, the Relay team were beaten 
by inches in the All-Ireland by the same good O'Connell's squad. 

In 65-66 the only "friendly" was with Castleknock and there were mixed fortunes. St 
Mary's won all the Senior events but the Intermediate and Junior sections were not as 
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Inter-Colleges Athletic 
Successes, 1967 

Back: D. Greene, 
]. Moloney, B. Gunn. 

Seated: D. Conway, 
]. Naughton, G. Aylward. 

All-Ireland Sports: 
Senior 

JOO Yards: J. D. Conway 
220 Yards: J. ]. Moloney 
440 Yards: 3. ]. Moloney 

Mile: J. ]. Naughton 
(4 mins. J 8.6 secs. record). 

junior 
JOO Yards: 2. G. Aylward 

Leinster Sports: 
Senior 

JOO Yards: J. D. Conway 
220 Yards: 2.]. Moloney 

Mile: J. j. Naughton (record) 
3 Miles: J. ]. Naughton (record) 

Cross-country: J. ]. Naughton 

junior 
JOO Yards: 2. G. Aylward 

International 
Students' Games: 

D. Conway Third in JOO metres, 
Member of winning Relay Team 

strong and Castleknock won by a point. In the Leinster Sports Henry Murphy won the 
440 in a record-equally 51.8 secs, a feat he repeated in the All-Ireland. The Junior Relay 
again came good, coming close second to a Blackrock quartet in both Leinster and the 
All-Ireland, but Rock had to beat the record to win. 

66-67 was a good year for athletics, although as usual it was only a small band of 
enthusiasts who were involved. Cricket and basketball took their toll of the talent 
available. The outstanding individual this year was John Naughton, whose assiduous 
practice all the year round saw him reap the rewards of his toil in winning a 
record-breaking three miles race in the Leinster Championships and a dramatic mile 
championship in the All-Ireland Sports. Dermot Conway won the 100 and Lynch Cup 
in Leinster and repeated his win in the All-Ireland. He was selected to represent Ireland 
in the Catholic Students Games in Strasburg and came a very creditable third in the 100 
metres and was a member of the victorious Irish Relay team.Johnny Moloney was second 
in the Leinster 220 but came good in the All-Ireland to win it. He took second place behind 
record-breaking Eamon O'Keeffe in the Leinster 440, but after his great effort in the 220 
could only manage third in the All-Ireland 440~· But he joined up with Conway, Gunn 
and Greene to win the Leinster Relay. In the Junior section, Gerry Aylward came a close 
second in the 100. John Naughton's feats were praised in the national press: 
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John Naughton, a final year St Mary's College pupil, who set a new record 
time for the mile in the preliminaries, won the event, and also set up a record 
for the 3 miles in the finals of the Leinster Colleges Championships. 

On a track made lifeless because of rain, Naughton's new time of 15 
mins 14.9 secs was the best achievement of the afternoon. 80 minutes after 
leading the field from start to finish to win the mile easily, Naughton strode 
out in the 3 miles event ... lapped the rest of the competitors, apart from 
P. Donnelly of Blackrock, at least once, to cut 13.3 secs off the previous best 
time. (Sunday Press). 

It was a thrill-packed afternoon of scintillating record-breaking athletics at 
Iveagh Grounds where exciting mile and 440 events provided the highlights 
of the All-Ireland Schools and Colleges Championships. 

Stout-hearted John Naughton of St Mary's College slashed the existing 
mile record by more than eight seconds. This mile was undoubtedly the 
centrepiece of the afternoon in which conditions were perfect ... 

In the senior 100 yds another St Mary's student, Desmond Conway, 
scored an inches win from Brendan O'Regan (Crescent). Yet another St 
Mary's athlete, John Moloney, showed his superb finishing speed and 
strength when taking the 220 yd title in 22.8 secs, just two tenths of a 
second outside the record. (Sunday Independent) 

Cricket 

1963-64 was not a very successful season for cricket although the senior team had all played 
the previous year. The first four League games ended in draws and then St Mary's beat 
Kings Hospital, Wesley and Sandford before succumbing to High School who contested 
the final with Blackrock and lost. The Juniors went out of the Cup in the first round 
to CUS. The U-14s played some good cricket through the season. Although losing to 
Belvedere early on, they defeated Masonic without loss of a wicket, and Mountjoy. A win 
over High School would have put St Mary's into the play-off, but they could only draw. 

Gerry Moloney and David Balfe were picked for Leinster in the match against Munster 
and David got a half century. He was also picked against Ulster. Gerry Moloney was 
unavailable for that match. 

In 1964-65 the Senior team was lacklustre and had a poor enough season. The Juniors 
did much better, reaching the Cup Final only to be beaten by a good Blackrock team 
because of poor fielding and weak batting. It was left to the Under-14s to restore gloss to 
the reputation of St Mary's at cricket. They did not seem all that good a squad as the season 
began under the captaincy of Paul Andreucetti, ably assisted by Liam Grissing, but success 
breeds success and as they won matches they came to believe in themselves. The first Cup 
match was really a rout. High School were set 64 to make in 75 minutes. They were all 
out in less than 30 mins for 19. Masonic nearly put paid to any hope of success when, 
having made only 34 themselves, they had St Mary's 14 for 6. Eddie Wigglesworth saved 
the day, pushing the score on to 32 for 8, and then hitting a lusty six into the shrubbery 
for a heart-stopping win. In the next match, against Terenure, St Mary's felt lucky to have 
made 70, as five of their batsmen had ducks! But as it transpired, the first four Terenure 
players also had ducks and they could only summon up 49 runs in reply. The final against 
Gonzaga was keenly contested. They made a slow 60 all out, and at one stage St Mary's 
were 13 for 3. But Liam Grissing made a sparkling 27'and Paul Andreucetti a whirlwind 
11 to take them out of danger and 61 was reached with the loss of 5 wickets and the Cup 
was home once more. 
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Under 14 Cricket XI 
- Cup Winners, 1965 

Standing: 
P. Mclaughlin, 
E. Wigglesworth, 
T. O'Flanagan, R. Foley, 
R. Kinane, F. Kennedy, 
V. Manning. 
Seated: G. Alyward, 
L. Grissing, 
P. Andreucetti (Capt), 
A. McShane, G. Sharkey. 

In 1965-66 that U-14 team were Juniors and looked good prospects for the Cup 
competition when they reached the semi-final against Blackrock. St Mary's made 136, 
but it was only good fielding that stopped Rock at 81. In the Final against High School, 
St Mary's put them all out for 82, which was not a great score. However, over-cautious 
batting put too few runs on the board and when the team's usual sheet-anchor, Liam 
Grissing, went cheaply, it seemed all up. Paul Andreucetti came in and hit vigorously 
for a glorious 29 but it was not enough and St Mary's were all out for 62. The U-14s were 
a good side and lost only to two teams, Willow Park and Gonzaga. Unfortunately, these 
were the two which contested the final of the Cup. 

1966-67 will go down in the records, according to Fr Barry, as the wettest cricket season 
in living memory. Torrents of rain in April and May, heavy skies and cold winds when 
play was in any way possible. In the League they won against Mountjoy and Gonzaga, 
had the match with Sandford washed out and lost a match to Blackrock they could have 
won. The dismal weather permitted the Juniors to play only six matches, winning four, 
losing one, having one abandoned. In the Cup they played Masonic first scoring 131. 
Then rain intervened and the match continued 3 WEEKS LATER! Is this a record? In 
atrocious conditions Masonic could only muster 31 when the match did continue. Fine 
weather came for the match with Wesley which was won esily enough. It was unfortunate 
that the semi-final with the eventual cup-winners, Belvedere, took place the day after the 
school sports. No one was in form and Belvedere ran out easy winners. 

The 1968-69 season was different in that St Mary's were unable to field a senior team. But 
the U-14s had a very successful season, winning 9 and drawing 4 of their 18 matches under 
Captain Gerry Delaney, who was to go on with success into the senior ranks with Leinster 
C.C. In the League they defeated Masonic, Wesley, Gonzaga and St Paul's to earn a place 
in the final with High School, who were clearly a better team and ran out easy winners. 

A feature of cricket during these years was the number of boys from St Mary's who 
joined Leinster Cricket Club across the road and played in their underage teams during 
the Summer. It is a practice which continues to this day. 

Basketball 
By 1963-64 Basketball was so popular that fifteen teams entered for the Senior House 
League which had to be divided into three sections to cater for them. Having two courts 
in Kenilworth was a great boon as the League alone comprised thirty matches. There were 
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seven teams in the Intermediate League and the standard was such that if improvement 
was maintained St Mary's could once again field a strong College team. 

14 teams played 64 games in the Senior League in 1964-65 with a high standard of play 
right through. Six teams participated in the Intermediate League which was not of a very 
high standard. 

Again no College team was formed but Basketball continued to be very popular in 
1965-66 with twelve teams in the Senior League and every match hotly contested. There 
were eight teams in the Intermediate League but no great improvement in the standard 
of play. 

While Basketball was considered a Summer game, in actual fact it was played all year 
round, provided there were no calls for rugby practice. In 1966-67 almost every boy in 
5th and 6th year took part or an interest in the game and in the fortunes of the teams. 
This enthusiasm continued in 67-68 and 68-69, and the guiding light and inspiring spirit 
in all this down through these years was Fr Cyril Byrne, who organised games, secured 
referees and refereed himself when necessary, although they made it a point that all the 
refereeing should be done by a panel of boys selected for that job. It was a rule that worked 
out extremely well in practice. 

Tennis 

After an absence of some years, in 1963-64 St Mary's entered a team for the Leinster 
Schools Championships. Those who were interested in the game had five lessons each 
from the Irish National Coach, Mr John Horn, at the beginning of the season, which 
at least put them on the right path. Their entry into the competition was for experience 
rather than with any great expectations of glory, and, in fact, they fell to St Paul's at the 
first hurdle, but it was valuable experience and one improves only by playing people better 
than oneself. 

A team was not entered in the Leinster Cup in i 964-65, but the Seniors entertained 
Terenure and the Juniors went to Blackrock for "friendlies", both of which St Mary's lost, 
though the Juniors gave a good account of themselves. The year was marked by the great 
increase of interest in the game throughout the school which resulted in Senior, Junior and 
Intermediate House Tournaments which were extremely successful. 

In 1965-66 it was the Juniors who took the limelight and acquitted themselves very well 
in the Leinster Schools Junior Cup. This cup is contested on a league basis in two sections 
with the winners of the sections meeting in the final. St Mary's finished with five points out 
of a possible ten, losing to Gonzaga, receiving a w.o. from St Conleth's and drawing with 
St Paul's, Gormanston and Terenure, all of whom are veterans of the competition. It was 
an excellent debut and the outlook was good for a Senior team in the following years. 

In 1966-67 the rains that wreaked such havoc with the cricket season had an equally 
devastating effect on the tennis since all the courts in Kenilworth were grass. It meant 
that the Senior team went to the hard courts in Bushy Park for their "home" game against 
Gormanstown with little or no practice. Most of the games were very close showing that 
in other circumstances St Mary's might well have won. All six members were eligible for 
the next year. The Juniors got in one game before the weather broke, in which they beat 
St Fintan's, Sutton, 4-2. After a long delay they faced St Paul's on hard courts, to which 
they were not accustomed and paid the penalty. A "First" was the appearance of an U-13 
tennis team who made an unsuccessful but valuable debut against Terenure. 

1967-68 had the best Senior team for many a year and had an outside chance of honours. 
However, weather was once again a spoilsport and St Mary's had to play their matches 
against Sutton in the first round once again on hard courts and were narrowly beaten. The 
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Juniors were a bit better in that Gerry Aylward beat the Castleknock No 1, 6-1, 6-1, to 
prevent a whitewash. An interesting innovation this season was the introduction by the 
Nestle firm of school "ladders'', with individual winners meeting winners from other 
schools in a knock-out competition. St Mary's had four "ladders" of 24 boys arranged 
according to classes. 

The story in 1968-69 was little different. It was Terenure who put out the Seniors in the 
first round, while the Juniors went down to CUS. However, all nine courts in Kenilworth 
continued to be crowded every half-day and most other days during the usually short (6 
weeks) tennis season. 

SCOUTING 

32 members of the 7th Dublin, together with their officers and Seniors, spent their 1964 
Summer Camp in the Channel Islands after a 24-hour journey by ferry and train, the first 
attack on Europe by the Troop, although the Senior troop had been to Normandy before. 
Fr O'Carroll handed over the chaplaincy to Fr David Darcy, thus inaugurating a most 
happy association which was to flourish for many years. Louis McMullan resigned in 1964 
to become Unit Leader. It was no hyperbole when the Knight Chief, Conal Hooper wrote 
in the 1965 College Annual that: Only those who have worked with him can know the 
debt the Unit him owes for the years when he virtually ran the Unit unaided; it is probably 
true to say that were it not for Louis McMullan the 7th Dublin would not exist. He was 
succeeded by Denis Kirby. 

In 1964 the Unit, which now comprised a revived Knight Errant Clan of Senior Scouters 
(under Conal Hooper) as well as a Senior Troop, or Venturers (under Frank Dowling and 
Donal O'Sullivan) regular Troop and Cub Pack (under Peter Best), won the Diocesan 
Shield at the Diocesan Sports and retained it with ease in 1965. Louis McMullan, Conal 
Hooper and Antoine Murphy made a medal-winning team in a number of cross-country 
competitions. 1966 was notable for many reasons, not least for the many anniversaries 
taking place, national and local. On the National front it was the 50th anniversary of the 
1916 Rising, and it was also the 40th anniversary of the foundation of the Catholic Boys 
Scouts of Ireland. The 7th Dublin took part in the National Camp organised in Lismore 
with 2,500 scouts participating. 

The following were the Summer Camps during the period. 

Year 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

Camp-Site 

Jersey, Channel Islands 
Rush, County Dublin (Cubs) 
Buckmore, Kent 
Dalgan Park (Cubs) 
Plymouth 
Courtown (Cubs) 
Lismore, Wexford 
Courtown, Wexford 
Youlbury, Oxford (7th) 
Youlbury, Oxford (8th) 
Courtown (Cubs) 
Lake Windermere 

Courtown (Cubs) 
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Chaplain 

Fr F. Duffy 

Fr O'Carroll 

Fr Darcy 

Fr Darcy 
Fr Darcy 
Fr Darcy 
Fr Darcy 

Fr Darcy 

Leader 

Louis McMullan 
Peter Best 
Louis McMullan 
Peter Best 
Denis Kirby 
Peter Best 
Denis Kirby 
Peter Best 
Gerry Sharvin 
Jerry Kelly 
Peter Best 
Dermot Hogan 
Peter Best 
Gerry Costello 



PAST PUPILS UNION 

The Union continued to maintain the growth in membership that had characterised it now 
for a number of years, although, as is usually the case with any human organisation, the 
bulk of the work seemed to devolve onto the shoulders of a dedicated few. However, the 
dedicated do not mind this too much provided their efforts receive the support from the 
many, and in this regard the Union activities during the years were very successful. The 
Annual Mass in November for the deceased past students and past staff-members was well 
attended every year. The Annual Dinner underwent a number of fluctuations and changes 
of venue. Attendance in 63-64 was 103, down on the previous year. In the following year 
the venue was Jury's and the attendance 110 with many complaints about the food. The 
Clarence hosted a more satisfied attendance of 101 in 65-66, but the Rugby Club-house 
proved a much better proposition the following year. It was back to the Clarence again in 
68-69 with fewer than 100 in attendance. The Annual Dance held in conjunction with the 
Rugby Club wes a continued success. The Turkey Whist Drive at Christmas, which was 
a success in 1963 with 192 present at 48 tables, fell away sharply the following year to just 
24 tables, so its usefulness began to be questioned. It was scrapped the following year. It 
was a function which had a honourable place in the Union calendar from the Union's 
beginning, but social tastes had changed and there just was not sufficient support for 
it. In 65-66 a Social Evening was put in its place and was a great success. During it a 
presentation was made to the victorious SCT and to Fr Walter Kennedy the Trainer. 
The Annual Retreats continued for a few years to be held every Palm Sunday week-end 
in St Joseph's Retreat House, Tallaght, but towards the end of the decade it was decided 
to change from week-end to one-day Retreats and Good Friday was chosen as the day, a 

. custom which still prevails. 

Marian Boys' Club 
For a number of years the Union had taken on the Marian Boys Club, run by the Past 
Students Praesidium of the Legion of Mary, as the Union's form of Catholic Action, but 
in spite of the work of various Presidents and Committees there was no great response 
from the general membership. Individual members like Dermot Sullivan who raised £120 
with a midnight matinee, Frank Fennell who headed a fund-raising committee, Dermot 
Smyth and Dermot Sullivan who sought and vetted various premises as to their suitability 
for the work, and Tony Dudley who acted as Legal Adviser, the Union as such was not 
very involved until premises were found in Gardiner St and a Limited Company set up 
to administer the Club and premises, and the Union became a shareholder. In 1965-66 
a Golden Guinea Club was formed to provide continuing finance to the Club and to 
underpin the various one-off events staged to raise funds and this proved very successful. 
It should also be noted that when the new premises were acquired the 5th and 6th years 
from the College did sterling work to help in the cleaning, renovating and preparation 
of the house as a place where young boys would be happy to spend their leisure hours 
after work. 

Lawn Tennis Club 
The Lawn Tennis Club continued to thrive and to improve both the premises and the 
number of members. In 1964-65 extensions were added to the pavilion to give extra shower 
and dressing rooms. The weekly dances in the dance hall were a profitable source of income 
and recruitment. However, the general cry in the annual Secretary's Report was that not 
enough past students of the College were joining the Club and the Club, with no one from 
the Union or in any way connected with the School involved in the administration, was 
in danger of losing its St Mary's identity, which would be a tragedy after all the work 
the past students had put into its founding and development. Sadly, the situation is little 
better in 1 990. 
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ST MARY'S RFC 

The 60s continued to be a period of expansion for the Club at all levels, membership, 
playing, premises, all helping to keep the Club in the forefront of rugby clubs throughout 
the country. During the closed season in 1963 work on a new premises incorporating a 
fine dance hall and an extended and modernised bar was begun and finished in October. 
On October 16 they were officially opened by the President of the IRFU, Mr Tommie 
O'Reilly, in the presence of officals of the IRFU, Leinster Branch and other Leinster 
Clubs. On Sunday, October 20, the premises were blessed by Fr P. J. Murray, President 
of St Mary's College, and this was followed by an enjoyable match between St Mary's and 
a team selected by the President of the Leinster Branch, Dr Karl Mullen, and captained 
by St Mary's past pupil, Jimmy Kelly of UCD, who won 28-21. This was the first match 
played under the new rules which had just been brought in, most notably in the matter 
of kicking directly to touch only from within the 25. In all this activity the Club was 
fortunate in having as its President, Frank Reddy who did not spare himself and attended 
every function and every match in which the club was involved. The Club was saved 
considerable expense in having Dermot P. Smyth to design the new building and supervise 
its construction, and Tommy Kearns as consultant for the electrical work. 

On the field of play, the 1st XV, captained by Dermot Moloughney, had the best playing 
record in Leinster and were only narrowly beaten, 3-5, by the eventual cup-winners, UCD 
under Jimmy Kelly, in the semi-final. Dermot was the top try-scorer in Leinster and was 
picked once more by Munster. Denis Hickie and Bela Kos were picked for Leinster and 
Co Dublin. The 2nd XV reached the semi-final of the Junior League but were put out of the 
Metropolitan Cup by the winners, UCD, in the first round. But, for the third successive 
year, the 3rd XV brought back a trophy to St Mary's. Under Matt Jones they won the 
Minor Cup for the second time in three years. The 3rd A retained the Cliff House Cup 
in their annual match with Greystones, and reached the semi-final of the Moran Cup, 
where they were beaten only in extra time. The 3rd B also reached the semi-final of the 
Winters Cup of which they were holders. The 3rd C played all season but unfortunately 
had no competition on which to cut their teeth. 

The new premises had a double badminton court which enticed a number of members, 
Fred Cogley, the Bevan brothers, and Des White to form a Badminton section with the 
advice of International player, J. J. Fitzgibbon. It was to become a very popular aspect 
of Club activity. 

No human activity can remain on a high all the time and the 1964-65 season could 
be termed a low, given the exceedingly high standard the Club had reached. The only 
trophies won were the Keating Sevens and North Kildare Sevens, both won by the 2nd 
XV under Matt Jones. The 1st XV bowed out of the Cup in the first round, but the 2nd 
and 3rd won their sections of their Leagues and reached the semi-finals, where they were 
both beaten only narrowly. In the Cup the 2nds reached the quarter-final. New ground 
was broken when the 3rd A travelled to London to play and beat a London team, Shirley. 
Also when St Mary's and Terenure conbined to play a team selected by Jimmy Kelly. 

1965-66 saw the Club coming back to its rightful level when the 1st XV reached the 
final once more of the Leinster Cup under the captaincy of Denis Hickie. From the 
start of the season they exhibited an ability to play good football and also win matches. 
A trip to Liverpool on which they played the famous Waterloo Club and held them to 
13-11, so impressed their opponents that they asked for a return match in Dublin the 
next year. In the Cup they accounted for two _of the best teams in the competition, 
Belvedere and UCD, in exhausting encounters. The final against Terenure was one of 
the best ever seen in Lansdowne. Beset with injuries, St Mary's fought like tigers only 
to be narrowly beaten. Denis Hickie and Eddie O'Dwyer got Interprovincial caps while 
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Ned Carmody was picked for Dublin. The 2nd XV retained the Keating Sevens. This 
season saw the first Dinner held by the Club in the Club premises and it was an 
unqualified success, due mainly to the wonderful organisation by the committee of 
Matt Gilsenan, Joe Fanagan and Donal Mullan, the Club Captain. It was to become a 
successful annual affair. The Club gave permission to the local parish to erect a temporary 
school for 3 years on part of the grounds, in return for which, as well as a small rent, 
the parish built a permanent toilet block which was to remain for the Club's use when 
the temporary school was removed. The Club also gave the use of the clubhouse for 
a parochial Sale of Work. Gerry Boyd was appointed Hon. Treasurer of the Leinster 
Branch, and with Dermot Smyth as Club Representative, formed a strong Club presence 
at headquarters. 

Denis Hickie was again Captain in the 1966-67 season, which began with the return 
visit of Waterloo who were held to a draw. Later the famous Blackheath Club from 
London came over and were convincingly beaten. Unfortunately St Mary's were very 
inconsistent, mixing brilliant play with lacklustre performance. In his Annual Report, 
the Hon Secretary, Harry McGuinness, offered the explanation that the many calls 
on Denis Hickie for International (he was sub 3 times) and also Interprovincial duty 
deprived the team of the necessary leadership with consequent erratic displays. With 436 
points St Mary's were the highest-scoring club in Ireland, while Sean Cooke, with 192 
of them, established a new post-war record. Denis Hickie had the honour of being the 
first club-member to be picked for an Ireland Touring team. While he did not get a test 
against Australia he did play extremely well in many of the tour matches. Terry O'Neill 
was picked for Connaught and Jimmy Kelly for Leinster. The 3rd XV reached the final of 
the Minor Cup where they were beaten by a very strong Wanderers team, while the 3rd 
As reached the semi-finals of both League and Cup only to be narrowly beaten in both 
when with a little luck they might have won through. Eight teams in all were fielded that 
season although it was not always easy to get opposition for them. One departure in the 
previous season was the decision to entertain visiting teams in the Clubhouse instead of 
in hotels. It was done first with Carlow and Devlin and proved so successful that all other 
visitors were entertained there for the remainder of the season and from then on, even 
the overseas visitors, including Junior Clubs from Holyhead, Moseley and Perthshire. 
The second Annual Dinner was as big a success as the first and became a fixture on the 
calendar. Frank Reddy organised a Theatre Evening which was one of the most enjoyable 
nights of the year and also became a fixture. Badminton flourished and Darts, under the 
guidance of Tommy Dorgan, who organised matches with other Clubs, was one of the 
most popular indoor pastimes in the Club. Saturday night dances were a regular source 
of income, and not just in bar receipts. But all these varied activities called for enormous 
resources in personnel and work which was cheerfully given with little more thanks than 
the gratification of a job well done. When the Club's history comes to be written, perhaps 
those unsung volunteers will receive a fitting memorial. 

In 1968-69 St Mary's hit the heights again with a win in the Leinster Senior Cup under 
the captaincy of Sean Lynch, with Ned Carmody as Coach. It was a win that gave the 
College a remarkable double as the Senior Schools Cup had already been won that season. 
The season began inauspiciously with a trouncing, 31-3, from Bective. Six further defeats 
before Christmas didn't augur well but were mixed with some good victories which gave 
some hope. They were to be the last defeats. From then till the Cup campaign it was all 
victories, some exceedingly narrow perhaps, but still victories. Old Wesley went under 
25-11 in the first round, then Monkstown were accounted for, 17-12 before a meeting with 
favourites UCD in the semi-final. Playing their best.football to date, St Mary's sparkled 
and finished convincing winners by 27-6. Meanwhile Trinity had won their way to the 
final. They wer~ very much on top in the first half although they could only put 3 pts on 
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Leinster Senior Cup Winners, 1969 
Back: E. Carmody, T. McCormick,]. Cagney, D. Byrne,]. B. S. Sweeney, G. Glendon, D. Mullen, 

S. Cooke, T. Deering, W. Meehan. 
Seated: D. Moloughney, W. Kenny, D. Hickie, S. Lynch (Capt), A . Andreucetti, 

S. Finlay, K. Corrigan. 
Front:]. Moloney, T. Young. 

the board. Early in the second half they added another three and the St Mary's support 
was decidedly uneasy with thoughts of the final defeats in '60, '63 and '66. But a penalty 
goal by Sean Cooke was the signal for an all-out offensive and with the last kick of the 
match, Donal Mullan equalised with a magnificent drop-goal, setting up a replay which 
followed a similar pattern to the first with St Mary's 11-3 down with just a few minutes 
left. Again St Mary's rallied and Johnny Moloney scored a try, Then in the dying seconds 
of the match, Sean Cooke scored a try under the posts which he converted to level the 
scores. Extra time remained scoreless almost to the end when the same Sean Cooke kicked 
a penalty which gave St Mary's the Cup. The Irish Times correspondent summed it up as 
follows: 

The 1969 Leinster Senior Cup Final deserves to be remembered and 
discussed for many years to come as no finer or more dramatic matches 
were ever seen in the 87 year old history of the competition, than those 
between St Mary's and Dublin University. 

VOCATIONS 

Name At School Ordination Order/ Diocese 

John Flavin (1947-55) 1964 CSSp 
Denis Horgan (1954-57) 1964 Dominicans 
Noel O'Meara (1951-55) 1965 CSSp 
Edward Quinn (1953-59) 1965 Oblates of Mary 
Patrick Carroll (1947-52) 1966 CS Sp 
Dermot Burke (1953-60) 1966 Hexham Diocese 
Brian McLaughlin (1948-58) 1967 CS Sp 
Heber McMahon (1949-60) 1967 Dublin Diocese 
Michael McGlade (1950-59) 1968 Arundel & Brighton 
Patrick Cullen (1953-59) 1969 Bermingham, Alabama USA 
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